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Preface. 
The writing of this thesis was mobilised by the apparent shift to the political right across 
the Western European and other Western nation - states including Australia, where the 
rights of the citizen and the 'problem' of the immigrant population have become central 
issues. With the linkages operating between class, ethnicity, nation and race within this 
shift to the right in mind, the thesis is intended to offer a partial response to the their 
elaboration in English and Australian contexts of history, law, and culture. 
In the Australian context, issues of race and immigration have played a significant role in 
the electoral success of the conservative Liberal Party, which has enacted legislation 
producing the construction of a 'Fortress Australia. The European discourse and 
govemmentality of both renewed forms of nationalism and the creation of a 'Fortress 
Europe' have played a similar role in enabling the shift to the right throughout the 
1990's and the first years of this century. While in England, the Blair Labour 
government is avowedly centre-left, its positioning of the immigrant as threatening to the 
national community has been no less stringent than that adhered to by the Australian 
centre-right government. 
In Liz Fekete's terms, this shift manifests the rise of a pervasive form of xenoracism, 
where the form of exclusion operating in the construction of a 'Fortress Europe' is not 
simply racist in the sense of biological, or 'scientific' racism.' Nor is xenoracism merely 
cultural, operating on the basis of constructed cultural and social difference amongst 
different national, racial, or ethnic groups. Cultural difference is mobilised in terms of 
incommensurability within xenoracism, but is inseparable fi-om issues of poverty and 
criminality,^ where the other figures through a correlation of criminality, immigration, and 
ethnicity. 
In both Australian and the European Union nation-states, the 'problem' of asylum seekers, 
refligees, and migration has become volatile. Western governments argue that the 
conditions of globalization have produced a situation in which migrants whose motives 
are primarily economic increasingly seek recourse in the appeal to asylum status. Across, 
Europe, a post-war period of relative openess towards immigrants was followed by a 
period of restriction after the economic dovratum caused by the 1973 oil crisis. England 
was an exception to this shift to the extent that restrictions were enacted earlier, and 
have continued to be stronger than those imposed across the other EU states. Australia, 
under the Hawke - Keating Labour governments (1983-96), pursued a policy of 
multiculturalism, and engaged in a process of reconciliation with Aboriginal people. Like 
the European states, the Australian government in the 1990's has acted to restrict the 
immigration of asylum seekers in the contemporary period, and the Howard Liberal 
government (1996 onwards) has overturned the previous policies of multiculturalism and 
reconciliation. British and Australian government officials have kept abreast of policy 
developments in their respective domains; an Australian parliamentary research paper 
arguing for the relinquishing of the protocol of the Geneva Convention for a quota 
system more appropriate to the conditions and dilemmas of globalization resonates with 
current British policy, and the Home Office in Britain has advised that 'Howard's Way' 
would be appropriate for the British situation.^ Moreover, at the turn of the 20"' century, 
British and Australian policies regarding sovereignty, subjects and aliens, bore remarkable 
consistency: the first Act of the Australian parliament was to legislate the White Australia 
policy (1901), while in 1905 the British parliament passed the Aliens Act. Both of these 
legislations were designed to 'protect' a white national community firom the imagined 
threat of racialised and pauperised immigrants. Both policies thus demonstrate the 
configuration that Fekete names xenoracism. This form of communitarian protectionism 
continued throughout the 20* century.'* Throughout the contemporary period England, 
Australia, and most of the Western European nation - states have acted to criminalise 
economic migration that presents itself as being in need of the political protection offered 
by the 1951 Geneva Convention. 
For the migration theorist James Hollifield, the rise of the modem nation state is 
correlate with the emergence of the liberal paradox, which he formulates as the 
phenomenon in which European states have been observed to have opened their borders 
to processes of globalization while maintaining a closure against immigration.^ States 
become trapped in the paradox where economic forces push towards greater openess 
while 'the international state system and powerful (domestic) political forces push states 
towards greater closure.''' Migration policy becomes marked by the contradiction lying 
between 'tolerant' and 'economic' liberalism. Hollifield vmtes that 'this is a liberal 
paradox because it highlights some of the contradictions inherent in liberalism, which is 
the quintessentially modern political and economic philosophy and a defining feature of 
globalization.' 
In this thesis, the sense of liberalism being employed takes Hollifield's account one step 
further, so that the liberalism that is marked by this paradox under globalization was 
equally 'contradicted' in colonial times. Moreover, while agreeing with the premise that 
liberalism is inseparable from the development of the nation-state system, rather than 
reading liberalism as paradoxical or as contradicted, the thesis operates with a conception 
of a liberal consistency, where the 'tolerant' space of liberalism is both dependent upon 
and supportive of the border-less economic sphere. 
For Jurgen Habermas, liberalism, democracy, and the rise of the nation-state are assumed 
to be co-dependant. Habermas argues that the nation-state and democracy emerged in a 
circular relationship, and these relays are part of the progress of modernity and the 
Enlightenment project. For Habermas, modernity had found its manifestation in the 
political form of the nation-state, which, up until the point of globalization, has given the 
best form for the constitution and maintenance of a public sphere. Crucially, for the 
argument of this thesis, Habermas's argument for the development of the public sphere 
qua enlightened modernity was framed primarily in terms of the development of the 
British political system in the 17* and 18* centuries,^ the period in which 'Australia' 
developed as a fragment of the British political system. 
If globalization brings the confradictions belonging to the liberalism to a crisis point, 
these confradictions can be considered to frouble the status of the model of the modem 
nation-state. On one level, this crisis is considered to have froubled both the sovereignty 
and security of the nation-state. Global flows of information, capital, goods and labour 
frouble the ability of the nation-state to maintain its borders, territorial authority, and 
sovereignty. On another level, the re-nationalisation that states enact as a response to 
globalization effects the public sphere of liberal democratic politics. For Etienne Balibar, 
the responses that nation-states make to their globalization fall into the categories of 
communitarianism, neo-republicanism, and, in the work of Jurgen Habermas, humanitarian 
cosmopolitanism.' 
In Habermas's recent work the confradictions inherent to the nation-state that Hollifield 
names the liberal paradox requires a renewal of the project of modernity. This renewal is 
to proceed by franscending the limits of the nation-state, and thus, will produce a renewal 
of the nation-state itself, in the form of its re-placement in an emergent fransnational 
public sphere. For Habermas, globalization shouldn't lead to a negation of the nation-
state, but merely its reformulation through the formation of a fransnational public sphere, 
where a new democratic institution grounded in public debate would enable 'a concrete 
set of practices oriented towards communication, the mediation of particular interests, the 
rise of a legitimacy and the formation of a constitutional patriotism 
(Verassungspatriotismus)'.'° This is to be a sphere that will be more than the nation-state 
system, but both less than the post-nationalism argued for by Yasemin Soysal, and more 
than the fransnational globalization indicated in the works of Saskia Sassen." 
The froubling of the nation-state started, however, at a much earlier period than the 
contemporary period of globalization. The rise of the European nation-state was dependant 
on the process of colonisation. In England, colonisation provided the finance necessary to 
the Industrial Revolution. Colonisation was the correlating power that held together the 
development of the national form as the typically bourgeois way of instituting citizenship, 
with the dominance of emerging nation-states in the world economic system.'^ 
The public sphere that Habermas identifies first, in the political space of the European 
nation state, and secondly in the fransnational space of the European Union is supposed 
to depend upon the inscription of norms that have universal and rational legitimacy. 
Habermas, in describing the rise of the European 'way of life' as having been dependent, 
in part, upon a glistening material infrastructure', doesn't relate this to the critique of 
'our aggressive colonial and Eurocenfric past.''^ The rise of the public sphere that 
Habermas identifies in The Transformation of the Public Sphere isn't given as dependent 
on the exclusion of the colonial world, whereas Etienne Balibar argues that the universal 
form of the nation-state was, and is, dependent on just such an exclusion. The civil 
society that Habermas advocates is European, but Habermas attempts to defend his 
argument for the renewal of modernity and the values of the Enlightenment from charges 
of ethno-centricism by basing the values of such a civil society in universal rational 
norms achievable through the discourse ethics that have developed in the nation-state 
form. In addition, the social democracy that he advocates, while based upon the relays 
operating between liberalism, the nation-state, and democracy, is positioned against the 
instrumentality belonging to neo-liberalism. A post-colonial perspective would, however, 
go some way towards demonsfrating some of the difficulties inhering to the separation of 
the humanitarian-cosmopolitan public sphere from the both the instmmental neo-liberalism 
it is defined against, and the alternative statist responses to the challenges arising in 
globalization. Regardless of whether these responses are communitarianism, or neo-
republicanism, they share a grounding with the Habermassain public sphere in the 
closures belonging to the legitimating correlation of ethnicity, liberalism, and the nation-
state as modem. 

Introduction. 
This thesis responds to the contemporary re-elaboration of issues of ethnicity and 
nationalism in liberal Western Nation States as these respond to their repositioning within 
globalization by questioning some of the premises which allow the current communitarian 
configuration within English and Ausfralian contexts. 
Liberal nation states have responded differently to the challenges posed by globalization, 
depending upon their histories, and the different stmctures of their political institutions. 
The thesis uses the example of the British and Ausfralian nation-states because they share 
similar systems of common law sovereignty and a colonial history. A focus on both 
England and Ausfralia in the colonial period forms important sections of this thesis 
because the relays operating between nation, democracy, and modernity in Habermas's 
argument are based on an analysis of the rise of the public sphere in England at a time 
at which 'terra nullius' was being colonised and settled. 
The thesis addresses the intersection of class, race, modernity and the nation within the 
discourse fields of Anglo and Ausfralian liberal history, culture and law. The thesis's 
arguments are intended to be suggestive, as a comprehensive freatment of these matters 
would require a longer freatment.' The thesis suggests a consistency between the colonial 
and global fropes of the discourse fields it discusses, and offers a suggestive 
interpretation for what this consistency means for accounts of the nation-state that link it 
to the progressive notion of modernity. The thesis does not have the space to engage in 
a comprehensive response to the use to which Habermas and his followers put the 
nation-state, but suggests an alternative analysis that could useftiUy be employed from the 
perspective of Postcolonial Cultural Studies. 
The thesis proceeds by a two-fold method; one the one hand it develops its cenfral idea 
in the process of settlement-through-fransportation, and on the other hand, it offers a 
critique of the closure involved in accounts of the nation-state qua modernity. The former 
is offered as a hybridisation of the latter. The position of the nation-state in globalization 
is problematised by the account of settlement-through-fransportation, where a national 
history (the Ausfralian) is shown to have been fransnational and diasporic from its 
colonial inception. Colonisation is linked to globalization through an analysis of the place 
of London as a global city operating in the colonial period. The place of the centrifugal 
global city is integral to the thesis's development of fransportation as productive of 
settlement in the antipodes. 
Demonsfrating this colonial fransnational dynamic denationalises the view of the nation 
qua modemity, showing this constmction to be dependent upon the ideological work 
required in the linkage of the nation with a particular white community. In the discourse 
fields the thesis examines, this ideological work is manifest in a series of relays, so that 
liberalism comes to refer to 'the nation', and the nation refers to an Anglo-Ausfralian 
identity and imagined community. These in turn are grounded in a progressive concept of 
modemity. Liberalism in the thesis refers to the 'liberal paradox' between economic 
openess and communitive closure, while this paradox is thought of as a consistency rather 
than as confradictory. Moreover, the thesis follows Hugh Collins's conception of the 
Benthamite form of the Ausfralian political and legal system,^ as that form of liberalism 
was dominant at the time of the antipodean fragmentation from British society. 
The term modemity is used in a two-fold sense throughout the thesis. One the one hand, 
the thesis questions the account of 'modemity' qua enlightenment qua the nation as it is 
appropnated from Habermas's writing. This questioning is intended to be suggestive, as 
the thesis doesn't have sufficient space for a more thorough discussion. Nonetheless, it's 
necessary to the purposes of this thesis, because the Anglo-liberal nationalism that the 
thesis seeks to counter is grounded in the idea of an enlightened European modemity. 
The sense of modemity that the thesis offers, in confrast, is based upon a different 
elaboration of race, class, and nation, in which the role of colonisation is fore-grounded, 
so that it seems more useful to write of a dialectics of colonial-modernity. 
Against the Habermassian sense of an enlightened modemity manifest in the form of the 
nation-state, the thesis's constmction of a colonial-modemity has more in common with 
the work of Etienne Balibar.^ Both theorists argue that the rise of the nation state 
evolved as a national re-configuration of universal rights and norms, so that political 
universality was to be found in the national form. Balibar describes the nationalisation of 
social norms as having come to mean that the dignity of individuals had become a 
universal quality of the citizen-worker. For Balibar, 
the secular institution of a national citizenship, or, as Gramsci called it, a 
'national popular' citizenship in the framework of the bourgeois nation state after 
the chain of revolutions of the classical age, from the Netherlands to England to 
America to France etc., has formulated political universality more effectively than 
in any previous form. 
For Balibar, the national form gave extensive and intensive forms of universality. In the 
first case, the rise of the nation-state worked alongside colonisation, where there existed 
a material correlation between the development of the nation form, which 
triumphed over other political forms such as the city state or the empire as a 
typically 'bourgeois' form of instituting citizenship, and the dominant position 
would be nations occupied in the world-economy and the world-system.^ 
Balibar writes that the juridical and political framework of the nation-states worked as a 
counterpart to the distribution of the world among the European powers. Extensive 
universalism came with the European sense of mission, bringing the 'universalistic idea of 
Man, Freedom, the State, Culture, etc. to the rest of Humankind.'^ This extensive and 
assimilationist universalism was interiorized by Westem nation-states, in a process 
involving both the political subjectification and cultural assimilation of colonies. 
Simultaneously, nation-states, the world-economy, and the world-system developed within 
a framework of intensive universalisation. Here, the 'basic content of the identification of 
society, people and nation' is expressive of the universalitic or emancipatory claim for 
'equal liberty.' Citizenship here becomes equated with Humanity, and particular national 
claims as expressive of universal rights. Balibar's concept of the universal nation form 
can be thought of in terms of the 'liberal paradox', whereby the political space of the 
national community is granted the legitimacy of being expressive of universal rational 
norms, and is yet dependent on its relationship to the sphere of economic liberalism. The 
actual or imagined content of the national community then becomes a border space. 
separating belonging from exclusion, and the human from the non-human. The relationship 
between liberalism's openess and closure can then be thought of in terms of the modem 
nation ownership of a particular content, imagined as universal through the construction 
of exclusions. 
In mapping this particular form of universal legitimacy in the Anglo-Ausfralian context, 
the thesis takes the works of the historian Miriam Dixson including The Real Matilda: 
Women and Identity in Australia - 1788 to the Present (1974, 1999), and The Imaginary 
Australian - 1788 to the Present (1999) as representative of a system of positive 
historicizing that can be seen to work, at the level of the text, as a closed economy. The 
closure these historical texts provide is exemplary of both the nation as embodying a 
particular white community, and of the nation qua modemity. In Dixson's work, the sense 
of modemity that is being used is an elaboration of Habermas's theories, and the 
Ausfralian nation state is given as the epitimal example of nation qua modemity. This 
conception of the nation is grounded in the 'lifeworld' of the Anglo-Celtish ethnie. These 
texts are indicative of, and give support to the oppression of race and class that lie 
beneath the surface of contemporary Ausfralian statist solutions to the 'liberal paradox,' 
where a form of xenoracism is mobilised for the purposes of the political appeal to be 
gained in the imagined threat of globalization. In political terms, Dixson's texts are useftil 
for analysis because they make overt the communitarian logic at work in Ausfralian 
cenfre-right liberalism. Moreover, because Dixson writes from an avowedly cenfre-left 
position, these texts also render apparent the communitarian tendencies operating as one 
form of grounding for Ausfralian cenfre-left liberal politics. 
Dixson's texts operate through a series of closures that allow them to operate as a 
positive system. The positive system of these texts performs a reintegration of historical 
and contemporary differences (of gender, class, and ethnicity) with the figure of an Anglo 
Ausfralian "core" culture. Within this system Dixson's argument is that the privileging of 
this ethnie is the work of history which should reassert its place as the authoritative 
discipline holding the nation's collective memory. This work is positioned against the 
fracturing effects of globalization that are read as taking effect in the grov^ 1:h of 
difference - based academic work (including, primarily. Cultural Studies.) According to 
Dixson's texts the relays working between history, the nation, and (democratic) liberalism 
should be renewed within a general renewal of enlightened modemity. Within this 
argument Dixson positions her work as following Habermas's account of the nation-state 
qua enlightened modemity, and Anglo-Ausfralian historiography is given as the epitimal 
site for this practice of reintegration because the Ausfralian nation was formed at a high 
- point of English modemity. 
In Dixson's argument the popular figure of the 'ordinary (white) Ausfralian' is mobilised 
as the tolerant 'core' of Ausfralian culture and this 'core' is described as performing the 
'good enough' Kleinian holding necessary to the nation's continuing unity. The universal 
civic values governing Ausfralian liberal society are articulated together with an imagined 
particular ethnic civil habitas. Dixson's elaboration of the e//z«/e-public sphere as national 
is interesting both for its consistency with, and for the extent to which it diverges from 
the Habermassian project. On the on hand, it seems to combine the communitarian and 
pro-sovereignty positions of the nation-state as threatened by globalization. Here, it 
appears to clearly diverge from Habermas's humanitarian-cosmopolitanism. However, it 
can also be said to be consistent with the Habermassian project, once that project is read 
as being both Eurocentric and, therefore, ethnocentric. The universal sphere that Habermas 
appeals to is particular to a European 'way of life', and in the use of his theories made 
by neo-nationalists like Dixson, the form of that particularity and the effect of that form 
can be clearly seen. 
Working class cultiare is implicitly endorsed and relied upon as the last instance of 
Dixson's argument. The modemity, however, that 'Ausfralia' is described as representing 
depends upon the 'respectability' of the middle and upper classes. Ausfralia's historical 
lower classes work alongside the Aboriginals and the Irish in this argument, figuring as 
the others that enable the development of liberal individualism. This use of history 
endorses a contemporary major ethnicity imagined in the form of a disenfranchised white 
masculinity, but this 'good enough' core is mobilised to privilege a tolerant liberalism 
that only works for an elite section of society. Thus this paper will argue that this form 
of historical integration shares the limits of racialised liberalism that stmcture Anthony D. 
Smith's elite account of nationalism and ethnicity. Thus, in the reintegrated narrative that 
Dixson's texts provide labour is divorced from power and the subaltem doesn't speak. 
In positioning fransportation and the settlement of a penal colony as labour migration and 
the criminalisation of poverty, this paper uses the precolonial dynamics of the City of 
London as an example of the operation of an early global city. This example allows this 
paper to mobilise a dialectics of colonisation against reintegrated history where the 
'settler' nation-state sanctions a masculinist bourgeois narrating of an e^/i«/e-liberality in 
which modemity is claimed to find its best representation. This paper suggests an 
altemative form of a dialectics of colonial - modemity, where its cultural and material 
dynamics can be seen to have been relayed through the example of the relatedness of 
this global city and its colonial site of production. Here the argument is made that the 
(penal) colonial should be articulated with the (English) modemity through the event of 
fransportation. Against the Habermassian definition of modemity this thesis adopts the 
idea of modemity as having worked through the development of the capitalist global 
market: In examining the relation of this sense of modemity through colonisation and the 
global city of London, the thesis identifies a process of becoming-mefropolitan. 
Historical memory is a matter of constmction, and the role of forgetting is crucial to the 
production of the history that comes to be remembered^. This paper will argue that there 
are consequences inherent in 'forgetting' historical differences, and that the ethnie-liheral 
re-elaboration of the Ausfralian nation-state that Dixson's works provides an example of a 
destmctive form of forgetting. These consequences are bom by the groups defined 
through a combination of race and class as other, to the "core" Ausfralian community. 
They are also borne by the lower classes of this "core", whose support is mobilised 
politically against the threat of this imagined other, while they simultaneously suffer from 
the economic openess required by the liberal system. The political space of the 'public 
sphere' also suffers the consequences of these forms of forgetting, for opposition to the 
Benthamite negotiation of interests tends to preclude the oppositional potential these 
groups hold for making hybrid forms of community in a democratic space. In as much, 
this forgetting is also to be found in the positive systems of law, history and cultiare this 
thesis addresses. The form of this forgetting will be shown to have been worked through 
a dialectics of domination in this account of the forming a new nation, where the relays 
operating between race, class and gender have been forgotten, only to subsumed within 
an ethnie-hheral schema which provided the necessary support for economic liberalism in 
colonial times, and provides the same support for neo-liberalism in the current climate of 
globalization. 
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Chapter One: The Metropolitan Citizen-Subject and its Colonial 
Others. 
The Early Global Metropolis 
On the advice of an elderly acquaintance long an inhabitant of London I've donned an 
impressive suit and brought along a particularly well groomed escort in order to gain 
admittance to White's, the Chocolate House first opened here in the heart of the city on 
St James' Sfreet, in 1683. The fact that it isn't a cafe at all, but more of a 'gentieman's 
club,' can be vouched for by the presence of the suspiciously muscular maitre d', 
bristling at our uninvited presence. To get here it was necessary to walk through the 
sfreets of the Square Mile of The City, the financial precinct of the Corporation of the 
City of London whose boundary-defining walls were Roman built in the thfrd century. 
Since the Saxon renewal in the sixth century it was this Corporation operating within 
these boundaries which defined the limits of mefropolitan citizenship. The origins of 
mefropolitan citizenship can be fraced to the Saxon folk-moot, the ancient open-air 
assembly which historians believe is likely to have met at the site of the city's Roman 
open amphitheafre.' Here the medieval Guildhall was built at which the 'freedom of the 
city' - the ritual marking mefropolitan identity - was granted to citizens.^ This freedom 
came to be granted on the basis of patrimony, redemption (i.e., purchase,) and, most 
commonly, apprenticeship. During the early modem period citizenship granted a 
mefropolitan identity to something like one third of the men residing within the city and 
its exfra-mural (but not suburban) spaces. Outside of the city limits the suburbs developed 
as a vast territory of migrant ex-citizenry. This delineation between the city and its 
unregulated suburbs marked the beginnings of mefropolitan modemity and the rise of the 
early global city.'' 
Now, along with the borough of Westminster, '(T)he City' is one of the two municipal 
bodies which can afford to maintain the limits of its (mefropolitan) citizenship: Where 
other London boroughs appear 'colourftil' in thefr multicultural makeup, Westminster and 
The City have the financial backing that allows them to follow up on the national 
dispersal policy on refugee immigrants and asylum seekers. Immigrants making their 
claims in either of these boroughs are found accommodation in England's 'other nation' 
- the north - while lesser funded London boroughs accommodate applicants within their 
ovm limits. The sfreets of The City and Westminster remain, however, 'poly-ethnic', 
being full of 'tourists', if yet comparably free of 'vagabonds'."* Their public telephone 
boxes, on the other hand, belie this sanitation, as the notices plastered within read like 
an orientalist's wet dream. In fact, the creation of a realm of non - citizenship in both the 
legal category of the asylum seeker (rather than the relative security of refugee status,) 
and in the illegal return to the mefropolis of dispersed people, feeds into a governmental 
criminalisation of the needs - based immigrant. Prostitution re-cenfres the mefropolis as one 
of the relatively unregulated market spaces in which the immigrant seeks sanctuary.^ 
The suburban migrant - prostitute figured large within the popular media of the sixteenth 
and seventeenth century mefropolis. John Twyning writes that while mral-to-urban 
immigration was the motor of the new mefropolis, the suburbs flooded with this ex-mral 
labour soon dwarfed the city proper both in size and as the image of the other giving 
stmcture to majoritive mefropolitan identity. The suburbs formed 'a new exfraterritorial 
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zone of production and exchange . . . outside London's ancient market places and thus 
out of reach of their juridical, ceremonial, and talisman protections - and restrictions.'^ 
These suburban areas were referred to as The Liberties and the fact that they lay outside 
of the city's jurisdiction explains, in part, the fact that approximately eight of every ten 
London brothels were located there. The prostitute figured in the popular media of this 
period as both the epitimal representation of the suburbs and as 'something of an icon, 
or axis, around which the meaning of frade, and the culture's attitude to it, got defined.'^ 
Thus, 'in the eyes and minds of the authorities, the prostitute and the immigrant were 
aligned in material, discursive, and topographical ways.'^ For the City Fathers, this figure 
fed into the desfred representations of the city which were, on the one hand, those that 
figured the city as the matemal and submissive feminine. On the other hand, the city's 
'wantonness' expressed the masculine desfre for the wealth of pleasures its allure invited. 
Where the figure of the city functions as an metaphor for identity then such self-
representations express some of the dichotomous tensions belonging to the citizen -subject: 
The wanton - and - yet - chaste feminine was an expression of a mefropolitan masculine 
imaginary. 
The citizen-subject's social imaginary took the hysterical form of an 'impregnable castle 
standing erect and above the miasma of cormption around him.'' London's early-modem 
citizens, the social precursors of the new 'middling sorts,' sought their identity 
differentiation against the imagined abyss of the migratory suburban, but this hysterical 
masculinity found its objet petit a ' in the particular form of the prostitute.'° The imagined 
integrity provided through the freedom granted to the citizen-subject worked in 
confradistinction to the figure of the prostitute which was imagined as an 'essentially low, 
suburban, bodily, disintegrated' non-citizen." This object of desire was not just the point 
at which the symptom of a neurosis - stmctured subjective - language system became 
evident, but the masculine - hysteric's fantasised site of persecution.^^ 
As John Twyning's (1998) argument makes clear, the 'prostitute' represented the 
antithesis of the bounded identity of the mefropolitan citizen-subject. In this sense the 
problem of boundaries of identification can also be mapped onto the social space of the 
mefropolis while both identity and topography are relayed through the frade nexus. The 
bodily imaginary of the mefropolitan city-male was one froubled by the threat of 
engulfment and disintegration. Citizens imagined themselves taking arms against a 'sea of 
froubles.' The fluidity of migration evident in the chaotic spaces of the suburban often 
found representation in terms of the lability of feminine sexuality, and the liquidity of 
money. Prostitution came to be referred to as Trade, and while it was imagined as a 
suburban phenomenon, its proliferate commodification of sexual relationships paid no 
respect to mefropolitan boundaries. This Trade was commonly one of the first forms of 
casual labour which suburban -migratory women of this period tumed to, given that it 
required neither capital nor access to any sort of guild membership. Along with the 
proliferation of the sfreet frading 'fisherwomen,' the 'countiess thousands of women 
peddling their persons' stamped the character of the city's public spaces.'^ Such frade was 
described as a form of 'being free in all places' in confradistinction to the citizen's 
official 'freedom.' This 'cormpt' form of freedom suggested a 'sexual, social, and spatial 
fluidity,' belonging, iconically, to the cormpt (i.e., commodified) sexuality of the 'unfixed 
and unlocatable' suburban migrant - prostitute.''* These women's successful mefropolitan 
social performance became thought of as a form of imposture, one that was unsettling in 
the mirroring it offered the citizen - subject's own sense of identity. 
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The logic of this spatial and semiotic relaying between migration, frade and gender can 
be seen in the regime of punishment of the early-modem period. Corporeal pimishments 
were performed as the public spectacle of bodily disintegration. This spectacle was 
generally enacted on the body of the non-citizen rather than that of the citizen - subject; 
typically its victims were of the 'vagrant' class of the suburban immigrants. Twyning's 
analysis of the spectacle of the punishment of both vagrants and prostitutes gives a good 
sense of this semiotic relaying. Twyning follows Theweleit's logic of masculine 
subjectivity in observing that 
Whipping is always, in some sense, peipetrated as an act of purification. Carting and 
whipping prostitutes around the boundaries of the City was an act of social purgation 
which panoramically played out the individual psychic fears of the men who organised it. 
The ritual flogging in the streets and institutions of London enabled the spectators to 
fantasise about a sense of their own integrity. Having projected their feelings of disgust 
onto the person being flogged, they then felt purged by this spectacle of purification.'^  
The city's freemen stmctured their anxieties around the flux of mefropolitan identity 
formation enacted as a persecutory punishment on the bodies of the suburban migrant and 
prostitute: here the topographical boundaries of citizenship merge with those of identity in 
being 'purged' at the mefropolitan boundaries. 
Metropolitan Modernity. 
In confradistinction to the performance of this corporeal 'sfreet-theafre,' White's chocolate 
house, being a social space in the heart of the city, provides an antithetical site for 
reflecting upon these mefropolitan relays between frade, migration, gender, subjectivity, 
and citizenship. Frances White was an immigrant like the majority of Londoners of his 
time, and had been fortunate to have established his chocolate house in the period in 
which the City's coffee houses first began to augment the sociality of the taverns and 
dram shops. Five hundred of these coffee houses had opened before the middle of the 
next century, their success built upon the public demand for the new staples of tea, 
sugar, coffee and chocolate that had become possible through the exponential growth of 
Imperial frade and finance. Their popularity in London grew through the expansion of the 
city's immigrant population and, more particularly, through the socio-economic needs of 
the emerging middle-class. According to Francis Sheppard, these mefropolitan social spaces 
provided, 'newspapers, pipes and tobacco, gossip, and congenial company.''^ For Lisa 
Pickard, they provided the new 'middling sort' with 'a milieu in which to conduct 
business.''^ 
White's pafrons were, predominantly, part of the minority that recognised themselves as 
citizens of the City and residents of Westminster during the seventeenth and eighteenth 
centuries. Their coffee house followed a typical frajectory in becoming a sfronghold for a 
political party reflecting the constituency from which its custom was drawn. White's 
evolved as one of the 'proprietary' clubs of the mid-eighteenth century, owned and 
managed by the proprietor from whom they often took their name and who provided 
food, drink, and the exclusive use of rooms for the subscribers. It was a cenfre of heavy 
drinking and often ruinous gambling. From mid-century onwards it was this form of 
subscription club that became the norm and, as such, its frajectory was typical in 
establishing the norm for the sociality of the bourgeoisie in Georgian and Victorian 
London. 
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Coffee houses were one part of the city's unique public life from the times of the 
early mefropolis, a space that has been variously re-written in order to sanction the 
narratives of modemity, nation, and ethnie that this paper considers. Along with the 
theafre, the tavem, the market and the sfreet itself, the coffee house was one of the 
cmcial sites in the new mingling of different classes in the city's compressed and volatile 
spaces. These spaces often had a 'wild, playflil and sexual energy' that we can readily 
find in the seventeenth century plays of Thomas Dekker or, to take another popular 
example, the eighteenth century's sfreet showings of Punch and Judy. These newly 
mefropolitan social spaces allowed an unprecedented mixing of gender and class, 
discourse and play, and aesthetics and pohtics. While much of the city's speech is silent 
to us now, or at least difficult to 'read,' the mefropolitan coffee houses of the 
seventeenth and eighteenth century provided a social space for the consumption and 
production of a proliferation of texts whose suddenly vast quantity was reliant upon the 
new technologies of mass communication. 
These were dominant but minority representations that must be considered as pale in 
comparison to the comparatively oral culture of the labouring and immigrant classes of 
London during this period. Out of the heterogeneous speech of the early global city what 
remains to us now belonged to the narrow dominant spectmm of the masculine citizen. 
As Audrey Fisch observes, this phenomenon remains tme right through to the modem 
period: 
As with so much in Victorian Society, our understanding of events is limited by the 
scarcity of records from the working class and women in contrast to the preponderance of 
material detailing the opinions of middle-class men. Recourse to the working class 
newspapers does not necessarily remedy the situation. 
Nonetheless these speech - spaces have been latterly described by social theorists such as 
Habermas and Sennett as fomms where the bourgeois voice entered into a dialogue with 
the speech of its inferiors and, wherein, this paper will argue that the heterogeneity of 
mefropolitan speech was appropriated and re-inscribed.'^ In Habermas's argument these 
new social spaces offered the emergent bourgeoisie a sanctuary wherein a critical distance 
was established from authority and the populous. Habermas describes an incipient 'popular 
opinion' or 'public' that emerged and was mobilised.^" The fomms of the coffee house 
and the media were necessary for the development of the interdependent positioning of 
'Whig,' 'Tory' and 'Mob' as these gained - in an original mefropolitan use of modem 
technologies of propaganda - the necessary time and space for their coalescence in 
discourse. These shifts of cultural-material positions into political groupings had their 
instigation in the events surrounding the unsuccessfiil prosecution of the Papists in the 
Exclusion Bill crisis of 1678-81. The events of this crisis marked the delineation of the 
boundaries set for British politics for the next two hundred years.^' In reinforcing the 
national mindset inaugurated by the Tudor reformations, this delineation needs to be 
understood as having had a cenfral part of its instigation in the emergence of a 
xenophobic governmental and popular social imaginary. This emergent popular opinion 
was given stmcture by the imagined social space of the ex-national, so that the emergent 
public must be considered to have been given stmcture through British colonialism. 
This emergent 'conversation' amongst the section of the mefropolitan society that 
recognised itself as possessing citizenship is said to have given some of the form to the 
space of civil society within the modem bourgeois state that Habermas has described, 
while proponents of modemity's 'unrealised democratic potential' have argued that, in the 
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United States at least, it failed to survive the onslaught of republican philosophy. This 
development has been thought of in terms of the particular - universal debate giving 
stmcture to theories of globalization.^^ As Iris Marion Young describes it: 
The idea of the universahst state that expresses an impartial point of view transcending 
any particular interests is in part a reaction to this differentiated public. The republicans 
grounded this universahst state in the idea of the civic pubhc which political theory and 
practice institutionalised by the end of the eighteenth-century in Europe and the US to 
suppress the popular and linguistic heterogeneity of the urban public. This 
institutionalisation reordered social life on a strict division of public and private.^ '' 
This thesis will return to the questions of gendered citizenship that Young's elaboration 
of the public and the private opens in its examination of the particular and the universal 
and 'criminality' and gender. However, for the moment it's important to note that, for 
Habermas, the French and English coffee houses of the 18th century onwards were 
indicative of the emergent civil society that offers the modem individual sanctuary from 
the realms of family, state, and market. For proponents of modemity's 'renewal' such as 
Cohen and Arato, this sanctuary holds out the seeds of the cultivation of a third sphere 
for the democratic citizen, offering him the ability to table his rights as inviolable from 
the force imposed through bureaucratic proceeduralisms as well as from the powers of the 
rational economy and its antecedent reifications. '^' 
The social spaces of these coffee houses were spaces of communication govemed by the 
mles of recognition. Their 'communities' owned a modality of cultural material 
relationship to their others govemed by an imagined extension of self-identity. As often 
as not, coffee houses were alike the newspapers and markets that Habermas also frames 
as foundational for civil society in being - both financially and discursively -
speculative spaces. Thus, for example, the conversations held in Jonathon's Coffee House 
in the City's Change Alley, through its three centuries' incamation, lent itself to the more 
speculative end of the communicative exchange. Jonathan's went on to become the 
London Stock Exchange and, as such, worked as one of the premier social spaces 
undenvriting the mefropolis as centripetal within the Imperial colonial economy. 
Jonathon's provides a leading instance of a social interaction that was common 
throughout the new social fomms. As speculative enterprises such social spaces were 
mediated by economies of exchange while this economy gave, in turn, stmcture to thefr 
discourse of the 'public sphere.' Speculation mediates the displacement of the realm of 
private morality onto the socio-material public sphere, making its resolutions of conflict a 
dissolution of difference in the name of a higher unity that comes to take the form of 
the public 'we'.'^^ The development of speculative discourse in these public spaces framed 
its 'us' and 'them' within an economy of desire. 
An integral part of this new form of discursive speculation • dealt in the hysterical 
masculine attention given to the pathological, the 'criminal,' and the 'loose' figure of the 
'prostitute.' Here, spaces such as White's and Jonathon's were, even in the seventeenth 
century, part of an emergent bourgeois busy defending its material and identity boundaries 
against the onslaught of the 'suburban abyss.' The public sphere's boundaries of 
citizenship were defined against the migratory suburban, wherein dwelt the mobius vulgar 
whose oral culture Samuel Johnson was to criminalise as 'fugitive cant.' At any time 
during the life of these public spaces, speculation upon 'the problem of crime' could 
have been heard, and by the modem period the description of an urban criminality 
characteristic of 
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socio-economic underprivilege typified by Vagrancy, drunk and disorderly charges, petty 
theft, street and domestic assault, and resisting arrest charges where the most serious cases 
of violence and mvu-der are almost invariably domestic. 
This latter description comes from a contemporary report which might have been (but 
was not)^^ written to address the problem of the suburban poor of Imperial London. It 
typifies one arm of the body of 'immigration' problems for which the City Corporation 
had sought to avoid responsibility ever since its emergence in the walled confines of a 
protective square mile during the middle ages. Beyond these limits had lain the exfra-
mural area bounded by bars placed over the principal roads. The realm outside this 
boundary was the suburban for which the city declined jurisdiction. The pressure of the 
vast growth of the suburbs upon the city during the early modem period matches the 
shift that Foucault describes from the mle of the ancien regime to the development of a 
modem disciplinary subjectivity. The Corporation had been able to offer the vvddows of 
its ovm citizens a lifetime pension of one third of their deceased husband's income. This 
sort of charity belonged to the economy of the gift that has been described as having 
worked as a face to face interaction in fraditional societies. With the growth of the 
suburban immigrant population the boundaries between city and suburb became 
increasingly difficult to demarcate, and an exponential increase in the demand for alms 
occurred both within and without the city proper. As the mefropolitan gift economy gave 
way to the emergent dominance of the commodity exchange, the problem of the 
immigrant poor became a matter of criminalised, medical sanitationary, and pathological 
discourse. Alms giving mutated into the punitive proceeduralisms of the poor laws, the 
workhouse, and the bridewell. The spectacle of capital punishment had been pursued as a 
dominant means of social confrol. Its lack of success and the potential its spectacle gave 
for the rise of disorder amongst the mefropolitan sfreet culture led the mefropolitan social 
body to look to excorporations as a solution to its social ills. Wars, colonial endeavours, 
incarceration and the fransportation of convicts and indentured labour were all used in the 
pursuit of 'an ideology of disappearing people.'^^ Meanwhile, the development of a 
policing of the docks and then the mefropolis itself worked in tandem with the site of 
colonial frade as crucial for the contest between classes. The criminalisation of the 
customs, laws and culture of the mefropolitan migratory labouring classes was also 
therefore, in this sense, a product of colonisation. 
Modem mefropolitan citizenship - subjectivity defined itself in negativity against its 
suburban others. These were the mobile vulgate, the unincorporable mass against which 
the individualism of the modem subject came to take its definition. Questioning the 
model of bourgeois modemity developed as the sanctuary of civil society demands a 
renarration of this 'modernity' from the point of view of its 'immigrant' others, and an 
elaboration of the positioning of migration, poverty and 'crime.' These are problems that 
a postcolonial perspective shows to have been infra-, inter-, and frans-national. 
Colonial - Modernity. 
In positioning fransportation and the settlement of a penal colony as labour migration 
and the criminalisation of poverty, this paper uses the example of the precolonial 
dynamics of the City of London as a global city. This constmction is mobilised to 
counter a conception of the development of Anglo Ausfralian settlement in the framing 
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given in Miriam Dixson's historical integration, where the 'settler' nation-state sanctions a 
masculinist^" bourgeois narrating of an e?/z«/e-liberality in which modemity is claimed to 
find its best representation. This thesis sets out an altemative form of a dialectics of 
colonial - modemity, where its cultural and material dynamics can be seen to have been 
relayed through the example of the relatedness of this global city and its colonial site of 
production. Here the argument is made that the (penal) colonial should be articulated with 
the (English) modemity through the event of fransportation. These global dynamics will 
be framed as having operated through a dialectics in which, in the first place, we could 
mark the development of the City proper with the development of the Court and 
Parliament at Westminster. Here the City emerged as a cenfre for global finance, and as 
the space of the emergence of the public sphere. Citizenship of The City depended on 
one's recognition as such at the Corporation's Guildhall, while the national seat of 
governmental power emerged with the Tudor reforms placing the Royal Court and the 
Inns of Court at Westminster. Simultaneously, the national success of London worked 
through the dynamic interaction of mefropolis and suburb, and the frafficking between the 
Court - The West End - and the port — The East End. The circulation of capital, 
labour, goods and information between the points of this dialectic cfrculated through the 
/«/ranational (provincial and mefropolitan), and the fraw^national (colonial and European) 
sites. 
While mapping a trans- and m^anational conception of Anglo-Ausfralian settlement-
through-fransportation, this paper's remit is to reconsider the English settlement of its 
antipodal penal colonies via fransportation from the context of globalization. Its argument 
is that using this context changes the form of historicising that helps to make sense of 
the present in Anglo 'post'colonial nations (within which category I would place both 
Ausfralia and England.)^' This globalization is framed against a form of national 
communitarian historicizing which obscures the differences belonging to postcolonial 
histories. 'Historical integration' is the project the historian Miriam Dixson argues for 
over three decades writing on class, gender, and national identity. In The Imaginary 
Australian: Anglo-Celts and Identity - 1788 to the Present, Dixson develops the argument 
that she commenced in The Real Matilda: Women and Identity in Australia - 1788 to the 
Present, for the privileging of a 'core' Anglo-Celtic identity in Ausfralia. In this core 
culture Dixson proposes a critical and popular affirmation of a 'really existing' life-world, 
a 'network of ties vidth the everyday' that 'embraces the family, civil society, the church 
(and) the academy.'^^ Dixson's project, constmcted as attempting to provide the 
intellectual support for a popular retrieval of an ethnic heritage, mobilises the figure of 
'ordinary' Ausfralian men and women as the realm of the popular on whose behalf this 
support is provided. 
Dixson's argument is that differences of race, class, and gender can and have been 
tolerated from the sanctuary provided by this integrating life-world. Ausfralia's Anglo -
Celtic origins are given as having brought dovm the life-force that retrieves the 
impression of earlier historical eras. These originating practices of the national ethnie are 
framed within the positive possibilities of the project of the Enlightenment. That the 
national origins of Ausfralia, present in this 'core' culture, are therefore emblematic of 
modemity is given as being evident in their ability to integrate the positive and negative 
differences that have made up Ausfralian history and identity. 
While at the political level the project of historical integration works against the recently 
dominant governmental policy of multiculturalism^^ Dixson's methodological concern is to 
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defend a practice of history against the emergence of Cultural Stiidies as a rival 
Humanities discipline: 
By the mediimi of Cultural Studies, Lacan with his views on ideology and agency, began 
to make his mark on Australian intellectual culture. Here, as throughout the West, over 
the 1970's and 1980's, left-liberal opinion adopted a great deal of post-structuralist doxa 
that the subject is a transient epiphenomenon of language, that truth and reality are 
constructed through discoiurse, and that history is the result of narrative contrivance.^ '* 
Here an organic agency is posited against a constructed subjectivity, the scientific status 
of tmth and reality as oppositional to the imaginary realm of discourse, and the reality of 
history against the fabrications of the fictional. Dixson constmcts a pessimistic theorising 
as co-extensive with the 'textuality' of Cultural Studies, which is in tum co-extensive 
with the idea of a 'black armband' form of historicising. 'Black - armband history' is the 
historian Geoffrey Blainey's phrase which the conservative politician John Howard 
mobilised at the national political level in Ausfralia,in the mid 1980's.^^ Blainey's phrase 
was specifically directed at a vein of 'post-colonial' historiography typified by the works 
of Henry Reynolds which privileged a constmction of Aboriginal history from a liberal 
Ausfralian perspective.^'' Dixson notes that Blainey's perspective represents the 'balance 
sheet' view, where ' . . all things considered . . . the good aspects of Ausfralian history 
outweigh its defects.' 
Historical mtegration works to give an optimistic fusion of the 'black armband' and 
'balance sheet' approaches in place of the pessimism it ascribes to the Cultural Studies 
approach. At the same time it acts as a reintegration of the fraditional divide in 'British' 
historiography, between Imperialist intemational accounts, and insular national accounts of 
'the free bom Briton.'^* Where this paper will show that historical integration feeds into 
a re-unifying ethno-nationalism, Ausfralian Cultural Studies practitioners should generally 
be considered to have argued for a critical uptake of multiculturalism.^^ John Frow and 
Meaghan Morris, for example, argue that while multiculturalism has been a "relatively 
successful policy, acting as a working model for a conception of culture based on 
difference and the recognition of otherness," it nonetheless is a politically and 
philosophically limited approach that ultimately depends on 'a final moment of absorption 
of difference back into unity at the level of language and national identity.'''" This 
commentary on the multicultural approach suggests that it falls within the limits of an 
ethno - liberalism whose defining virtue of tolerance demonsfrates the privileging of a 
cultural majomess that has been explored in several recent texts including Ghassan Hage's 
White Nation: Fantasies of White Supremacy in a Multicultural Nation, which 
demonsfrated the unconscious investments inherent to a racialised national identity, and in 
Ken Gelder's Uncanny Australia; Sacredness and Identity in a Postcolonial Nation, which 
critiqued postcolonial movements towards 'reconciliation.' 
Cultural Studies' critical multicultiaralism privileges a weak collectivity against the sfrong 
unity proposed through historical integration's 'core' cultiare. The former has tended to 
adopt an 'open text' methodology emphasising the processual nature of identity 
formations, while the latter makes use of a closed economy of the positivist system of 
historicising which this paper describes in the first chapter. These methodological 
arguments are not the subject of this thesis, although it provides a cultural stiidy of the 
historiography informing Dixson's 'historical integration.' It draws upon the textiiality that 
Dixson's criticisms misapprehend (despite the 'tiiiths that lie in thefr anxieties.')"" Thus 
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where fransportation (as settlement) is developed as a form of textuality this 'text' is 
taken to include 
practices, institutional structines and the complex forms of agency they entail, legal, 
political, and financial conditions of existence, and particular flows of power and 
knowledge, as well as a particular multilayered semantic organisation.''^  
In its approach to the settlement of the Antipodean colonies via fransportation, this 
paper critiques the dominant historical discourse in which accounts of settlement figure. 
Here the works of Ausfralian historians such as Manning Clark, Robson, Shaw, Hirst, and 
Hughes, while dealing with fransportation, have all framed this narrative securely within 
the paradigm of the liberal nation state. With the exception of Hughes (1987) each of 
these historians was concemed with the "Botany Bay" debate, where an attempt was 
made to defend national settlement from the charge of having been penal in origin. 
Building their accounts through the use of middle-class English men such as Mayhew, 
their narratives render the socio-material stmctural dynamics of fransportation as 
incidental, or as if they were free of their classed, raced and gendered investments. Thus, 
when latter commentators have come to relay 'convict history', their reliance on these 
sources has led them either to reproduce the moral 'stain' of convict origins, or to 
overplay the utilitarianism of Ausfralian nation origins through an emphasis on convicts as 
respectable workers. ^^ The former of these modes refigures fransportation from the sphere 
of public (in)justice onto the realm of private morality. As I will argue in the last 
chapter, it has taken a long time for the fransnational effects of globalization, as well as 
indigenous, feminist and postcolonial critiques to begin to effect a reverse movement, 
enabling space for the figure of the criminalised migrant in the realm .of public justice 
and the fransnational imaginary.'"' Thus, these historical narratives are typical of a mode 
of validifying Anglo liberal modemity through paring - off questions of colonisation from 
questions of modemity. This separation has been most obvious in the case of British 
historiography where the question of convict origins has been seen as insignificant to 
either English history or English national identity.''^ 
The articulated concept of settlement-through-fransportation frames this thesis's argument 
against accounts framed more comfortably within the nation-states paradigm where 
modemist ontologies are built from national origins made to point towards the redemption 
of an ever-progressive horizon. This intervention differs, however, from post-rvsAioxvuX 
arguments such as those made by Soysal in regard to Euro-citizenship.'*^ While 
recognising the ongoing and complex importance of the nation-state, this thesis argues that 
an uncritical use of the national paradigm obscures important infra-, inter-, and 
fransnational dynamics that have become particularly apparent in the context of 
globalization. Settlement-through-fransportation is used in this paper as an altemative 
paradigm in order to elaborate the co-articulation of modemity-and-colonisation. The 
implications of this interdependence are important for how we think about the operations 
of the liberal nation-state in global times because settlement-through-fransportation 
demonsfrates the historical dependence of this form of really existing liberalism upon a 
criminalising form of illiberalism.''^ This interdependence is evident between the terms 
settlement and transportation as these work historically as a form of criminalised labour 
migration. The settlement of an English nation as a penal colony has historical 
implications that illuminate the limits of liberal nationalism under contemporary conditions 
of globalization. The implications are matters of English and Ausfralian histories, 
legalities, and modemities. Privileging the dynamics of fransportation in this account 
demonsfrates the existence of a different view of modemity when it is told 'from below.' 
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The historical integration this paper critiques is a recent renewal of narratives of 
modemity seeking to re-establish the compact enjoyed between a practice of history 
conceived of as the 'tmthful' expression of collective national memory, liberalism, and 
'British' ethnicity. The interdependence of these terms marks Dixson's project as an 
useful example of neo-liberalism. Significantly, this argument is made from the position of 
a historian working in one of England's white settler (post)colonies, and as such offers 
an interesting re-elaboration of colonial modemity. In response, this paper frames diverse 
representations of nation, ethnicity, identity and subjectivity within a context of 
globalization, arguing that a different form of historcizing is valid when English 
colonisation is read from the context of globalization. The history of these global 
dynamics of migration through fransportation will be used to show how the compact 
which historical integration exemplifies produces the criminalisation which it constmcts 
boundaries against. 
Within this broadly conceived concem, the thesis will position its argument against the 
current theoretical project of a second (or renewed) modemity. This project is evident in 
historical integration, where it is significantly dependent upon the works of Jurgen 
Habermas. The nature of Dixson's appropriation is evident in Slavoj Zizek's description 
of the Habermasian break with dialectics: 
for Habermas, phenomena like totalitarian political regimes or the so-called alienation of 
modem life are ultimately generated not by the inherent dialectics of the very project of 
modemity and Enlightenment, but by its nonconsequent realisation - they bear witness to 
the fact that modemity remained an unfinished project.''^  
Where the appropriation of Habermassian ideality is critiqued for the inherent violence 
belonging to the elaboration of an unfinished modemity, historical integration v^ll also be 
critiqued for its positioning of this 'business,' as 'risk,' within a context of globalization. 
This paper will describe historical integration as a positive system. This form of historical 
integration elaborates an account of the renewal of modemity by taking the nationality of 
Ausfralia as exemplary. The positivity of this system blurs the lines between the national 
and the ex-national, as well as those between the pre and post colonial because the 
Ausfralian national identity that supports and is supported by this form of historicizing is 
an English identity. Here, moreover, the nation is given as the form of successful 
modemity expressing the liberal and rational values of the Enlightenment. This paper's 
reading takes this universahst historical integration of the nation to demonsfrate the 
dialectics of dominance stmcturing this particular form of enlightened modemity. The 
'proof of modemity given in historical reintegration is modemity's nation state: 
Marlowe's validating idea has been fransported from colonial to global times.''^ In the 
integrationist constmction of modemity's nation, we have also the point that Zizek 
describes as a synthome,^° an ideological knot at which 'the tixith of an entire project 
emerges.' 
This thesis's next chapter describes The Real Matilda and The Imaginary Australian's 
post-patriarchal account of modemity's renewal rendered in terms of national identity. 
Each text has its genesis in the milieu of the feminist movement in the late 1960's and 
1970's, a milieu that worked within a triangulated discursive space dominated, from the 
Ausfralian point of view, by the second - wave feminist cultirres of the United States and 
England.^' Two key features of this moment of feminism were the privileging of the 
bodily experience of being a woman, and the community that this privileging of the 
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phenomenological enabled - a "sisterhood" - and the related matter of the Ausfralian 
adoption of the Women's Liberation Movement's slogan; the personal is political. In 
Dixson's development of second - wave feminism the (political) private is reinvested in 
the (privatised) public, and this development matches the shift from pafriarchal (Imperial) 
to fratriarchal (globalized) society. Here, the reinvention of the personalised public takes 
the form of a re-embodied Habermassian civil society. Political civil society is re-
imagined as a form of corporeal liberal identity, one capable of supporting an 'imagined 
community.'^^ Even as this community is imagined as an embodied particularity, it needs 
to be questioned on the grounds of how, as a particularity, it is being related to an 
imagined universality. 
Roland Robertson's Globalization outlines the relationship between the universal and the 
particular as a problematic that, having had its "resolution" in the form of Europe's 
'enlightened modemity,' now gives structure to the process of globalization. This process 
involves the 'inter-penefration of the universalization of the particularism and the 
particularization of universalism.'^^ In considering historical integration's elaboration of the 
relationship between the universal and the particular, the first chapter addresses the 
violences inherent to the liberal - "ethnie." The relationship between particular and 
universal that The Real Matilda and The Imaginary Australian construct in the figure of 
the ethnie-MhQral will be contextualised, throughout this paper, between affirmative 
accounts of a renewed modemity and critiques faithful to the dialectical approach to the 
Enlightenment. Dixson's work falls into the first of these categories and defines itself 
against the other. It works within the realm of contemporary responses to the "problem" 
of globalization which fall, in Zizek's argument, into three categories. The first of these 
is liberal multiculturalism. The second is 'the attempt to embrace populism by discerning, 
beneath its fundamental appearance, resistance to instmmental reason.' The third of these 
is that of 'the attempt to keep open the space of the political.' In the first chapter, this 
thesis will discuss how a universal imagining comes to occupy the discursive space of 
the personalised political which is argued for in terms of the imagined matemal sanctuary 
of an ethnie - liberalism. In place of Dixson's racialised nationalist framework the second 
chapter will discuss the negotiated legal spatiality belonging to universal and particular 
worldings through Robert Cover's framing of Imperial and Paideic nomas. 
The third chapter will begin a thematization of ' settlement-through-fransportation' within 
an (inter)national framework that will be re-contextualized within a framing of 
globalization in the next chapter. It will be argued that using this framework rather than 
one that falls more securely within the paradigms of the nation-state shifts the form of 
questioning normatively dfrected at the cultural and material dynamics of 'settlement-
through-fransportation.' Thus, this articulated phrase is used instead of significations of the 
form of national or colonial origins. 'Settlement-through-fransportation' refers to the 
criminalising of the mobile section of mefropolitan society, thefr subsequent expulsion 
from the English social body, and the settlement of the 'far-flung' colonies dependent on 
this migrant, and primarily penal, labour. In this chapter, three variations on Louis 
Hartz's theory of the spread of Enlightenment modemity in the form of fragmented settler 
societies will be canvassed. Hartz's liberal thesis will be examined in the light of 
Dixson's ethnic liberality and Lyn Spillman's problematising of both categories (liberal 
and ethnic) for any account of the formation of imagined communities belonging to the 
nation state. Following David Neal's account, the historiography of convict criminalisation 
will be examined, placing the act of fransportation within the context of global labour 
migrations. In the light of this colony's formation through criminalisation, Hugh Collin's 
political analysis of the Benthamite character of the Antipodean colony will be the last of 
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these Hartzian appropriations. Collin's analysis will be used to show the limits of the 
Benthamite and e^A^/e-liberal relating of the particular and the universal. In section two 
this chapter begins to describe the relays working between law, history, and narration in a 
fragmented settler society. Following Robert jCover's relating of the universal and the 
particular the thematisation of settlement-through-fransportation is used to deconstmct the 
discursive space of 'fragment societies' qua nation-states qua modemity as these are 
narrated in positive systems of law and history. 
The fourth chapter elaborates the economies of subjective desire belonging to the 
dialectics of colonial-modemity. It argues that the context of globalization changes the use 
to which history can be put. A global context involves the thematising of the 
infranational mefropolitan, the intemational colonial, and the fransnational in the form of 
fransportation. In deconstmcting the role of the City of London in the historical 
narratives, this 'global' critique will be used, while foUov^dng Robson in focusing on 
London as the pre-eminent site of arrest and departure for fransportation convicts. The 
role of the mefropolis as underwriting nation-state narratives of modemity will be 
discussed, as well as the degree to which the English colonial moment took its template 
from the 'pre-colonial' cultural modalities belonging to the global city and its attendant 
gendered constmctions of citizenship. In this section Saskia Sassen's sociology of the 
global city will be appropriated towards a renewed reading of the cultural historicising of 
the 'pre-colonial space of the city' with this paper's articulated conception of 
fransportation-as-settlement. 
Recalling the comparison outlined earlier in this infroduction between the different 
speech sites that have been taken to feed into a narrative of modemity via the emergence 
of a mefropolitan public opinion, this chapter considers the workings of 'fugitive cant' in 
the precolonial mefropolis and the colonial periphery. The relating of the particular and 
universal within colonial-modemity will be discussed in terms of the law, custom, and 
oral culture of the migrating labouring poor of the pre-colonial mefropolis. This chapter 
will constmct a re-positioning of modemity from beneath, where the thematizing of 
settlement-through-fransportation will be extended to include Peter Linebaugh and John 
Twyning's analysis of the cultural and material spatiality of the city of London.^ "* The 
criminalisation belonging to the creation of this culture's 'fugitive cant' will be shovra to 
be a matter of gendered identity constmction belonging to the mefropolitan citizen -
subject. These commentaries will be discussed as an analysis of the infra and 
fransnational rather than the (inter)national, given in this example of the dialectics of 
colonial - modemity and the global city. This shift in focus will allow a questioning of 
Dixson's mobilisation of a fraumatised 'ethnic' subjectivity at the level of the nation-state 
because the neo - liberal compact that historical integration works is dependent upon a 
dialectics of global modemity. Considering this last problem will allow this paper to 
conclude its commentary on the possibility of elaborating Westem modemity in the 
context of globalization and the example of the establishment of a nation as penal colony 
and its subsequent and continuing criminalisation of race, class, and subjectivities. 
The thesis's fifth chapter uses the context of globalization to discuss the reintegration of 
an English colonial historiography in the form of Dixson's Ausfralian modemity. While 
reading this integration this way makes the links between colonialism and modemity 
obvious, it begins to open up the compact operating between this form of history as the 
bearer of a national collective memory, and the figure of the liberal ethnie. The compact 
operated in the project of historical integration is shown to require the frontier of 
globalization. Here, the risk posed by the racialised 'primitive' is shown to be conflated 
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with the threats imagined in the chaotic field of global economic forces. Where each of 
these is to be managed in the holding figure of the 'core' culture and liberal governance, 
the sfrange affinity of historical integration for the politics of modem conservatism can be 
seen. 
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Chapter Two: History and the Ethnie - Liberal 
In The Imaginary Australian: Anglo-Celts and Identity — 1788 to the Present, Miriam 
Dixson continues a project that had its beginning in the first edition and ending in the 
fourth edition of The Real Matilda: Woman and Identity in Australia — 1788 to the 
Present. This project's progression can be charted from the first edition published in 1976 
of The Real Matilda as a text designed to unearth the "real" behind the "fratriarchal" in 
an account of the identity of Ausfralian woman figured as the matemal force of 
modemity in the Antipodean colonies and thereafter in Ausfralia. The Real Matilda was 
an early re-writing of Ausfralian national identity as other than (purely) masculine. The 
Imaginary Australian continues, in part, the inverse theme of critiquing a masculinist 
identity formation - an "imaginary" - the nihilist tendency of which has been to empty 
out, or to flatten, accounts of the self and nation. Masculinist govemmentality is here 
described as having followed the form of Weberian rationalization which culminates in a 
civil society comprising democratically participant citizenship. Traced in this critical 
project is a gendered post-patriarchal modemity, wherein Ausfralian colonial origins are 
given as having been of the form of the 'mle of the brothers' rather than patriarchal 
from the outset.'^  In its historic self-loathing, this frafriarchy has latterly come to endorse 
an empty mode of participatory citizenship rather than enabling a patriotic visualisation of 
national identity.^ 
Within the concem for national identity, the institutional role of convictism is narrated 
as a "dialectic of domination" in order to help explain its cultural effects in gendered 
terms in The Real Matilda. This 'dialectic' is given as applying in relations of 'the 
Ausfralian colonial elite in relation to its British counterpart, to Aborigines in relation to 
Europeans, to the Irish in relation to the English, to convicts in relation to adminisfrators 
and to the women in each group in relation to the men in each group.'''^ Domination in 
the event of each of these pairings, is gendered. Moreover, in the foimdational and 
'dialectic' sense being used here, domination is given as marking Ausfralian society as 
post-patriarchal, in terms of colonial 'caste' dominance: as 'from the start the father's 
role lacked the great pafriarchal buttresses of an aristocratic, church and military 
establishment,' so that 'the father's role was sharply contested by the sons.'^ In fracing 
the implications of this 'mle of the brothers' for the make-up of colonial social identities, 
Dixson here appropriates Franz Fanon's theory of colonial subjectivity via Melanie Klein's 
conception of projective identification: 'the oppressed unconsciously take in, and up to a 
point, identify with negative evaluations (the intemal objects and 'part-objects' projected 
into them by the oppressor').^ In part, the fratinarchy operates as the lack of the 
imagined possibility of assuming the patemal position. Thus wounded in his masculine 
narcissism, this colonial subject seeks psychic recompense by projecting his imagined lack 
onto the other 'castes' with which he is engaged. Colonial women then, were both 
dominated and denigrated through this form of projective identification - as 'bad objects.' 
Settler postcoloniality brings to light here matters that may not have been addressed in 
other colonial contexts. Gender, in this context, can be seen to share the dialectical form 
of raced relations in the 'Fanonian' sense in which (female) subjects come to take on 
this negativity in their infrojections of identity-objects. 
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Nonetheless, in Dixson's account, 'the colonial woman's movement was an integral part 
of modemisation.'^ During the same colonial period that convict women, particularly, 
suffered appallingly, some - primarily middle class - women were creatively acting upon 
the opportunities provided in their modem liberal inheritance, and these opportunities were 
enhanced in the economic restmcturing of the social sphere, which saw a complicated 
and still developing new negotiation of the relative positions of men and women in both 
the domestic arena and the public workplace. This inheritance has a beginning in the 
complex opportunities provided to colonial women in the milieu provided by the 
dominant middle class, which The Real Matilda describes as having then been the 
cultural pattem-setter for the entire West. This liberal heritage is fraced through in the 
relative feminisation of Ausfralian culture that occurred through a greater matemal role in 
the rearing of children, and also to the achievements and future potential of Ausfralia's 
second-wave feminists. The placing of feminism as centtal to the public agora, or as 
integral to practices of history by these latter inheritors of the liberal fradition, is itself 
given as both a major proof of the validity of the values of the Enlightenment and 
modemity, and as integral to the dominant position obtained and maintained by the new 
class from the period of the 1970's. 
Given the conclusion to which Dixson's The Real Matilda comes (in the latest, 1999 
edition) in describing the global ordering of the corporate societies of the West as 
fratriarchal, then the relevance of this case study - the coherence or fragmentation of an 
Ausfralian national identity - can be read as an argument for a reconciliation of the 
gendered relations of the West itself. Thus, against the 'emptying' that Dixson's project 
describes in the playing out of fratriachal misogyny as a practice belonging to the West, 
is a concem to return the national 'imaginary' to a fuller account of the social body, in 
large part through an appropriation of the matemal figurations of both Melanie Klein's 
and Donald Winnicott's theories of ego psychology.^ Looking back at her overall project 
in 1999, Dixson wrote that 
the purpose of The Real Matilda was to explore 'misogynous influences arising from 
Australia's history so as to shrug off the faster those . . . we feel impoverish us as we live 
out our present.' Again, this assumes there will be a lot we do not want to shrug off 
because we don't feel it impoverishes us. Having brought into being a culture which a 
critical and cultural analysis must rank with the world's most benign and fortunate, much 
of our basic cultural script (this includes gender) needs to be left alone to continue its 
'holding' work as best it can in the face of an increasingly fragmented planet.^  
In The Imaginary Australian and its companion, the fourth edition of The Real Matilda 
(both published in 1999), these divergent gendered cultural tendencies are historically 
reincorporated as the 'holding' conception of the ethnic liberal Ausfralian figured as the 
'Anglo-Celt.' Thus in her infroduction to the 4th edition of The Real Matilda Dixson 
writes that ' what we called national identity in 1976 is better described as the Anglo-
Celtic core culture.' This 'core culture' should be privileged at the level of public 
discourse in Dixson's account, because 
(F)rom 1788, beyond institutions, constitutions and politics, the core culture fimctioned as 
the ultimate, the grounding insurance of social cohesion. Today, it must continue to 
fiinction as such insurance so as to safeguard national viability during the critical times of 
consolidation ahead.'" 
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The cohesive force given to the core culture in Dixson's historic account is obviously 
ethnocentric, but also, and cmcially, a defence of the 'neglected' or 'ridiculed' role of 
the middle classes, and the upwardly mobile segments of the working classes in the 
development of Ausfralia and its identity. The Imaginary Australian's linkage of ethnicity 
and class proceeds via 'Weber's idea of the Westem middle-class individual as 'bearer' 
of modernisation', and Castoriadis' idea that 'to every institution corresponds an 
anthropological type, which is its concrete bearer.'" Thus, 'in this most spectacular of all 
democracies, notwithstanding the unique role of the 'lower orders' in shaping identity, the 
role of our elite was more important. Historically, the nineteenth century must rate as the 
century of the bourgeoisie.''^ Here, in this narrative of modernisation, the founding 
institution of convictism is imagined in terms of 'respectability,' a 'leitmotif in colonial 
Ausfralia as throughout the West.' '^  'Respectability" and the 'stain' of convictism form 
the poles around whose axis circulate the flows of the moral economy in these texts. The 
colony's survival and progress is given as having depended on the values and industry 
attached to the status of 'respectability' by 'ordinary men and women.' The aspiration 
towards this status position depended on its negation, imagined in the immediate sense in 
the non-status of the convict (while the logic of negativity in relation to the colonised 
Aboriginal people is anterior to this immediacy). The relationship between the positive 
and negative poles of this binary are relayed in the account given in The Real Matilda 
in gendered terms. 
'Respectability' is written in two senses in Dixson's account. Its first indication is 
expressed as a universal value which 'ordinary men and women in colonial Ausfralia' 
adopted in terms of everyday habits - those of sobriety, thrift, responsibility, and 
politeness. Respectability also meant the projective identification of the colonial elite with 
the mefropolitan standards of the British elite, and that of colonial 'lower sorts' with 
their 'betters.''"* The desire for respectability is written in the form of the N.S.W. 
Legislative Council's statement of 1838 which proclaimed that: 
the numerous Free Emigrants of character and capital, including many officers of the 
Army and Navy, and East India Company's service, who have settled in the Colony with 
thefr families, together with a rising generation of Nativebom Subjects [constitute as 
worthy a group as in any colony and have been able to] impress a character of 
respectability upon the Colony at large. "^  
In gendered terms, Dixson describes this desfre for respectability in the colonial elite's 
attempted distancing of itself from the convict 'stigma.' Here, the legacies of convictism 
converted a general Westem bourgeois preoccupation with female respectability and 
domesticity into the exfreme defensive version of 'ulfrarespectability and ulfradomesticity'. 
'^  Mary Poovey points to the form of these gendered investments in these cultural and 
material dynamics in writing of the Victorian mefropolitan society where she tells us that: 
the identity and economic well-being of the middle-class man depended on reinforcing the 
very class differences that the middle-class housewife (and the rhetoric of individualism) 
seemed to overcome. But the moral integrity of the individual middle-class male was not 
troubled by this paradox as long as he remained unconscious of the contradictions that 
anchored his identity. '^  
The masculine subject of colonialism encountered a greater intensity of self-reflexivity in 
relation to that of his mefropolitan peer, and - being therefore unable to remain 
unconscious of the confradictions upon which he was dependent - was not able to 
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sustain this fantasy of coherence. This identity formation is stmctured by a lack that 
Dixson recounts in historical terms: 
Colonies . . . often lack solid upper strata - an aristocracy, haute bourgeoisie, an aristocracy 
of the mind. Most West-Einopean-style communities took thefr main range of models for 
identity formation from the top of the status ladder. But, because of the freak influences 
associated with our birth and formative times, Australians have taken theirs from, broadly 
speaking, two areas: the middle and bottom rungs (there was no top ).'^ 
Thus, 'uncertainty and a feeling of something missing, of inadequacy in relation to an 
English matrix or reference group, is a key feature of identity in relation to Ausfralian 
male elites, and an important source of their uncertainty about issues of authority.''^ 
Although The Real Matilda doesn't explicitly make this link, it's possible to read here 
that the colonial elite's 'core' masculine identity depended both on its possession of the 
figure of the domesticated respectable feminine, and the availability of the figure of the 
convict 'prostitute,' both as an object of popular revulsion, and as 'a kind of sexual 
servicing outcast group.'^° Where Dixson's account tells us that colonial masculinity under 
threat was 'reflected in female self-doubt,' engendering a comparatively poor ability for 
women to bond collectively, we can read this as working through this amphibological 
figure of the convict woman as 'prostitute.' The argument presented that the cultural 
energies that emerge in the form of liberal feminism work from the elite down rather 
than from the cultural practices of convict women can't be separated from the form of 
class-and-gender domination that appears in the moral discourse in which the 'prostitute' 
figures. Masculine ressentiment amongst the middle and aspfrant working classes 
demanded of the women belonging to those classes this ulfradomesticity and 
ulfrarespectability - a figure of the "Victorian' ideal . . . childlike, pale and indeterminate, 
passive, submissive, mindless, genteel and nice to a greater extent than that required of 
their more self assured equivalents in England.'^' 
In describing the workings of colonial gendered domination Dixson cites the example of 
the 'early respectable ladies of the American South' as analogous with that of the 'elite' 
women of New South Wales.^^ The respectable ladies of the South 'displayed cruel 
indifference to the anguish of Negro slave women'. Their indifference was similar to the 
indifference displayed by the colony's elite and primarily Protestant English women to the 
women of the lower 'castes' - the Aboriginal, and the convict, (the Irish and the free 
poor are not specifically mentioned in this context). In both cases the maintenance of the 
purity of caste is described as being inseparable from the jealousy felt by the 
ulfrarespectable for the sexual license granted those woman belonging to the indecent 
castes. ^^  This dynamic is reduced to being a matter of 'sexual jealousy' as Dixson's 
liberal feminist stance worked through the 1970's discourse of sexual liberation. This 
paradigm explains the occlusion of the middle class women's object of resistance in this 
account. Here the respectable gentlewoman can be said to have resisted the position of 
the housewife within the relays of power and economics. This can be thought of in 
terms of the fact that during the same period it was precisely this link between the 
housewife and the prostitute that Henry observed in his proto-sociology of the London 
poor. 
Here then, the ressentiment of the colony's elite women, in the lack imagined in 
relation to the unobtainable mefropolitan ideal, comes to be played out as a punitive 
desire in relation to convict and Aboriginal women. Both groups threaten to stain the 
elite's imagined purity at the same time that the excess of their 'prostituted' sexuality 
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makes the Victorian discipline practised by elite women - the respectability and 
domesticity - seem a punishment posed from without. Inversely, by reading against the 
grain of the logic of 'object relations' psychology that Dixson employs, her account 
should be read to demonsfrate how, in this gendered modality of the dialectics of 
domination, the dominant caste of women adopted a paranoid-schizoid position in which 
this subordinate 'prostitute' figures as persecutor. Thus, in terms of the colonial symbolic 
system, the oppressive elite experiences something similar to the uncomfortable dual 
identity felt by Fanon's pied noirs; persecutory themselves, they are so through their 
sense of the unlivable persecutions of identity that assail them from both 'London,' and 
from thefr colonial 'prostitution'.'^'' 
Both the dominant and subordinate castes are damaged in this exchange of the colonial 
moral economy. The restrictions of the Victorian ideal are given as having stunted the 
liberal development of individualism amongst the elite women, just as shame negated that 
possibility for convict women, while Aboriginal women are theorised as antithetical to 
liberal individualism. These lower caste women - unlike those of the respectably aspirant 
working class - are not nascent liberal individuals, and the narrative of national 
development and identity, one of whose crowning achievements is the dominant position 
achieved by the new script offered in feminism, belongs not to them but to the 
'respectable' caste of women. The Imaginary Australian figures 'the entire folkways' of 
the founding generations as constituting the core culture's core identity, and defines that 
identity as having been generated 'from the bottom up.' And The Real Matilda 
privileges ordinary woman as the figure on whose behalf new feminism is to be 
enacted.^^ Nonetheless, these lower order folkways and privileged everyday figures only 
work to the extent that they enable the discourse of respectability - in their negativity -
or as they are 'overcome,' becoming nascent protagonists of an (English) individual 
liberalism. 
The Real Matilda's dialectic, as I noted above, retums in each instance to a frafriarchal 
domination that is relayed in terms of collusion. Elite women, in the account described, 
enact their domination of the lower caste women through being actively complicit with 
the dominant gendered script. The argument offered is that 
because the attitude capitalist hegemonic strata felt towards women . . . came to be 
reflected, in varying ways, down the entfre status ladder, a man might be expected to 
have wanted his woman to experience greater feelings of unworth than he did, . . . this 
process, largely unconscious, operated at all levels of the status ladder.'^ ^ 
The subjugation of the lower caste women is compounded as these women afready 
experience life as the 'victims of victims.^^ The logic of compressed suppression being 
worked is particularly evident in the case of Irish lower caste woman. Here the negative 
self identity formation of the Irish men is given as compounded because these men figure 
as the lowest of the low, or, the most criminal of convicts, through the English colonial 
rhetoric in which they already figured before being fransported or given passage to the 
Antipodean colonies. These Irish were not just poor, but the racial stock of a 'nation of 
paupers.' The border The Real Matilda sets between its ovm and this rhetorical frope 
seems unstable as 
Australian gender patterns could never have been cast in the classic modem middle-class 
pattem, even if only because of a massive, partly pre-modem 'formative' input into our 
overall identity from the Irish.'^' 
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This Irish heritage is given as relating to 'a persisting clan stmctirre . . . associated with a 
pre-modem 'collectivism".^" In the gendered relays of The Real Matilda's dialectic, 'while 
Irish males tumed part of their self-denigration 'outwards on to the Anglo-Saxon 
Protestant master . . . part, alas, they tumed on to Irish women.'^' ^^  Moreover, this 
domesticated self-denigration enacts its paranoid-schizoid violence according to an intense 
form of the logic of ressentiment. Nietzsche's concept of ressentiment - the slave 
morality's projection of its suffering - was originally imagined in terms of the nascent 
bourgeois subject. When latter commentators conceive this 'moral slave' as paranoid-
schizoid, they could be said to have described a 'splitting' of the perceived source of 
suffering, between the overwhelmingly universal pain that lies in the world, and the 
particular-universal; the phantasized object of the "moral slave's" suffering. In The Real 
Matilda's account of the elite women's dominance, this overwhelmingly universal 
sufferance finds its particular-universal object in the figure of the 'prostitute.' This 
account however, produces a paradox, for in the dialectic of domination that this text 
operates, it seems to circle the morality of the slave, thus leaving free the (textual) space 
of the cenfre which it seeks to fill with the discourse of 'respectability'.^^ 
This circling evades one of the cenfral and structure-giving paradoxes of liberal society. 
Mark Setzler, recounting Wendy Brown's concept of late modemity as a 'state of injury,' 
describes this as 'a paradoxical situatedness within power (social construction) that is at 
the same time a requirement of radical autonomy (self-construction).'^'' For Setzler, the 
liberal subject's ressentiment occurs through an unrelievable failure inherent in this 
paradox - 'the failure to make itself in which self-making is assumed, indeed, is its 
assumed nature.' This liberal subject - the respectable gentlewoman in The Real Matilda 
- is the Kantian subject identified by Adomo and Horkheimer as endlessly split from 
(him)self, whose 'endless battle for confrol over the Other in oneself, is the basis for 
resentment towards those who seem to be having 'too much fun."^^ This 'sovereign 
subordinated subject' reacts against its suffering in the form of the particular-universal -
in the figure of the 'prostitute', for example, and as it occurs to the subject in the form 
of the universal. Thus, in this latter generalising which Setzler describes as 'remaking the 
world in the image of a wound, an injury landscape and a wound culture', lies the new 
(global) context that sanctions the privileging of liberal subjectivity as (always already) 
victimised. Ausfralia's dominant 'egalitarian' discourse enables this inverse privileging 
through a logic of non-discrimination where no other is allowed privilege beyond that 
granted to the imagined majoritive subject. Hence as no suffering or injustice can be read 
as justifying discriminating privilege, the discrimination itself cannot be privileged as a 
narrative other than as a sanctioning of majoritive terms. Here, the privileging effected in 
the imagined victim position must be considered as inseparable from the legislative 
position, with its sadistic investments, given in the position sought through this logic of 
ressentiments. The dominations being relayed in this historic account come to be re-
cenfred so that 'frontier violence towards Aboriginals' and domestic violence against 
lower caste women become mere incidents informing the ethnie-Mhoxd^ narrative of 
modemity. These are matters of historical desfre and identity; non-negotiable to the extent 
that they work as founding phantasies for the subjects of the 'core' culture being 
described. Such violences are only retold for what they are able to tell 'us' about 
'ourselves' within a general context of threat (fragmentation) even as 'victim status' is 
necessarily disavowed. Within the paradox of the liberal subject this re-cenfred victim can 
only function as such, within the narrative of this history, through the disavowal of his 
affirmation. 
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The overall concem expressed in The Real Matilda is to frame its 'dialectics' in terms of 
a liberal feminist agenda. Thus, the dominance of convict women by their female elite 
figures in the overall account of dominance as a disabling fragmentation, marked within 
an assumed periodicity. Fragmentation through domination undercut women's universal 
tendency towards bonding. In this fragmentation Dixson describes an impasse for the 
women's movement: 
Under male domination, effective female bonding is always under threat from the 
ambivalence inherent in the very early mother-daughter relation, . . . in Australia, the 
women's movement also suffers from a cultural determined weakness in female bonding 
which is the dfrect legacy of our brief history. Failing to adequately confront the 
comparatively lower status bequeathed by the past, Australian women tend instead to vent 
hostility to and resentment about that status on each other. Valuing each other less as a 
result, women then have a curtailed ability to bond. . . The capacity for bonding that 
American women display arises in large part from the experiences of urban middle-class 
women in the nineteenth century. In Australia, the colonial middle class was weaker and 
hence could not contribute in a similar way to the overall standing of women. Further, 
we had a uniquely strong input from two profoundly disadvantaged groups: pre-working 
class . . urban English women, and women from the poorest areas of rural freland.^* 
This passage, with its Fanonian derivations, is nearly, but not quite, post-colonial in 
perspective. The historical contingencies ('the freak influences that marked our birth') that 
need to be reconciled in the bonding of women are not allowed to become more than 
contingent. The sfress of this resistance is marked through-out The Real Matilda, as it 
attempts to describe dominance in the form of a narrative of liberal modemity without 
critiquing liberalism or modemity themselves. The last anchoring sentence of this passage 
- also almost a confessional caveat - gives a suggestion of the periodic stmcture of this 
text's resistance. Here, in the last instance, the bonding necessary to the women's 
movement is fractured in the social body's inability to incorporate its bad objects, the 
'urban English' and 'rural Irish' poor. In their poverty these objects are unassimable for 
the purposes of a narration of modemity's progress because thefr abject atfractions - the 
repulsed desire felt for them by their dominators - only works if they remain outside, 
and therefore as a legitimisation of, the moral system of respectability. 
Thus, in one sense, Dixson's modem account is 'sync[hr]opated' with that of the 
domination it describes. Which is to claim that it keeps time - it makes its present 
moment - through the systematic extension of the past of the moral economy that it 
seeks to 're-integrate': 'Respectability' and late modemity come to share the one 
chronotope of these texts' positivist historicising. This argument can be further instanced 
in the use of 'mothering' that Dixson's text gives as a core measurement of modemity. 
The projective identification that female convicts take on in their domination is described, 
relentlessly, as a dark universe, from within which the degree of agency this text grants 
as possible is never sufficient to have left a positive mark in its own right upon the 
progress of modemity being narrated. From the position of this assumption the text asks 
'how much mothering were women, held in such low esteem and holding themselves in 
such low esteem, able to give their children?' ^^  In answering this rhetorical question. The 
Real Matilda infroduces the moral discourse of Victorian and colonial commentators such 
as that of Lord Shaftesbury's observation that cruelties to children are domestic and 
therefore beyond the reach of legislation, and that of the anonymous observers who 
described the Antipodean colonies as 'an especially damaging milieu for children.'^' 
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These and other commentaries infroduced on this point work as prejudicial evidence 
rather than in order to throw light upon the discourses within which the familial habits 
of the poor were placed. Children, moreover, do not function in this moral economy 
merely to provide the victimised object that the immoral feminine acts upon. This point 
can be flirthered if we consider The Real Matilda's relaying of the evidence that J.H. 
Palmer provided the 1859 New South Wales select committee's report on 'The Condition 
of the Working Classes of the Mefropolis': 
In no part of the world I have visited have I ever heard language so obscene and profane 
as from the children of this city. "And have you heard this so frequently as to give you 
an impression that it is habitual?" Yes; and I think that the habitual use of such language 
may be considered as a sure indication of low moral feeling.'"' 
This synchropation of the colonial and Victorian moral discourse and the moral 
economy of this text is dependent on a fiirther sense in which the periodicity being 
employed is disjunctive, marking a gap between the 'pre-modem' - the rural Irish, and 
the 'modem' - the urban English. As 'pre-modem', the Irish are described as 'not-quite-
modem', and 'primitive.'"' In the particular form of the universal argument that The Real 
Matilda presents, then, 'modernising forces work as enfrepreneurial, family as respectably 
bourgeois,' and pre-modem 'legacies of domination,' form 'the very contest' which 
'makes us distinctive.'''^ Modemism rendered as a story of English individualism retums 
the liberal feminism of this argument to a mythology of race. 'Women,' 'children,' and 
'savages' provide the negative for subjective identification within this progressive narrative 
of modemity. These are representations of the pathological savagery that Freudian analysis 
constructed, between modem civilisation, and the 'domain of destmctive instincts, untamed 
nature, hedonistic assertion and animality.'''^ The modem Matilda being imagined isn't the 
'primitive' Aboriginal, the 'pre-modem' frish, or the 'improperly' poor. 
Integrating Universals 
In reviewing masculinist histories that are described as having helped to cement a 
nihilist form of national identity The Real Matilda describes them as 'fragmentary' in 
excluding the majority of Ausfralians - women and children - from any significant place 
in their accounts.''" Integrating women into the majorative accounts of history is given as 
belonging to a form of 'new feminism.'''^ On this account the corporatisation of feminism 
and the new investments of feminists as members of the new class produced, from the 
period of the 1970's economic downturn, a feminist focus on 'issues of formal equality 
and immediate social reform' divorced from 'broader social contexts' and 'future 
perspectives'. "^  This 'reformist' form of feminism is given as collusive with its own 
marginalization and that of the woman's movement, befraying 'the moral power of earlier 
feminist aims.' "^  Feminism being formulated in these terms, the ground against which it 
is being defined is that of the global economic, thus 
(I)f Australians do become the new poor whites of Asia, new elite women might retain 
thefr gains, and the current level of feminist media and public rhetoric might even 
continue. But the majority of women will make little fiuther headway xmless Australia's 
economic decline is reversed.''^  
The Real Matilda's new feminism attends to the broader frontiers of a 'looming social 
disintegration, accelerated shrinkage of citizen autonomy, ecothreat and an obliterative 
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weaponry' and addresses the reformists' collusion with their own marginalization. It is 
given as locating 'serious discourse on women within a critique of the gender grid basic 
to all forms of male-dominated societies, whether patinarchal, or, as in the West, post-
patriarchal.'''^ Thus, the shift in emphasis apparent in the move from a concem to 
renarrate Ausfralia's gendered history, historiography, and national identity in The Real 
Matilda to a concem for social cohesion and, at the level of intellectual discourse, the 
fraditional compact recognised between the discipline of history and practices of liberal 
democracy in The Imaginary Australian follows the historian's increasing concem, over 
the period 1976 to 1999, for that which her account comes to describe as the 
fragmenting effects of globalization. 
In this section it will be argued that Dixson's project sets out a sfrategy of containment 
in its desire for the definite boundaries of a reconstituted national identity. Cultural and 
material differences are to be re-bound in a thesis of incorporation that it is difficult to 
differentiate from a recurrent govemmentality of assimilation, and a national liberal 
identity stmctured through negation. The history of this national identity, considered as a 
matter of colonial fransportation, is given stmcture in the originating excorporation of 
poor male youths from the mefropolitan social body. Thus, although The Imaginary 
Australian makes the claim that 'a core is never a unitary affair but a rough workable 
entity replete with diversity', the form of cohesion being argued is that of difference 
'imagined' in the guise of the 'core culture's' self-recognition. °^ This recognisable social 
body is grounded in a shared history against the pervasive mobility of a 'once creative' 
and 'now cancerous' late capitalism.^' The threat of late capitalism is given as being 
inseparable from the perceived threat of the postmodem: the boundary crossing flows of 
migratory labour and capital are matched by those 'clusters of technological, cultural and 
psychological features by which Baudrillard and others define postmodemity.'^^ The 
lability of these flows is given as being felt at the level of individual identity, causing us 
to 'remake ourselves,' and threatening 'what was formerly not a total, or uniform, but a 
more workable social and psychic coherence.'^^ The speaking voice that these texts adopts 
throughout the accounting of this position is that of the particular-universal, and it is with 
this voice that 'postmodemity' - as a response to and feature of globalization - comes to 
signify the inability to coherently narrate 'ourselves.' 
In global times then, the discipline of history is the tmest method of narrating a 
reconciliation of 'our' fragmented identities. Dixson follows Frederick Jameson in defining 
postmodemism as the 'weakening of historicity.'^" In a newly spatialised cultural logic 
both 'private temporality' and 'public memory' become fragmented. The relationship 
between temporality and memory come to be figured in the generalised term 'fragmented 
time.' This temporality is expressed at the subjective level as Lacan's adaptation 
of Heidegger's time-compression thesis, read, in this instance, as a fragmented postmodem 
self lacking the coherence of its modem predecessor. To an extent - or at least, in a 
superficial sense, the Kleinian coherence of the English liberal subject of The Real 
Matilda is compatible with the fragmentation of the modem subject that Teresa Breiman 
describes in Lacan's account where it 'points to both some social ramifications of the 
master slave dialectic and, more cmcially, its . . working between space in the 
environment and in the psyche.'^^ Lacan's spatiality moreover, can be thought of in terms 
of The Real Matilda's 'dialectics of domination': 
the aggressive imperative involved in making the other into a slave, or object, will lead 
to spatial expansion (territorial imperialism.) This is because the objectification of the 
other depends on establishing a spatial boundary by which the self and other are fixed. 
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But this fixing of the other leads to the fear that the other will retaliate, which in tum 
leads to a feehng of spatial constriction.^ ^ 
However, in the terms that extend the periodicity that became apparent between the 
'pre-modem' and the 'modem' in The Real Matilda to the 'modem' and 'postmodem' in 
The Imaginary Australian, Lacan's account narrates and belongs to (is itself stmctured by) 
the postmodem milieu. It can only give an account of a fragmented self because it is 
also structured by the 'late modem technology' that in "an acquiescence in global elite 
agendas" underpins 'the postmodern preference for fragmented time.'" The Lacanian 
barred subject comes to figure as a symptom, even where descriptive, of technological 
and postmodem fragmentation, and, is therefore, incompatible with the practice of history 
that The Imaginary Australian advocates. The postmodem 'repression' of a commonly 
experienced past in which 'people come to live in a 'series of pure and unrelated 
presents in time,' as the pleasures of spectacle, is enacted in the technologizing of culture, 
time, space and memory. The lack being critically mobilised requires, in this argument, 
the re-assertion of a dominant practice of history as memory. This is to seek a retum of 
the status of history as a 'fradition of memory' serving the national community', 
retrieving from abandonment the 'pedagogical authority to fransmit values' and 'bear 
coherent meaning.'^' Historical integration expresses collective memory as national. 
In this (global) context I want to consider Nathan Sznaider's elaboration of the idea that 
'globalization' is mobilised as the ahistorical timeless Other for accounts of collective 
memory framed v^dthin a national imaginary.*" Sznaider cites the work of Anthony Smith, 
the theorist of nationalist ethnicity to whom Dixson's arguments owe the greatest debt: 
For Smith, '. . . a timeless global culture answers to no living needs and conjures no 
memories.' Moreover, '(I)f memory is cenfral to identity, we can discern no global 
identity in the making.'*' In this argument globalization is an 
artificial and standardised imiversal cultiure' which 'has no historical backgrovmd, no 
developmental rhythm, no sense of time and sequence . . . alien to all ideas of 'roots,' the 
genuine global culture is fluid, ubiquitous, formless and historically shallow.*^ 
Anthony Smith's and Miriam Dixson's arguments require this immemorial artificiality in 
order to pose the natural development of ethnie-nationai historicising. Both arguments, 
ironically, repeat the frope that Sznaider describes in the response to the perceived effect 
that nation formation had on collective memorialising and history. Here, 
when national cultures were being invented, they were opposed with exactly the same 
arguments that are being posed today: that they were superficial and inauthentic substitutes 
for rich local culture, and that no one would ever identify with such large and impersonal 
representations.*^ 
The Imaginary Australian outiines a project of historical integration against this theme of 
global fragmentation experienced as 'a mass media dominated by images and 
commodities' which 'defines its audience as consumer rather than citizen.' 'Integration' in 
this text, seeks, instead, to frame its narration at the level of the 'real' as it works to 
renew the compact made between an authoritative practice of history, an Anglo-Celtic 
heritage, and liberal democracy. A careftil attempt is made to differentiate the support 
that historical integration mobilises for 'the forces we think make for a good enough 
coherence.'*" The coherent account of this historical integration isn't, we are told, being 
lent to any form of identity politics. It isn't written in support of 'un-mobile, localist 
identities grounded in a common shared history,' and isn't therefore, a fraditional negation 
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of difference. 'Integration' takes its definition against the 'mirroring or even celebration' 
of 'globalism's relentless dynamic' in 'postmodem mode': It is neither a negation nor 
celebration of (its own) identity, but a reconciliation of difference. *^  
The Imaginary Australian's model is given as Hegelian in the sense of his concept of 
Aufhebung. Hence 'integration' refers to 'working towards a new synthesis which in part 
overtums and in part retains the elements comprising it. It is a process which examines 
present and past with the aim of superseding tiirough retiieving, of negating through 
preserving.'** This synthesising form of historicising appropriates the approach Gadamer 
set out in Truth and Method. In The Imaginary Australian Gadamer's historical method 
is given as a refiitation of two of the prevalent techniques of relating pasts to presents, 
reflecting the careful differentiation it seeks to describe in its reconciliation of differences. 
The rejection of the 'fraditional' approach^ in which "one posits a modem horizon which 
assumes no distance or 'sfrangeness between past and present' mirrors the rejection of a 
fraditional, or 'pre-modem' and 'primitive' negation of difference. *^  Also rejected is the 
'linear narrative' of progression and disjunction belonging to the modem projection of an 
always new horizon. In Dixson's gloss of Gadamer's 'tmthful' method, 
neither position is able to grasp the relationship of strangeness and familiarity between 
present and past, or grasp the sense in which we are both part of, and distant from, the 
traditions in which we live.*^ 
Instead, writes Dixson, 
Gadamer asks that we aim to bring about a 'fiision of the horizons' where the encoxmter 
with tradition "involves rising to a higher universality that overcomes not only our own 
particularity but also that of the (past).*' 
Historical integration then, seeks to 'overcome' particularity in the figure of a higher 
universality, yet The Imaginary Australian seeks to represent this 'overcoming' as 
different from history as Progress. The horizon of the higher universality forms a 
presentist propulsion in which a sense of the collective 'we' is formed; the horizon lies 
in front of 'us' and always remains to be moved towards. Hence, from the point of view 
of the historical integrationist, there is no coherence, no 'us' without this movement 
towards an ever receding higher universality. In a Derridean sense this horizon's absence 
might be said to constitute its presence, and, as present, grant the horizon the status of 
the 'afready happened.' Dixson's adaptation of Gadamer's scheme might be further 
questioned if we read that the 'method' of the already-happened that is yet to come is to 
be applied to the 'tmth' of the Enlightenment and Romanticism. The terms in which 
these themes are advocated seems revealing: 'Theory aside', writes Dixson, 
why, even as a word, does the imaginary appeal, indeed intrigue, and faintly enchant? . . . 
it is worth recalling that in modem (as distinct from postmodem) understanding, 
imagination, together with reason, is held to be the source of what is most tmly human 
m human beings. The two stand at the centre of the Enlightenment and Romanticism, 
those profoundly formative currents in modem westem culture.^ " 
The distance that The Imaginary Australian seeks to place between its historical 
integration and linear narratives of progress seem troubled in a sense suggested by this 
passage, because the compact that is being enacted towards the higher universality is 
valorised throughout The Imaginary Australian as a particular narrative of modemity. This 
distancing, or disavowal, I want to argue, can only be imagined because the system of 
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historicising that Dixson desfres to enact is precisely that: a system. The Imaginary 
Australian's 'integration' is imagined as a positive system of history in the sense that 
Luhmann describes a system as being self-thematising, autopoetic, and (self)contained. The 
Luhmannian system claims to be 'postontological," in the sense that ontology claims 
privileged access to an 'extemal reality' outside of the autopoetic system. In this sense it 
can be considered to operate a temporality of the present and, despite its claims to full 
closure, an ontology of fiill presence. This autopoetic system 'makes itself real' through 
its 'operative closure in the present.' ' In its autopoetic closure, historical uitegration does 
not seek to privilege a reality, but rather, inscribes "the only reality'. The positivity of the 
autopoetic system 'fills the universe: it becomes a kingdom which reigns over possibility 
and excludes the dream of a tmly different future.'''^ 
In narrational terms then, this Gadamerian system of historical integration is a closed 
economy, and its corollary lies in the English individualism - the respectability of the 
self-legislating subject that The Real Matilda infroduced. The common themes that 
stmcture this system of integration - the values of the Enlightenment and Romanticism -
are to be found within, to be re-synthesised as one mode of temporality - that of the 
present's future past, for example. The origin that Dixson discovers and recognises as a 
common theme in the describing of national identity is the idea that 'we were bom in 
Enlightenment Europe,' and it makes sense, as a discovered or autopoetic origin, precisely 
by being found within an already assumed narrative of modemity. ^^  
This system's self-thematising is mobilised, in part, as inoculation, keeping the integrity 
of the system's horizonal vision of a higher universal modemity - embodied in the 
particularity of a "core" culture - free from the contagion of, (to name but a few), 'post-
colonial', 'post-modem', and 'post-stmcturalist' dis-ease. This is particularly tme where 
these posts might function as ideological critique, seeking to refer the system's 
thematization to the exterior that it can only experience as negation, as the pre-modem 
sanctioning modemity. 
In order to begin to think about how this gap is mobilised I want to consider how this 
form of disavowal (that I have been referring to in its historiographical form) resonates 
with those of the socio-cultural forces which it is seeking to appear to be distanced from. 
This gap begins to become apparent where The Imaginary Australian informs the reader 
that, in its argument, deconstructionist thinkers might see 
a mere cover for 'totalizing' uniformity. For others (including left liberal thinkers alert to 
the record of conservative trickery), the mere mention of words like 'coherence' conjures 
wily conservatives foxing honest radicals and thefr natural constituents, the virtuous, 
victimised masses.^ " 
Historical integration isn't, then, a (politically) conservative form of history as progress. 
This disavowal resonates with the 'voiding of progress, in the 1980's, from neo-liberal 
narratives of Ausfralia's future,' that Meaghan Morris observes in her critique of narrative 
and rhetorical forms of Progress and Development over the period of 1972-1975 in 
Ausfralia.^^ Here three phases of rhetorical form are identified in the use of narratives of 
Progress. The first of these refers to the 'originating' aristocratic and religious European 
conservatism of the nineteenth century.' The second major sense of the use of progress 
ties it to nationalist narratives of prosperity - progress now secular, optimistic, and tied 
to a doctrine of private property justifies and symbolises the act of colonisation: Thus, by 
the early twentieth century, 'the law of progress and the survival of the fittest' was a 
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'core justification for the White Ausfralia policy and for Aboriginal dispossession.'^* The 
thfrd phase occurring v^thin the limits of her period of study (approximating the limits of 
Dixson's constmction of globalization) is that of neo-liberal economics, (which) 'largely 
displaced that secular, optimistic doctrine with a mystical pessimism emphasising survival 
and management.' 
Neo-liberal 'voiding' of the narrative of Progress is not the loss of a meta-narrative, 
because the risk thesis being mobilised {survival and management) requires that 'Progress 
is still invoked as a foundational value, whether coded as a spirit to be recaptured or as 
a loss to lament but accept - that is, as a myth of origins, if no longer of destiny.''* 
The underlying myth of Progress still works in the new globalized usage, in effect 
dividing the economic developments deemed necessary, from the social costs that have to 
be managed for survival. Progress's absence from the project of historical interpretation is 
similarly framed against a constinction of the nation-state in a newly globalized context: 
Differences that must 'cohere' works in the same form as socialities that must be 
managed. And it still works as a foundation for the form of historiography that Dixson 
argues, because despite the gap that is invoked, the self-discovered themes of 
Enlightenment and Romantic modemity that give this positive system of history its 
coherence require the linear narration in time that gives form to the myth of progress. 
A failure of the maintenance of the gap invoked between the positive system of 
historical integration and "history as progress" risks the renarrating of modemity without 
an appropriate distance from critiques of colonialism that might re-write the present tense 
in which Dixson's synchronic dialectics of domination is given. A diachronic re-writing 
exterior to the system would problematise its privileging of the nation-state, or the idea 
of community invoked as national. This exteriority being resisted is and has been written 
in the form of the diasporic, or the subaltem, and the post-colonial. 
Integrating Particulars 
In the more particular sense in Dixson's appropriation of Gadamer's theory, the fusion 
of the past and present that franscends 'our' particular differences is intended to allow a 
work of mourning for a subjectivity fraumatised by the vicissitudes of the global era. 
Dixson quotes Charles Price, 'a pioneering opponent of White Ausfralia,' who observed 
the resistance to change where 'ordinary people' sense that 'the whole character of the 
nation is changing too fast.'^^ While careful to add a caveat celebrating her pleasure 
gained in the sight of 'the diversity brought by newer ethnic groups', Dixson empathises 
with the 'ordinary' person, whose measurement of this everyday frauma 'is a question of 
how many Asian-looking people there will be as you walk down the sfreet.'*° This 
frauma lies in what the account of Too Soon, Too Late describes as the loss of 'the 
beliefs in whiteness, Britishness, homosociality, ordinariness, and egalitarianism that for 
over a century had sustained the feeling of being "major" for Anglo-Celtic working-class 
people.'*' In The Imaginary Australian the lost object of this subject fraumatised through 
the globally produced influx of diverse (non-Anglo) migrants is imagined as the entire 
'folkways' of the 'core culture.' Migration, in other words, is imagined (on the psycho-
social level of this account) as the threat of the 'core's' annihilation. 
Immigration changes to the demographic make-up of Ausfralia produce the 'core culture' 
as 'emigrant': In the loss of 'majomess,' or, the loss of the collectively imagined 
ovmership of the legislative position, lies the loss of nation and identity. This frauma 
places the 'emigrant' on journey of mouming, fravelling back to the imagined space of 
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'one's country.' Or, to put this another way, as Ken Gelder has recentiy argued, this loss 
positions both the settler and the 'settled' (the indigenous in the Ausfralian context) on 
opposite sides of an 'uncanny' (unheimlich) discursive space.*^ History's integrating work 
then, is to facilitate the Gadamerian fusion of the familiar past and the sfrange present in 
the franscendental horizon of a reconciled national identity. The Imaginary Australian sets 
out its argument about national identity as a development of Louis Hartz's thesis on 
settler societies as fragments of 'the world's vanguard modemising nation.'" In Hartz's 
The Liberal Tradition in America the politics of all the so-called 'fragment' ( . . . ) 
societies of post-sixteenth century Europe - including Ausfralia - were disproportionately 
influenced by the political fraditions brought to thefr new homes by founding 
generations.'*" The Imaginary Australian makes a nostalgic retum to these lost origins -
to the horizon which is a Britain that is neither foreign nor past. 
In fact, the argument presented in The Imaginary Australian claims the Ausfralian 'core 
culture' as more British and more modem that its precedent allows, in adapting Hart's 
thesis that political tendencies increase in intensity as formative elements of the new 
settler societies. In a circular fashion of argument the 'ethnic' part of this tendency is 
supported by the contingencies of Ausfralia's insular demographics up until the 1950's 
post-war boom in European non-Anglo immigration. The Imaginary Australian cites the 
homogeneity of the British society in Ausfralia which had reached a high-water mark in 
the year of 1947 in comprising more than 90 per cent of the Ausfralian population. This 
homogeneity - legislated for in the exclusionary immigration bill that was the nation's 
very first act of parliament - is given as evidence for the fact that 'Ausfralia had 
become what no other nation in the world could claim to be - a truly British, Anglo-
Celtic society.'*^ The reason given for this claim is that 'Britain herself, though 
increasingly dominated by the English and then by the southem English', had "never 
attained such a degree of homogenisation and uniformity."** This text's argument only 
holds, however, if 'Britishness' is equated with the homogenous, and specifically in the 
sense of a closed economy of identification formed in negation. 
"Anglo-Celtic" Ausfralia is given as being particularly marked by modemity by way of 
the Hartzian fragment thesis: In developing the eighteenth century British culture from 
which it was derived, Ausfralia figures as one of the pre-eminently modem nation states. 
Thus, Dixson's argument takes its British-heritage Ausfralian context as a particularity 
imagined in terms of the universality of the West. This, I would argue, is the way to 
read the statement that 
In society at large, at the most fimdamental level, thinking and teaching about history was 
long held in place by an unspoken consensus about history and the liberal democratic 
regime. History's place crumbled as that consensus unravelled. 
This passage is indicative of the description which is given as a pervasive fragmentation 
which operates with consistency across the intellectual, social and political spheres, and 
whose prime mover is the force of a mediatised globalization: Here the increased 
mobility of global capital is matched by the border-crossing flow of information and 
communication to the denigration of the fraditional 'face to face' relationships that were 
an essential feature of British modemity. The fragmenting force of globalization forms the 
assumed ground against which the historical integrationist project is defined. In this vein 
The Imaginary Australian argues that 'being serious about diversity means being serious 
about cohesion' because of 'the dangers of social unravelling' given as instanced 'in 
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Russia, in the former Yugoslavia, Afghanistan or Indonesia.'** Here we also read a 
typical instance of the project of modemity, in its specific locality, being defined against 
the chaos of that which is not the West that repeats the frope of narration through 
negation - of the Aboriginal, the Irish, the indecent poor - that was mobilised in The 
Real Matilda. The force of this fragmentation is also given as effecting a break in the 
compact that is described as lying between civil society and the state. Thus, in one of 
the several versions given of this account, 
in Australia, since die 1970's, the political parties, main citizen conduit to the process of 
government, have been increasingly bypassed by organised interest groups. Such groups 
have found other ways of asserting themselves at the political level. This began in earnest 
during the long period of Federal labour government from 1983, where non-labour interest 
groups like farmers and businessmen side-stepped thefr traditional parties and lobbied 
parliament dfrectly. In doing so, they inadvertently diminished the latter's role. By the 
1990's, as citizen's pure and simple, many Australians had begun to feel abandoned by 
parliament, the nation's central representative institution. Such feelings escalate as so-called 
rationalising government policies shut down local schools, banks and factories. All this 
undermines the sense that the realm of politics itself is relevant to everyday men and 
women. Yet this realm is where the civic identity model resides. 
In part here Dixson is narrating '(T)he Accord' forged between business, or more 
particularly, intemational and fransnational business and the Hawke-Keating Labour 
governments, and the breaking of the bond fraditionally held between the unions 
representing the working class and the Ausfralian Labour Party. In this sense the forces 
of globalization can be read as enforcing a new accommodation, in, for example, 
Ausfralian regimes of enterprise bargaining, between the increased mobility of intemational 
commerce and the increased fixivity of labour and the self-legislating subject. As a form 
of govemmentality defining itself against globalizing forces, this neo-liberalism was 
common not only to the Ausfralian cenfre-left and the cenfre-right in the form of the 
coalition parties (the Liberal and National parties), but generally across the West. 
The nation-state takes on the governmental role of 'precinct policeman' rather than 
acting primarily as a democratically representative legislature.^^ The nostalgia that works 
in The Imaginary Australian's account, is for an ideal form of the relationship between 
state and civil society. The unrealised potential of democratic liberalism imagined in this 
form of Habermassian ideality is given as belonging to the birth of British modemity. 
The text's disinterested civility, the 'citizen pure and simple' is deprived by the globally 
compliant state of the cohesive and representative force of the nation. What is missed is 
the expectation of 'a mutuality of interest and responsibility', that 'constituted a 'we the 
people' through the notion of a confract which encapsulated the general will and 
authorised the exercise of power.''' 
The above political account is only one thread in historical integration's tapestry of 
global 'fragmentation', where the intellectual and social, or identity 'befrayals' are given 
as carrying equal weight. It demonsfrates the positive nature of the system of 
'integration' in which the argument operates, and the relays cmcial to its closed economy. 
These are suggested in this passage between the liberal rights belonging to the citizen 
who being 'pure and simple' is innocent of the interests pertaining to the differences of 
the (financial) groups mentioned above. The attachment that this citizen has to the nation 
is then unalloyed and liberal, but nonetheless that of the everyday man and woman. 
These everyday liberal interests happen to be, however, as the argument develops, those 
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investinents in an Anglo-Celtic identity, and those attachments to 'the nation' figured in 
the form of this identity. Cohesion then, lies in the circularity of these relays where 
ethnicity comes to be equivalent with liberal democracy. 
The Universal Particular 
The reactive globophobic account of The Imaginary Australian can be summarised, in 
order to move on to conclude this chapter by addressing the privileging of a universal-
particular ethnicity. Here the investments of a particular ethnicity are imagined as bearing 
universal value. The Imaginary Australian advocates, at the level of the locally universal, 
the renewal of the project of modemity in the form of a practice of historical integration. 
This integrating renewal underwrites the identity forming cohesive force of the 'good 
enough' status of an Anglo-Celtic 'core' culture, a 'rough, working entity' which holds 
the unrealised democratic potential in the development of Ausfralia as a flagship for 
modemity and the nation-state. Positioned against the holding capacity of this historical 
integration is the fragmenting govemmentality of multiculturalism, which threatened the 
necessary privileging of the 'core' culture in advocating difference over cohesion. 
In the reformulation of a national project of the left against the threat posed by cultural 
and capitalist globalization, Dixson seeks to mobilise the support of the academy and 
public sphere around a conception of the 'core culture' as ethnie holding the still-to-be-
realised democratic possibilities of modemity and the nation-state. As it is used in The 
Imaginary Australian this recently appropriated and recently popularised French term 
ethnie comes from Anthony D. Smith's work on ethnicity and nationalism. As I have 
argued above, Dixson's mobilisation of the figure of the ethnie is interdependent upon 
her representation of 'respectability.' Hence, in following Smith's historical theorising, 
Dixson makes use of his 'admittedly isolated' but nonetheless generalised examples of 
vertical relations of nation formation. This signifies, rather than the horizontal relations 
that Dixson invokes to sanction her national argument where, following Habermas Dixson 
finds in the emergence of the English public sphere a history from below, the impress of 
elite ethnic culture in modem nation formation. In the first place then, the functional 
ethnie is elite. 
If, at its most basic, an ethnie is given as defining an ethnic group, there are at least 
six components necessary for any community to qualify as being an ethnie. For Smith, 
an ethnie must possess 'a common proper name in order to identify and express the 
'essence' of the community.' It also needs "a myth of common ancestry" which includes 
'the idea of a common origin in time and place' giving 'a sense of fictive kinship.' An 
ethnie must also possess 'shared historical memories', some "elements of common 
culture," a 'link with a homeland,' and a 'sense of solidarity'.'^ 
Smith seeks to place his construction of an ethnie between what he calls a primordial 
conception of ethnicity, and, at the other end of the spectmm, one that is purely 
constmctivist. Smith's emphasis is on the cultural aspects of ethnicity and the cultural 
ethnicity is framed centrifugally: Hence, he posits a cultural tendency in ethnicity towards 
'community' or 'origin' or 'home.' Difference can only be incidental or conflictual but 
not an integral component in this centrifugal flow of cultural energies. We can posit that 
this theoretical movement towards an integrating thesis is in some measure dependent 
upon the distance that Smith would place between 'ethnicity' and 'race.' 
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Smith's work seeks to bridge the gap between a primordial conception of ethnicity, one 
that is fully racial and essentially biological, and a constmctivist representation of 
ethnicity where the concept is emptied of the category of the lived experience, or of the 
'real.' Of land, body, and blood. Elizabeth Tonkin, by way of confrast, follows Just in 
repeating his idea that 'it is a somewhat refrograde step that 'ethnicity' should ever have 
entered into the analytic vocabulary of the social sciences.' Further quoting Just, Tonkin 
notes that the term 'ethnic group' is very like 'race' without the biology, and with the 
biological implications tending to creep back in. 
If it is not possible to 'de-essentialize' the category of ethnicity even in its more 
'scientific' usage in sociological and anthropological vmtings, neither can the concept be 
divorced from its textuality and everyday uses. In The Imaginary Australian Dixson 
writes that 'we might finally see ethnicity as a curious space not entirely cultural and 
certainly not fully embodied, see it, rather , as a fransitional area that stands between and 
links both these axes.''^ If underlying her analysis of nation and identity in both The 
Imaginary Australian and The Real Matilda there is an attempt to bring the body back 
into the body politic through an appeal to community, it seems unfortunate that her work 
crosses Smith's 'integrating' bridge over the category of the ethnie in order to reach its 
matemal destination, not least because the body it historically seeks to refrieve is that of 
an unacknowledgly universalising white race. 
To write of an 'Anglo-Celtic' in Ausfralia is to invoke a reversal of the common usage 
of 'ethnicity' within the popular and critical fraditions in which Dixson's work positions 
itself. All of the English language terms that revolve around the root term ethnos work 
in context as markers for difference, giving a boundary in their usage between 
'familiarity and sfrangeness.' If then, ethnie is to be appropriated as a term seeking to 
validate a British heritage in Ausfralia, the everyday usage of 'ethnicity' in that (English) 
nation should be considered - as a matter of heritage - also. Tonkin writes that in 
England, 'ethnicity 
has no obvious point of application within the indigenous patterns of social stmcture, or, 
of social geographical subordination and super-ordination, inclusion and exclusion. The 
adjective, however, is readily applied to groups of relatively recent immigrants who are 
perceived to be sufficientiy different, and indeed one measure of perceived difference 
would be the ease with which the adjective 'ethnic' could be employed.'* 
The appropriation of the term ethnie for an Ausfralian 'imaginary' national identity 
seems a refrograde move then, both in Just's sense of the degree to which ethnicity is a 
racial category, and also in the 'textual' terms which show it to be a term that might be 
difficult to redeem from its use in practices of cultural othering: Both problems give rise 
to the question of just why it would seem a useful rather than a refrograde step to do 
so. What might it be taken as legitimating? Even though for the social sciences outside 
of the French sphere from which the term has been borrowed ethnie is a relatively new 
term, in the use to which the term is being put in The Imaginary Australian, the 'ethnie' 
is being asked to perform an act of cultural recuperation. A recognition of the already 
there. To the extent that Dixson's 'British' - Ausfralian ethnie is based upon the 
perception of historical continuity the argument within which it is framed must contain 
the "loose ends" - the possible historic dismptions and (self)differences - must 
necessarily be reintegrated into the narrative of ethnicity. The cohesion that it argues for 
is mobilised to sanction the very narrative of history within which it is framed. Thus this 
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is not so much, or not only, a historical reintegration of a 'core' ethnie, but an ethnic 
sanctioning of this universalising history. 
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Chapter Three: Settlement-through-Transportation 
This chapter will begin this paper's development of 'settlement-through-fransportation' 
within an (inter)national context that will be framed v/ithin a dialectics of globalization in 
the next chapter. It will be argued that using this context rather than one that falls more 
securely within the paradigms of the nation-state shifts the form of questioning that this 
paper considers as normatively dfrected at the cultural and material dynamics of 
settlement-through-fransportation. Thus, this articulated phrase is used instead of the 
context of national or colonial origins. Settlement-through-fransportation refers, at least, to 
the criminalising of the 'mobile' section of mefropolitan society, thefr subsequent 
expulsion from the English social body, and the settlement of the 'far-flung' colonies 
dependent on this migratory, and primarily penal labour. 
In the first chapter I began to argue that when progressive narratives of modemity qua 
the nation-state are 'reintegrated' their form becomes that of a positive system. Where the 
system of historical integration mapped out in Miriam Dixson's The Real Matilda and 
The Imaginary Australian seeks legitimisation in the higher universality of a core liberal 
ethnie, it appeals to its own principles. These are those of the Enlightenment and 
Romanticism conceived of as embodied in the nation-state. This positive system of 
history, like that of Anglo-Ausfralia's common law, does not deny the force of 
originating narratives framed within the nation state, but differs from law in that it seeks 
to legitimate their renewal, in the present, through 'reintegration'. In this chapter I will 
suggest that the positive system of historical integration works in a reciprocal relationship 
with the positive system of Anglo-liberal legality in Ausfralia. Both systems work to 
produce a form of communitarian closure, where issues of class are displaced onto issues 
of 'race', wherein 'race' is re-elaborated in the form of the Anglo-liberal ethnie, defining 
its others through a process of exclusion. Here, the positive system of law comes to 
support the narratives necessary to the system of historical integration. Conversely, issues 
of 'race' are displaced onto issues of class, so that cultural and anthropological 
differences are subsumed within a Benthamite logic of the distribution of property 
interests. Here, the system of historical reintegration provides legitimation for the closures 
belonging to the system of law. 
As I began to argue in the last chapter, the 'reintegrating' closure of this 'system' 
attempts to perform a reconciliation of the paradox stmcturing liberal subjectivity by 
displacing it onto the Other/other in a dialectical logic of ressentiment. Self-consciously, 
this reconciliation of differences pertaining to the question of a national identity is made 
from the elite position of the academic feminist working from within the culture's 
'pattem setting' new class. This new class position - a matter of bourgeois inheritance -
is the standpoint from which historical integration is to be enacted on behalf of 
'ordinary' men and women. These are matters of some reversibility. As the representation 
of a 'core' culture these 'ordinary' men and women come to legitimate a renewal of the 
integrating practice of history. This renewal, in tum, becomes imagined as a triangulated 
compact between a newly authoritative history, liberal democracy, and the 'core' culture. 
In light of this framework the description of the Habermassian periodicity upon which 
historical integration relies is worth quoting at length: 
The change from mythos to logos, so the argument goes, elevates pubhc reason rather 
than community prejudice to dominion over our political life. Public reason, in tum, 
allows for the rational legitimisation of shared normative ideals. Habermas argues that this 
move from mythos to logos is the key aspect of modemity, a modemity which he then 
claims as the basis of an enlightened political and legal ordering. For Habermas . . . such 
a political order separates questions of Justice from questions of the Good. Instead, the 
Enlightenment, by rationalising public norms and more specifically, by institutionalising the 
mle of law as a recognisable set of mles and procedures, promotes the Right to a 
position of priority. This move to rationalise public norms in the mle of law is the very 
crax of modemity and the Enlightenment ideals that mark modemity as an historical 
period.' 
In the Habermassian second modemity the Right is as Good as it gets. Ideological 
critiques, however, starts from Adomo's criticism of Enlightenment representations of just 
this (already completed) shift from mythos to logos. Here then, we can begin to 
thematise this periodicity in the example of fransportation-through-settlement as a cultural 
and material modality. The mle of the "Right," in the sense of Habermass's description, 
should be considered to have been iconically present in the formation of the modem 
'settler' society in the Antipodes during the late eighteenth century: As a enactment of 
logos rather than mythos, this new society proves the 'rationalisation of public norms in 
the mle of law' as modemity's marking as a historical period. Thus this paper will come 
to critique this modemist logic in the example of the linkage between fransportation and 
settlement through the history of the 'non-discriminatory' practices of common law in 
which these events were enabled. 
The friad operating in historical integration works between the 'core' culture, conceived 
of in the form of the ethnie-liheral, democracy, and history, conceived of as the 
legitimate holder of tmth for the national collective memory. In confrast, settlement-
through-fransportation works through a friad comprised of migration, criminalisation, and 
the place of the systems of common law and Anglo-liberal history. The questioning this 
chapter is opening is to ask whether the common themes of 'pre-colonial', 'colonial', and 
'post-colonial' criminalisations of the non subject-citizens can reinform 'our' shared 
narratives towards a possible vision of the Good. Here, in the follov^ng chapters the 
paper will be appropriating Angela Y Davis's idea of an 'ideology of disappearing 
people', and in this the perspective of the non-citizen will be mobilised in questioning 
the limits of the systems described.'^ 
While the thematisation of settlement-through-fransportation forms this paper's response to 
the system of historical integration, several variations on Louis Hartz's theory of the 
spread of Enlightenment modemity in the form of fragmented settler societies will be 
discussed. Hart's liberal thesis will be examined in the light of the ffrst chapter's 
description of Miriam Dixson's historical integration of an ethnic liberality. Here I will 
canvass Lyn Spillman's problematising of both categories (liberal and ethnic) for any 
account of the formation of imagined communities belonging to the nation state. Against 
the elite discourse of national identity the next section will infroduce the historiography 
of convict origins and consider fransportation as a matter of global labour migration. 
Transportation to the Antipodean colonies occurred as Benthamite fragmentation of the 
English mefropolitan social body. 
This chapter continues its meditation upon the theme of the universal and the particular 
in the form of a discussion of the relays working between law, history, and narration in 
a fragmented settler society.^ The realms of historic and legal positivity can be franslated 
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as either the Good considered as both an 'irremissible necessity for all subjects,' or as 
the Right, 'the universal values of any world-constituting system,' or as the good as it is 
embodied in specific . . . principles." This positivity will be described as having been given 
a particular (de-paradoxified) form in the interdependent closures of legal and historical 
narratives of modemity stmcturing the 'Benthamite' fragmentation. In providing the 
context for this discussion, this chapter will enable the following chapter's consideration 
of how the 'historical integration' of an ethnic-liberality shares with Anglo-Ausfralian 
positive law a tendency to promote a communitarian Right (in the liberal ethnie) over its 
own disavowed vision of the Good. The franscendental form of this disavowed Good is, 
it will be argued, precisely the mythology of progress from which both systems (the law 
and history) seeks to establish a distance. 
Fragmenting British Identities 
In Hartz's thesis on the development of British settler societies in the form of the 
nation-state, the political and economic situation of the home country at the time of each 
colonial fragmentation were taken to have assumed a comparatively disproportionate 
significance for the emergent peripheral fragment societies relative to their subsequent 
significance 'at home.' Each of the family of settler nations was thought to have been 
sfrongly influenced by the political fraditions of their British founding generations. 
National identities might then be read as having been formed as different elaborations of 
these fragmentations, as their events came to be wrapped within narratives of identity 
coalescing around thefr respective originating and founding events. Hartz's thesis is typical 
of a general approach to the formation and subsequent composition of the societies 
pertaining to British "settler" colonies in constmcting a pattem of historical narration that 
is mythologically and ontologically faithful to the liberalism in which it is prescribed. In 
The Founding of New Societies the fragmentary nature of settler societies was primarily 
given as a matter of politics and class. In the case of the Antipodean colonies an 
egalitarian 'Ausfralian' culture was thought to have arisen through its having been shaped 
by the Georgian and Victorian English labouring class. A mild form of socialism is given 
as having become normative through 'the radical democratic overthrow of an early 
Whiggery.'^ America, in tum, was thought to have become a liberal and middle-class 
fragment settlement through its greater dependency upon Britain's 'middling' sorts.* 
Latter commentators have come to keep Hartz's model of historical fragmentation while 
rejecting the tum of his interpretations and the details of his historical work. In the case 
of the Ausfrahan example his narrative is described by The Imaginary Australian as 
having given an insufficient account of the development of the political left which 
ignored the vital role of lower - middle and nfrddle classes. The commentators on national 
identity whose approaches are briefly surveyed below have appropriated a Hartzian 
perceptive in relation to Britain's 'settler' societies. From this generalised point of view 
their works can be read as having been framed by the perspective that these societies are 
best understood as historical fragments of European, and more particularly, English 
culture. Their works share the assumption that each settler society carries the weight of 
its production at a particular moment in the intercise between the rise of the global 
context of the nation state and the modality of frs local British cultijre in their 
fransportation into respective alien envfronments. Once so alienated, these fragment 
societies are taken to have been relatively free to develop on the basis of their founding 
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characteristics in a manner unconsfrained by the past and future of the civilisation in 
which they originated. 
This analysis of the cultural modalities of 'settler' societies suggests a form of stasis, or 
(re)co-operation. Conversely however, its Hartz's argument that the dominant ideologies 
and discursive fields that mark the new originating fragment society will have had the 
time and space to develop in a manner that appears relatively uncontested compared to 
the contingencies of the cultural dynamics of 'home'. In the Antipodean colonies for 
example, the success of the Chartist movement in the 1860's has to be compared to its 
failure during the same period in England where it met a far greater breadth and depth 
of opposition. The success of the Ausfralian Chartist movement might seem to have 
established, primarily, a democratic break with 'Englishness': Ausfralian Chartism was one 
of the elements in the colonies' stmggle to shift from the colonial mle of the British 
penal colony to the possession of the rights of (English) common law under the aegis of 
a free (but not separate) society, where the right to representative assembly and the rights 
to trial by jury were major sites of contestation. In this struggle the Antipodean Chartist 
movement and its opposition (in, for example, the form of the 'Exclusionists' movement) 
contributed to the constmction of an identity called 'Ausfralian' long before federation 
granted the colonies nation-status. Yet even when argued for and promoted by self-
nominating 'Ausfralians', the stmggle of becoming a 'free society' was enacted in a 
manner that predominantly framed its representations in terms of the victories of the 
rights of the free-bom Englishman. And this 'discourse of freedom' was utilised both by 
the exclusionists and the emancipists in thefr battle over the right to jury trial and elected 
legislatures. Similarly, the rights of the citizens of the new - bom America came, by the 
time of that nation's centenary celebrations, to be framed in terms of the revolution qua 
founding event qua extension of the freebom Englishman's civil liberties. Counter-
intuitively, the American War of Independence comes to have been fought for the rights 
to (a liberal sense of) 'Englishness'. Here, once again, a discourse of freedom provided a 
discursive space that was open to the contestations of the American states. Hence the 
Hartzian elaboration of a narrative of English liberties flourished in the 'terra nullius' of 
the Ausfralian political discursive field, and flourished again in the American case by the 
contingencies and opportunities provided in the Republic's oppositional development from 
the rich text of the English political discursive field. 
In Nations and Commemoration: Creating National Identities in the United States and 
Australia, the maimer in which cultural origins were commemorated as becoming-national 
events by the American and Ausfralian mefropolitan elites is compared partly for reasons 
of shared histories. Thus, 
it was only around the time that the American colonies were establishing sovereignty that 
the European history of Australia began, with its invasion by an Imperial British State. 
Captain James Cook had claimed the continent for Britain in 1770, in the course of an 
expedition to chart the transit of Venus at Tahiti and to map the coasts of an unknown 
continent. Eighteen years after Cook's visit, the British government founded a penal 
settlement on the coast he had claimed, its iminviting qualities being no disincentive for 
such a purpose. While the proper understanding of the mixed reasons for the settlement is 
debated, the most prominent was the need to do something about the overflow of 
prisoners left in Britain when they could no longer be sent to America: settlement also 
made sense to the British for Strategic reasons. 
Nations and Commemoration's investigation focuses on the self-representations of these 
fragment societies as emergent nationalities. Taking the American centennial celebrations 
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of 1886 and those of 1888 in "Ausfraha," Spillman's text gives a model of nation 
formation wherein each emergent nation commemorated their different senses of both 
'newness' and of a continuity with their British - European heritage. National identity was 
celebrated in a discursive field whose predominate narratives ran 'outwards' along the 
lines of the identifications and recognitions pertaining to geopolitical relations, and 
'inwards' through the dimension of perceived shared experiences and qualities. Thus, at 
the time when the 'world' paradigm of the nation-state was becoming the dominant 
discursive field on which these colonial and republican actors operated, thefr identity 
formations operated through the complex representational economies that circulated their 
flows of symbolic information back and forth between the 'infra-national' and the 
(inter)national. 
The identity narratives of the United States tend to elaborate 'intemational recognition, 
the founding moment, and liberty' as the privileged symbols of nationality most highly. 
While 'liberty' was also sfressed in Ausfralia, 'British heritage, progress and prosperity' 
formed the primary symbolic repertoire in the elites' emergent national imaginary.* 
Ausfralian elites were less inclined than the Americans to celebrate a founding moment in 
the conventions and celebrations that Spillman analyses, but the manner in which each 
nation did re-narrate a shared founding moment demonsfrates the exemplary status of each 
settler society as the national stmctured on the exclusionary model of liberalism. Perhaps 
the pre-eminent example of this comes from the Ausfralian Federation, where the new 
national government's first act of its liberal democratic parliament was to legislate against 
the immigration of persons belonging to races other than the 'British'.' 
In the United States the founding moment of the 'American Revolution' was worked as 
a centrifugal force, helping to bring together, for example, the southem states with those 
of the north in one national imaginary space, primarily through a discourse of 'liberty'. 
Here a collected freedom imagined against (past and potential) foreign dominance allowed 
the cohesive contentions of statist and other rights. The events comprising '(T)he Landing 
of the First Fleet' presented a difficulty to the Antipodean colonial elites of both the 
centennial celebrations and of the constitutional convention gathered to discuss federation. 
'The Landing of the First Fleet' couldn't be made to work - in their symbolic 
representations - as cenfrifugal because of its poor fit within their dominant narratives: 
'Race' in the sense of other races, or any question of the rights belonging to the invaded 
Aboriginal peoples were self evident occlusions in elite representations, but 'convictism' 
was not something the late eighteenth and early nineteenth century elite could celebrate. 
Convictism didn't work as a story of self-legislating modem subjects undertaking a 
joumey of 'progress, liberty, and prosperity'. Sfrategies of elision were called for. When 
invoking the founding moment in, for example, the centennial celebrations in Melboume 
and Sydney, the Botany Bay settlement of convicts and mariners were likely to be 
overlooked in favour of stories of Cook's discovery which was in tum placed within a 
radicalised narrative of progress within which Britishness was expressed as a constant. Sir 
Henry Parkes voiced the general sentiment at the centermial banquet in Sydney when he 
said that 'I will seek to maintain our position in the fiiture as a thorough Ausfralian, and 
being a thorough Ausfralian a most consistent and pafriotic Briton.''° Altematively, where 
the penal colony was narrated as such the hardships and suffering of this colonial 
'ventijre' were sfressed within a narrative of progress which was marked by its 
disjunction from founding events. 
To the extent that the account of Nations and Commemoration describes the working of 
both as liberal societies that are therefore typically stmctured through exclusion, it shows 
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the interdependence of race and liberalism in the formation of these nations. Miriam 
Dixson's project of historical integration, as we have seen in the first chapter, argues for 
a privileging of not an ethnic liberality as 'one amongst equals,' but more specifically, an 
Anglo-Celtic liberality. This particularity, it was argued, is privileged in order to 
'overcome' cultural and historic differences, in the positing of a 'higher universality' -
that of the ethnie-liheral 'core' culture. The difference that this chapter argues is 
'disappeared' in that project is that of the liberal criminalisation of the English working 
class. 
The Penal Colony 
Freedom in England, slavery in South Carolina, and punishment in New South Wales 
made sense of social and institutional arrangements in ways which fundamentally affected 
the character of those societies." 
The first large-scale English fransportation of convicted felons occurred in 1618-19 when 
the Corporation of the City of London excorporated several dozen young men from the 
Bridewell to Virginia. The corporation took this excorporating action because the vast 
increase in infranational immigration to London meant that the Bridewell was no longer 
able to fulfil its role of judging and punishing 'wandering' immigrants, out-of-work 
joumeymen, apprentices and servants.'^ A similar crisis of a larger scale effected the 
fransportation of convicts to the Antipodean colonies that took place over the period of 
1787 to 1861. For historians working in the field of global migrations, fransportation has 
recently been reconceptualised as one modem form of labour migration. As a migrant 
labour flow this fransportation of convicts has begun to receive a reinvigorated attention 
in the work of historians using an intemational framework in which it has been 
compared, in the first instance, to the mixture of free, slave, convict, and indentured 
labour used in the formation of the American colonies. 
While the field of colonial labour migration has been primarily concemed with this 
Anglo-American fraffic, the historians James Bradley and Ian Duffield record the isolation 
from this field of (inter)nationalist studies of the historicizing of the migratory fraffic 
from Britain to the Antipodean colonies. Here, where 
studies of transportation of convicts to Australia, and thefr management and lived 
experience there, have been light on intemational comparisons . . . (T)he implication 
perhaps is that convict transportation and its downstream consequences were virtually 
unique Australian historical phenomena. 
In the infroduction to Representing Convicts Bradley and Duffield note that the 
collection of essays published as Convict Workers for the Ausfralian Bicentennial year in 
1988 marked an exceptional instance of the 'comparative use of the literature on slavery 
in the Americas . . . and . . use of works on indentured labour migration, as well as . . . to 
forced labour migration as a global phenomenon.''" The essays comprising Representing 
Convicts are given as both an endorsement of this principle that the study of convict 
fransportation to Ausfralia needs to be located within the comparative literature of 
intemational 'unfree' labour migration and that this (global) dynamic is best considered as 
operating on what David Eflis describes as a continuum rather than a duality between 
'freedom' and 'unfreedom'.' 
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We can begin to consider the usefulness of the continuum marked across (un)freedom in 
terms of this paper's triangulation of American, Ausfralian, and English contexts. In 
David Neal's analysis: 
What begins by looking like a two-term comparison, slave versus convict, turns out to be 
hydra-headed, particularly when comparisons with the conditions of free workers in 
England are thrown in for good measure. But despite important dissimilarities, when the 
complex account of slavery is contrasted with the complex account of the convicts, the 
distinction between convicts and slaves fades dramatically. 
In order to frace the relationships between 'freedom' in England, 'slavery' in the 
Southem States of America, and 'punishment' in the Antipodean penal colonies as these 
work in relation to a common theme of criminalisation, a description of the maimer in 
which the terms in which Antipodean 'Foundations' debates have been framed as a 
matter of criminality should be addressed 
Within the historical field there has been an ongoing "Foundation of Botany Bay" 
debate regarding the question of the context and production of the penal settlement at the 
site which was to become the colony of New South Wales. The broad consensus 
resulting from this debate has been that the cessation of the fransportation of convicts to 
the American colonies that resulted from the American Revolution was the foremost 
reason for the instigation of the Antipodean penal colony. Convicts fransported from 
Britain to the American colonies formed the second largest body of forced migration to 
that destination, coming second only to the forced migration of Afiican slaves. 
Transportation to the American and Antipodean colonies shift from being relatively 
informal to being a matter of national legislation in the English parliament's passing of 
the Transportation Act in 1788, in which 'assize and quarter session courts made 
banishment the leading penalty for property offences, the most common variety of 
crime.'''' The American Revolution necessitated the creation of new markets for this large 
flow of convict labour. The period of American and Antipodean fransportation sfretching 
from 1618 to 1861 reflects an English social policy designed with the specific aim of 
'Draining the Nation of its offensive Rubbish, without taking away their Lives.' '* Along 
with the indenture of idle apprentices for military service fransportation provided the 
diseased mefropolitan social body with the balm of bleeding. The pressure felt by the 
elite of this social body in the forced removal of the American labour market was 
doubled by the 'defeat of Jack Ketch.' 'Jack Ketch' was one of the colloquial terms 
which the London labouring classes had for the hangman. This victory, celebrated in the 
Punch and Judy sfreet theafres, saw the relinquishment of public corporeal punishment as 
a means of confroUing the ungovemable segment of mefropolitan social body perceived as 
threatening the mle of the mob. Along with the effect of the American Revolution the 
loss of this method of population culling increased the pressure on the vastly 
overcrowded prisons. In being a shift from corporeal to penitentiary techniques of social 
discipline and punishment this excorporation of the English social body's diseased excess 
has frequently been represented as having been - along with the formation of the 
democratic nation-state - a hallmark of enUghtened European modemity. In Foucault's 
description fr marked the shift from the mle of the ancien regime to the new subjective 
disciplines of modemity which Jeremy Bentham's panopticon represented." Like the 
Thirteenth Amendment to the American constitution in which emancipation was granted to 
Afro-American slaves, this shift needs to be recognised as an event inaugurating new 
forms of class and race-based criminalisation.^" 
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In the works of historians the 'Foundation' debate (whether or not Ausfralia started as a 
penal colony) can be seen as having been read as continuous with 'the convict question,' 
(who were they?) In its Ausfralian inflection the weight of evidence was taken as proof 
of convict's professional criminality against any of the more romantic constiiictions of 
convict heritage. The works of Clarke, Robson, Shaw, Hirst, and Hughes all figure a 
dismantiing of the Ausfralian patiiotic myth-making in which convicts figure chiefly as 
sturdy peasant's whose freebom rights had been violated by the ever encroaching 
enclosures of industi-ialising England.^' This historicizing disarticulated both class and 
punishment, and, as the latter chapters will argue, the rise of the global city from 
criminalisation. The idea that convicts were to any great extent comprised of political 
protesters was similarly dismissed. The disarticulation that these historians place between 
the statijs that might have been granted to convicts as victims of circumstance and the 
status accorded to them as being professional criminals works in a binary manner. Here, 
the terms in which convicts might be described as criminal functions instead of any 
supposed victim status. And as the latter of this binary pair is cancelled by the former 
category in this instance, then the political and agrarian categories are similarly cancelled, 
becoming incidental rather than causal and normative. This binary dynamic can be most 
easily read in Shaw's account in which although the Antipodean convicts are given as 
generally not having been 'afrocious villains', they were 'ne'er do-wells, stimulated to 
crime by low wages, a bad poor law, bad living conditions, periodical unemployment, 
lack of education and non-existent family life.'^^ Shaw continues however, to suggest 
their (criminal) professionalism in describing them as having been 'polished, artful, and 
vicious'. Thus the dynamic of this binary narration is one of disavowal; social conditions 
are invoked as a context that can only inform the moral economy in which the convicts 
are 'criminal'. 
Neal describes the inherent criminal theory which informs the work of these writers, 
although not making any reference to Hughes' The Fatal Shore. Hughes' work should be 
included here, however, because even though the titie of his chapter on convict origins A 
Horse Foaled by an Acorn frames its analysis in terms of Georgian England's penal 
regimes, it shares the moral economy of the earlier historian's works on 'criminal' 
origins. Thus, where Hughes makes the point within this chapter that convicts were 
typically criminal rather than being, for example, typically Chartist, the concept of 
criminality itself is not critically discussed. In this sense, a more critical guide to convict 
origins can be gleaned from Peter Linebaugh's The London Hanged, discussed in the 
concluding chapter, which deals explicitly with criminalisation, incommensurability, and 
resistance. 
The investment in the innately criminal thesis belonging to these historical accounts is 
itself a matter of historiography, as the descriptive material used comes chiefly from the 
accounts of middle and upper class reformers of the period of Antipodean fransportation.^^ 
The extent to which this observation (which is also taken from Neal's study) can account 
for the narrative sfrategies employed in Hughes' text, or in the flourish of publishing on 
the subject that occurred around the time of the Ausfralian bicentennial year in 1988, is 
somewhat the lesser. Hughes, for instance, made use of secondary works by, for example, 
Douglas Hay and E.P. Thompson that are both explicitly critical of the concept of 
criminality itself when discussing the society from which the convicts were drawn. 
The Fatal Shore is an oppositional and, one might argue, 'post-colonial' account of 
fransportation and settlement informed by a form of conservatism where each of these -
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the (inter)national oppositionality, and the conservatism, allow its mobilisation of convicts-
as-criminal to operate in an under-examined form. Its form bears comparison with that of 
Robinson, Nicholas, and Oxley's Convict Workers, the text that Bradley and Duffield cite 
as locating Ausfralian fransportation within the 'comparative literature of 'unfree labour 
migration'. The sfress in this text is upon a conception of convicts as workers rather than 
criminals. Here the inherently criminal convict is normalised as part of an exemplary 
modem labour force and the particular intervention offered in the essays comprising this 
text seems especially marked by its conditions of production in a 1980's econocratic 
governmental regime. The rhetorical frope employed seeks to franscend the inter(national) 
binary framing the historiography of 'convict heritage' by placing the founding labour 
force within the context of Westem Modemity. Where 'criminality' is invoked it is only 
in the form of an inversion of that employed in the earlier histories: thus where Clarke 
and Shaw invoked social conditions only to incorporate them within a criminalising moral 
economy, Robinson et al invoke 'criminality' only to incorporate it wdthin the progressive 
metanarrative of 1980's 'enterprise culture.'^" In this account's assumed framing of the 
nation-state (not penal colony) as exemplary of Westem modemity the severely forced 
occlusions that several contemporary historians have criticised - those of the "criminal," 
the 'penal colony', and the 'prostitute', for example - are necessary because narratives of 
modemity like legislatures of modemity require the presence of the self-legislating subject 
for their form to be 'tme'. Such a history of legal subjects - that of the Convict 
Workers - must be incommensurable with a history of the 'inherently criminal', no matter 
how contextualized the latter might be. Both of these forms of historicizing falls into the 
integrationist mode propounded in Dixson's compact between the ethnie-l^}oeral, 
democracy, and the practice of history as the collective memory of the nation. All of 
these accounts historicize Ausfralia's convict origins as a development of "respectability," 
giving a middle or 'new' class elaboration of the development of a fragmented 'British' 
nation. 
Several things follow from thematising settlement-through-fransportation with the Hartzian 
fragmentation thesis. In the case of the Anglo-Ausfralian example, the fransportation of 
convicts and mariners to the British Empire's most peripheral location, predicated as it 
was upon Georgian England's penal crisis and the cessation of the possibility of sending 
convicts to the American colonies, latterly comes to outweigh the other elements of a 
possible spectmm of the new nation-state's symbolic repertoire. The cultural and political 
features of the fragmentation - the 'pre-colonial' penal crisis, the 'colonising' act of 
fransportation, the 'colonial' institution of a penal settlement - come to be taken up in 
the formation of a core social body around which subsequent developments coalesce. 
Reintegrating these colonial origins disappears the criminalisation that gave stmcture to 
settlement. 
Law and History as Nomos 
In Mark Fitzpatrick's account of The Mythology of Modern Law, the racial foundation of 
the English common law's identity is set in colonialism and its effects - the nation and 
the nationality of law - and in the modem subject and legal citizenship. This account is 
set in a narrative of evolutionary progress which problematises the periodicity of the 
binary division between the modem and the premodem. Here a dynamic of identity 
constmcted in negation produces a continuity in the form of a progressive myth, despite 
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the cogent perception of an epistemic break late in the period of Enlightenment.^^ Within 
the Occident's hierarchy of 'race' a myth of modemity refrospectively constmcts the 
progress invented in Enlightenment as incipient 'evolution'. This then, is a mythic 
resolution of the confradiction between the pre-modem feudal order and the modem stasis 
of 'change'. 
The temporalising of spatial difference that inscribes the boundaries between 'modem' 
and 'premodem', and between 'civihsed societies' and 'primitive clans', are 'stories of the 
progression of society' that are 'intimately tied to and even told in terms of the 
progression of law.' 'The study of primitive societies was not originally regarded as a 
branch of natural history. Rather, it was freated initially as a branch of legal studies.'^^ 
This can be demonsfrated in the example of the canonical British legal text published 
shortly after Darwin's The Origin of Species. Main's Ancien Law was written in the 
context of English debates regarding the proper govemance of India where the East India 
Company virtually operated as a colonising power in its own right. This fransnational 
company with its headquarters in London's Square Mile, had its actions sanctioned 
through this intemational extension of English common law. Inversely, Main's account of 
Imperial law uses its implicit object, the colonial society poised between the premodem 
and the modem, to sanction the form of its own narrative (of law). The mle of law that 
Main's account enabled came to be appropriated towards a Benthamite form of 
govermentality in the Indian and Ausfralian colonies.^* 
The Imaginary Australian and The Real Matilda were built around a resistance to an 
ideological critique of the values of the Enlightenment that stmcture its narration of the 
ethnie-liheral nation-state as modemity. The Imaginary Australian recounts the use of a 
Hartzian national-fragment model as a form of political critique operating in Hugh 
Collins' analysis, describing a 'practical bent' to Ausfralian culture. Collins however, 
describes more than a 'practicality' in this society having taken the predominant form of 
the Benthamite utilitarian state, as the penal colonies established in the Antipodes took 
their institutional and cultural forms from the prevalence of Benthamite thinking and 
govemance in Britain at the time of their origination. In this Hartzian interpretation, the 
act of fransportation of convicts from Britain should be read as emblematic for the 
dominant Benthamite ideology within which Collins would place Ausfralian political 
identity. 
Cenfral to the dominant ideology that Collins describes are the Benthamite features of 
individualism, legalism, and positivism. These features form the compact that Fitzpatrick 
identifies in the common law. Thus the ascendancy of the 'form of mild socialism' that 
Hartz describes is, in this interpretation, underwritten by its 'Benthamism'; the institutional 
infrastructure for representation, legislation and adminisfration that enabled public 
education, health and welfare to the utilitarian degree that it negotiated, and didn't 
impinge upon, the individual private sphere. This form of individualism's ideological 
difference from the American production of the English narratives of liberty is evident in 
the opposition to Lockean stmctures of social confract in the Antipodean legalism. In 
American juridical history can be found the elaboration of the 'free-bom Englishman's' 
ancient rights and liberties, interwoven with the common law idiom in dialogue and 
contestation with confractarianism conceived of as a vertical relationship between mler 
and subject, before having become 'horizontalized' as the legalised relation between equal 
and rational actors in the nineteenth centirry. In the Ausfralian legal history, the positivist 
elaboration of the shared meta-narrative gives the Benthamite legalism that Collins 
describes as having produced an 'apparatus of adminisfration that is perfectiy comparable 
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with Max Weber's rational-legal form of legitimacy.'^^ Ausfraha's Benthamite ideology 
produced a legal system designed to facilitate the common law negotiation of property 
interests rather than confractual recognition of rights or consents: a verticality imagined 
and enacted as the always-already horizontal relationship amongst (legal) equals. 
Collins writes that: 
so completely has this philosophy captured Australia's public mind that the sporadic 
appearance of different political ideas, whether of the right or the left, is better imderstood 
as a reaction against this hegemony than as the motion of independent forces.^ " 
This hegemony is given as producing a failure of the representative form of democracy 
that had been 'the most prominent element in the Benthamite ideology'.^' The ethical and 
historical limits of the inherited ideology begin to become apparent in the form of 
effective challenge to the hegemony that Collins describes as demanding a confrontation 
from which the fragmented ideology's unhindered development had allowed escape. The 
challenge that Collins described as cmcial in the 1980's reflect the paradigmatic shift to 
a politics of difference in that it was neither politically 'right' nor 'left' but rather 
developed in the forms of the feminist drive for equal opportunities, and the Aboriginal 
fight for land rights. These were the challenges of racial and gendered communities that 
doubly offend the utilitarian tradition. Ffrst, each couches present claims in the language 
of rights. While this basis for a claim may be resisted, a bargain can still be stmck as an 
adjustment of interests. Second, and more radically, each is demanding compensation for a 
past injustice. To add a retrospective dimension to a rights claim presents a utilitarian 
system with a demand that it can scarcely recognise, let alone make allowances for.^ ^ 
The challenge that Collins identifies here works through the categories of race, gender, 
and class can be seen in the agendas of Aboriginal, feminist, and 'criminal' communities 
where each of these groups is excluded from the realm of a citizens' subjectivity via the 
limits of liberal Benthamite govemmentality and historiography. These challenges take the 
form of a rights-based refrospectivity that can only be considered as incommensurable to 
a positivist and presentist system of representation. This refrospectivity would assume a 
different relationship between the particular and the universal precisely in its contingent 
systematic openess. Rights expressed as the mle of law would remain open to the 
deconstmctive call of justice and the horizonal possibility of achieving the Right. The 
incommensurability here lies in the ffrst instance in the challenge that a conception of 
rights poses the fiction of the legal citizen-subject whose self-legislation ensures that this 
subject comes to address the legal system purely as the bearer of negotiable interests. 
Adding refrospectivity to these unrecognizable rights-based claims rejects the present 
positivity of the mle of law that, so conceived, sfretches its horizonal past without limit. 
The present positivity of the law embodies the principles and precedents of its ovm 
history. Therefore, if there had been a valid claim made upon the law - a race based 
claim submitted in terms of the interests pertaining to common law property rights, for 
example - it might be considered to have afready been discovered within the legal 
system. Such in fact was the basis of the initial success of the Mabo claim which saw a 
translation of Torres Straits Islanders relationship to their land into the Commonwealth's 
acceptance of the Islanders' established common law tenure.^'' The 'egalitarian' closure of 
the infra-systemic common law mirrors the production and reproduction of Geoffrey 
Blainey's coinage of a 'black-armband history.' This is because within a dominant 
discourse framing an equality of interests before the law, and as I want to argue, before 
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history as well, suffering that lies outside of this Benthamite measurement of social 
happiness (the subject's negotiable interest) can only work as an excess to the frauma of 
the liberal subject's paradox belonging to Dixson's mobilisation of a liberal ethnie. The 
expression of refrospective rights belonging to individuals or groups of women or 
Aboriginals exceeds the 'tolerable' limits of law, subjectivity, and history. 
Rather than being put within the economy of desire belonging to Dixson's ethnie -
liberalism, the relationship between the universal and the particular in the common law 
cenfred utilitarian version of liberalism can be seen to have been challenged on the 
grounds of incommensurability to be found between Imperial and paideic systems of 
law.^ " The former of these can be equated, in the first place, with British Imperial mle. 
In Chief Justice Brennan's mling in the Ausfralian High Court on Mabo versus 
Queensland, he describes British settlement of the colony that became New South Wales 
as having been framed within the recognition required by intemational law. The three 
forms of sovereign acquisition meriting recognition were conquest, cession, and the 
occupation of territory considered terra nullius. The English Privy Council and, after the 
Commonwealth's Ausfralia Act of 1986, the Ausfralian High Court, each legitimated the 
last of these forms of sovereign acquisition as meriting the recognition of intemational 
law. This legitimisation was recognised from the very moment of settlement, when 'the 
colonists brought the common law with them'.^^ 
The historian Chris Bailey v^Tote: 
the tale of convict ships in 1788 was repeated again and again until it became a 
metonymic formula: our history began as a joumey; our history is that joumey. The first 
fleet was used as an unlikely Pilgrims Progress to hold together and enunciate a modem 
obsession with progress. *^ 
'The Landing of the First Fleet' has come to represent the English settlement in the 
antipodes, initiating the temporality of history and, spatially, the extension of the (British) 
law of the land. In Cover's Nomos and Narrative the argument is made that the 
jurispathetic inscription of difference must, in order to be and be seen as just, be 
recognised as juris generative. Law, in this conception, is not just a system of 
govemance, but needs to be understood 'in the context of the narratives that give it 
meaning'. On this understanding law inscribes (jurisgeneratively and jurispathetically) a 
normative nomos - 'a world in which we live'." For Cover, within this normative world 
'law and narrative are inseparably related'. Here 
every prescription is insistent in its demand to be located in discourse - to be supplied 
with history and destiny, beginning and end, explanation and purpose. And every narrative 
is insistent in its demand for its prescriptive point, its moral. History and literature cannot 
escape from thefr location within a normative universe, nor can prescription, even when 
embodied in a legal text, escape its origin and its end in experience, in the narratives 
that are the trajectories plotted upon material reality by our imaginations. 
Law, history and narrative enact, in this account, an 'imagined relation to the real'."" 
Each is an ideological and material practice. For the settlement of the Antipodean 
colonies to become a joumey of Progress rather than a form of criminalisation and exile 
requires an ideology of disappearing people that this paper argues takes one of its forms 
in the compact operated between liberalism, the Anglo-Celtic ethnie, and historical 
integration as the holder of national collective memory."' In Cover's account, the ideal 
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Imperial form of nomos belongs to civil society and operates as 'world maintaining'. In 
the Imperial nomos, 
norms are universal and enforced by institutions. They need not be taught at all, as long 
as they are effective. Discourse is premised on objectivity - upon that which is extemal to 
the discourse itself. Interpersonal commitments are weak, premised only on a minimalist 
obligation to refrain from the coercion and violence that would make impossible the 
objective mode of discourse and the impartial and neutral application of norms."^ 
The Imperial nomos maintains the 'universahst principles that we have come to identify 
with modem liberalism', and derive their justification from thefr ability to provide for the 
coexistence of the competing claims of the paideic. These paideic worlds own 
(1) a common body of precept and narrative, (2) a common way of being educated into 
this corpus, and (3) a sense of direction or growth that is constituted as the individual 
and his community work out the implications of thefr law. Paideic Law is pedagogic. It 
requfres both the discipline of study and the projection of understanding onto the fiiture 
that is interpretation. Obedience is correlative to understanding. Discourse is initiary, 
celebratory, expressive and performative, rather than critical and analytical. Interpersonal 
commitments are characterised by reciprocal acknowledgement, the recognition that 
individuals have particular needs and strong obligations to render person-specific 
responses."^ 
There is an overlap between this description of communitarian practice, (including and 
especially that of the Habermassian ideal), and the description of the practice of ethnicity 
that Dixson's historiography, follovdng Anthony Smith's concept of an ethnie, seeks to 
'integrate'. The system of historical integration shares much of the discursive space of the 
system of positive law. Historical integration, as the first chapter of this paper argued, 
seeks to renew the (fragmented) compact shared between national history, the Anglo-
Celtic 'core' culture, and liberal democracy. An autopoetic system contains the circulation 
of relational differences necessary to its own perpetuation. Dixson's system appeals within 
to the normative ideals of its ovra particular community, and wdthin this system these 
ideals from the horizonal fusion; the present's future past. Thus a paideic system - that 
of the "core" culture" - comes to operate as the (universal) Imperial, inscribing a nomos 
and a particular-universal vision of the Good. Consequentially, the mle of law becomes 
equivalent with the vision of the Right. 
In this instance I want to consider how the challenges posed to the Benthamite system 
can be considered to have been complex addresses made to the nation's Imperial nomos, 
interdependent with the normative discursive field of an 'egalitarian' habitas. Within the 
paradigmatic shift that chapter one noted in a practice of historical integration framed 
against a rise of globalization, the Benthamite system's dominant discourse shifts from a 
disavowal of Progress to a renewal of the 'egalitarian', and does so, moreover, upon the 
systematic operation of a dialectics of ressentiment. These system-challenges then, work 
at the level of narrative, legality and history. Thus the paideic law of Aboriginal 
communities demanded from the Commonwealth's Imperial nomos a recognition that the 
discursive incommensurability stmctured through the Benthamite ideology didn't allow it 
to give. Anglo-Ausfralian common law situated within (the fragmented) Benthamite 
discursive space could not recognise, on its own terms, competing Aboriginal narratives 
of law and history. As Collins notes, there was a large difference in claims that made 
their appeal on the basis of competitive interests in property, and those that demanded a 
recognition of the continuation of prior inherent rights. Such contestations were 
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mconceivable in terms of both the law's self-grounding posivitism, and frs corollary - the 
liberal self-legislating subject. This is not to say merely that a system built on the 
contestable field of negotiable interests which culminate in the presentist view of the 
Right does not recognise what critical legalism, post-stincttiralism, and Cultiiral Stiidies all 
describe as an openess towards the Good. It is also to claim that the identity of the self-
legislating subject, and that subject's 'imagined community', in - to give the relevant 
example here - the figure of a disenfranchised white working class masculinity, is 
dependent upon this system's closure. 
In their refrospectivity these claims required the courts to consider the jurispathology of 
their ovra institution. If the Commonwealth's common law legality came to be recognised 
(inter)nationally as having established tenure through settlement of terra nullius, paideic 
Aboriginal challenges required the courts to name the (present) tense within which this 
tenure operates. This diachronic dismption addressed the foundational fictions of the 
history and law that I have described as being given as synchronically 'present' in the 
'Landing of the First Fleet.' The High Court's judgement in Mabo versus Queensland, 
represents a thematisation and an ethical deconstruction of the Imperial Commonwealth 
law. The subsequent scale of the resistance to this decision shows the effect of the 
movements towards the untying of any synthome within the cfrculations of these closed 
representational economies. 
This chapter has argued that each of these claims against the common law are also 
matters of history that operate in narrative form. The claims of Aboriginal paideia dismpt 
the full closure of the positivist legal and historical systems which the imperial -paideiac 
constmction of a white community is dependant upon. The common law's narration is 
shown to be stmctured in tum by fratriarchal and racial investments, as well as by the 
discourse field of the egalitarian that provides the ideological support necessary to the 
productive paradox of liberal subjectivity. These closures are necessary to that subject if 
it is not to fall into a 'fragmented' form of pathology. The habitable workings of this 
dialectics of ressentiment however, has a history that does not take the form of a 
historical integration. Historically reintegrating these egalitarian and Benthamite systems 
takes the form of privileging a liheral-ethnie: that which Dixson describes as the Anglo-
Celtic core culture. This is to conflate the paideic with the Imperial in a form of 
temporal stasis, thus foreclosing not just the claims, but the very right to pose a question 
of what Derrida and Levinas conceive of as the not-yet and the never-has-been. It also 
problematises the relevance of Frantz Fanon's work which historical integration takes as 
one of its templates. In Black Skins/White Masks Fanon wrote that 'the Negro enslaved 
by his inferiority, the white man enslaved by his superiority alike behave in accordance 
with a neurotic obsession.'"" Framing Ausfralian society within the context of this 'core' 
culture disallows the possible primacy of Levinas's sense of the responsibility to the 
Other, deemed possible outside of the historicising of a narcissistic projective 
identification. Historical integration inscribes a pathological nomos even for the very 
figures it would privilege. 
This analysis has been framed within the context of the (inter)national. Historical 
integration mobilises the national as representing modemity in the form of its ethnic 
liberality. In terms of the history and historiography being addressed here, it will be 
argued that the from of questioning considered possible changes when the context is also 
a matter of the infra- and trans-national. Having fraced the colonial dialectics of 
domination operating in Dixson's historical integration in the first chapter, this paper will 
go onto frace the precolonial discourse of criminality and the colonising event of 
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fransportation in the following chapter. In this context a consistency is being argued for 
that finds an instance in E.P. Thompson's observation that: 
the Parliamentary Committee of 1818 saw in Bentham's proposal's for a Ministry of 
Police 'a plan which would make every servant of every house a spy on the actions of 
his master, and all classes of society spies on each other'. 
Here Thompson describes some of the pre-colonial mefropolitan dynamics of Benthamite 
ideology. If the panoptical prison forms an apt metaphor for the modem production of a 
disciplinary subjectivity, the interdependence of this interpolation of citizen-subjectivity 
with the mle of law should be read as necessary to the cultural and material dynamics 
of colonisation. The next chapter will discuss the operation of this discourse of 
criminality disappeared in history's integration from a global and local perspective, before 
the conclusion elaborates these in relation to the global dialectics of colonial-modemity. 
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Chapter Four: Postcolonial Globalization 
Positive accounts of globalization privilege the speed and freedom of movements of 
capital, information and the professional class (those that Bauman, for example, calls the 
'tourists') - over the stasis of these freedom's material conditions of production. These 
stiaicture of these narratives can be seen in the example of the discourse of the city and 
criminalisation given throughout this section of the chapter. Moreover, international 
accounts of globalization like 'historical integration' obscure the infra and fransnational 
elements of global cultural and material dynamics. This is an ahistorical obsfucation, for 
the role of the city as infra and fransnational is missed in its historical import. Accounts 
of the nation-state qua modemity miss the element of the pre-colonial in the global, and 
through a genealogy of its criminalisations the city of London provides us with a history 
of the global city. The form of the globalization narrative following the upper rather than 
lower cfrcuits of capital is, in Saskia Sassen's terms, one of 'eviction'. In its colonial 
modality this eviction is most evident in the ex-corporatory sfrategy of fransportation. 
This chapter will consider these global and mefropolitan evictions as working within an 
'ideology of disappearing people'.' The evictions performed through English colonial 
fransportation will be shown to be an (pre)colonisation of the mefropolitan migratory 
working poor. 
Metropolitan Evictions 
In Saskia Sassen's account of globalization, the 
key concepts of globalization, information economy, and telematics all suggest that place 
no longer matters and that the only type of worker that matters is the highly educated 
professional. This account favours the capability for global transmission over the 
concentrations of established infrastructure that make transmission possible: favours 
information outputs over the workers producing those outputs, from specialists to 
secretaries; and favours the new transnational corporate culture over the multiplicity of 
cultural environments, including re-territorialized immigrant cultures within which many of 
the "other" jobs of the global information economy take place. 
The occlusion of the material conditions of production and the locality of place are 
evident in such narratives where the removal of the boundaries and borders of capital's 
upper circuits obscures the re-territorializations dependent upon these de-territorialisations. 
ITrese features of the discourse field of globalization might, on first glance, appear as 
matters pertaining to sociology or the contemporary study of culture and identity rather 
than being relevant to representations of historical matters. The global city, according to 
Ulrich Beck, is 'a node in a grid of cross-boundary processes'. The globalised city 
'cannot be located simply in a scalar hierarchy that place it beneath the national, regional 
and global. It is one of the spaces of the global, and it engages the global directly, often 
by-passing the national'.^ Although it is this paper's position that the mefropolitan is a 
nodal point in the colonial and global dynamics that have been relayed through the 
'national' since the Tudor reformation, nonetheless, historicising the role of the city 
refigures conceptions of the operations of globalization. Sassen's account gives the 
historical narrative - in economic terms - of the shift from the (past) inter-national to the 
(contemporary) global: 
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Profound changes in die composition, geography and institutional framework of the global 
economy have had major implications for cities. In the 1800's, when die world economy 
consisted largely of trade, the cmcial sites were harbours, plantations, factories and mines. 
Cities were afready servicing centres at that time: cities typically developed alongside 
harbours, and trading companies were dependant on multiple industrial, banking, and other 
commercial services located in cities. Cities, however, were not the key production sites 
for the leading industries in the 1800's; the production of wealth was centred elsewhere. 
Today, mtemational trade continues to be an unportant fact in the global economy but it 
has been overshadowed both in value and m power by intemational financial flows, 
whether loans and equities or foreign currency transactions. In the 1980's finance and 
specialised services have emerged as the major components of intemational transactions. 
The cmcial sites for these transactions are financial markets, advanced corporate service 
firms, banks, and the headquarters of transnational corporations. These sites lie at the heart 
of the process of the creation of wealth, and they are located in cities. 
Cities in Sassen's account are the nodal points in the spatio-temporality of globalization 
where the fixivity and the mobility of capital, facilities and infrastinctures are 
interdependent. The global city 
with its vast capacities for controlling hyper-mobile dematerialised financial instmments 
and its enormous concentrations of those material and human, mostly place bound, 
resources that make such capacities possible. Cities demonstrate one way in which 
economic globalization can be said to be nationally embedded, in this instance 
institutionally and locationally so. 
The emphasis here on the industrial - colonial site of material production in the inter-
national period given in the first of these above passages obscures, however, the extent 
of the interdependency of city and nation, as well as the historic sense in which an early 
global mefropolisation should be linked to colonisation. These confradictions are dependent 
on the overemphasised shift marked from a modality of trade to one of credit. The 
history of colonial frade, however, shows the flow of finance to have been relayed, to a 
significant extent, through the credit facilities of The City of London and the Home 
Counties. We can begin to reformulate these problems by looking at some of the cmcial 
cenfre-periphery relationships between, for example, the Bank of England situated within 
the boundaries of the Corporation of the City of London, and the plantation sites of the 
West India interests. Here Peter Linebaugh identifies the West India interest as an 
intemational dmg and slave cartel which worked as a dominant partner in the Bank of 
England and enjoyed a powerful influence over the national parliament.* London's West 
India interest underwrote a large proportion of the river frade in which one third of the 
London population worked during the Georgian and Victorian periods.^ In the creation of 
a river police and the enclosure enacted hi the creation of the London wet docks the 
accumulation of colony - derived wealth was infrinsically linked to the criminalisation of 
river workers. Moreover this Benthamite creation of the mefropolitan Marine Police Office 
occurred in 1788, the same year as the creation of the penal settlement at Botany Bay 
designed to alleviate the overcrowding of England's incarcerator facilities.* This Marine 
Police Office, which provided the template for the development of a mefropolitan police 
force, oversaw both the regularisation of the wage-form, and the criminalisation of 
fraditional forms of dockside custom. 
This mefropolitan-frontier relationship can be clarified in the example of Anglo-
Ausfralian economic ties. Here, the shift from Imperial govemance to responsible self-
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government was perceived amongst the political elite as a loosening of political ties 
where economic ties, similariy loosened, would no longer be an English colonial liability. 
Industrialisation however, provided the engine for a greater elaborations of the economic 
ties between the mefropolitan cenfre and its peripheries. New forms of Imperial confrol 
came with the expansion of frade and, in particular, the increased export of capital and 
labour. The English supply of development finance, through the Home Counties and 
London's cenfrality to European finance provided the necessary lubrication for colonial 
growth.' Colonial companies headquartered in London stepped in to fill the credit-deficit 
created by the withdrawal of Imperial govemance in the decade leading up to the end of 
fransportation: 
The companies formed to build railways, found banks and cultivate real estate had thefr 
headquarters m London and worked thefr properties from England. The Empfre had 
become in a new sense an integral part of the British economic system. '" 
Jenks sfresses the role of the mefropolis in this shift: 
With the British to protect them and supply them with migrants and with capital, it is not 
surprising that the white colonies should have grown rapidly . . . At the same time, and 
inevitably, the nature of this development was to bring diem into close economic and 
financial dependence upon Britain. In a very real sense, the colonies became part of the 
'invisible' financial and commercial empire which had its centre in the City of London.^^ 
Sassen's account constmcts an opposition between trade and finance in place a 
continuity. We might instead consider that the role of the city of London's credit 
facilities had been cmcial in the compromise engineered on behalf of the three estates in 
providing the monarchy and subsequently the nation with a continuous supply of credit, 
and, thus the ability to operate in normative debt conditions. In seeking to re-incorporate 
the sites of production of the lower cfrcuits of capital, this account obscures the working 
of its relations to the narratives of the upper circuit. It overlooks the city's already 
underpinning role in the rise of the nation-state leading up to and continuing through the 
period described. Thus the shift from frade to credit and production to service given in 
Sassen's passage is a static account that misses the historical flexibility of these higher 
circuits of capital, evident from (at least) the early modem period in the increasingly 
concenfrated and centripetal site of the mefropolis. In the example of the city of London 
we can see the interdependence of the rise of the national on the cenfredness of the 
mefropolitan, and, therein, the workings of the infra- and frans-national. London differs 
qualitatively from the powerful indusfrial cities which, like Liverpool, seem to have 
occupied a more cenfral position in the circuits of frade and production during the period 
of England's second empire. Although a cmcial site of intemational frade, London wasn't 
a productive cenfre m the sense that the northem industrial cities were, and its wealth 
wasn't derived from profitable colonial frade in this direct sense. The wealth of London 
consisted instead of income derived from 'rent, banking, and commerce', reflecting 'the 
importance of London as a port, as a capital market, and as a cenfre of conspicuous 
consumption'.'^ 
The cenfrality of the mefropolis to the elaboration of the nation-state has a history that 
follows the recognition that any reading of early and medieval Englishness as national 
involves a projection of the post-Henrician state back onto the pre-reformation period.'^ 
English pafriotism in the sense that he uses it, not only precedes nationalism, but was 
simultaneously European and English. Moreover, ecclesiastic identifications worked 
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alongside patiriotic identifications so that the (English) imagined community occupied the 
space of the (imagined) worid. Thus the heritage that historical integration fraces back to 
Englishness has 'roots' (and has taken routes) that are heterogeneous, being pre-, infra-
and trans-'naXionaV. Nationalist and Eurocentric historiography (amongst other discourse) 
has served to cenfre the perspective of early and then modem 'Anglo' history to an 
extent that obscures its heterogeneity. 
For Jones, 
the English did not become xenophobic as a nation, against other nations, until their 
country had become a sovereign, independent nation-state, isolated from the continent and 
westem Christendom, and taught by the unprecedently powerful propaganda of the 
centralised Tudor state to distmst and hate 'foreigners' who had now become simply the 
inhabitants of other European nations. The old Canon Law, which had concemed itself 
with the universal moral concepts appropriate for all people, were now cast out of 
England and replaced by the English Common Law, from which there was no appeal 
outside the nation. There was no commonly accepted code of conduct by which 
intemational relations could be judged. '" 
The shift from Englishry to nationalism developed in the acts of Henrician reformation 
where the narrative mythology and legal precedent of a totally independent England 
developed, to continue as Whig historiography right through to the postcolonial retums 
and devolutions of the twentieth century. Specifically, the revolution of the English 
reformation inhered in the preambles and acts of the Resfraint of Appeals (1533) and the 
Act of Supremacy (1534). The first of these effectively established the English nation state 
in casting the appeal to the Papal or to any other exterior court against a decision of the 
king's court. The second subsumed the church within the royal state, cenfralising and 
secularising govemmentality in the body of the national sovereign. Moreover where the 
preambles to these acts framed a new duality for English historiography between the 
nationalist and the erastian, the emergence of the new technologies available to the 
machinery of propaganda and the Protestant nationalist politics of Oliver Cromwell 
exponentially increased the consistent reach of the power of the newly legal obedience to 
the Tudor monarchy. 
The Henrician reformation was relayed through mefropolitan socio-cultural space. The 
shift to nationalism, and the emergent dominance of the discourse of common law would 
not have been possible without the acquiescence of London, which thereby cemented its 
pre-eminence over the ecclesiastic cenfres such as Canterbury. The nationalist xenophobia 
inaugurated through the Henrician reforms developed in the shift from ecclesiastic to 
legalistic authority, from canonical legislation to the mythologising of common law (see p 
30-1 above). As Jones describes it: 
the common lawyers who had gained so much from the Henrician reformation and its 
introduction of the idea of royal supremacy, found themselves in the seventeenth century 
on the side of parliament in the arguments between it and the Stuart kings. For, in those 
arguments, some of the Commons laid great stress on the idea that the law - the Common 
Law of England - was older than the monarchy itself, and therefore superior to it in 
authority. One by-product of these arguments, as the commons became more confident m. 
thefr status, was that the prestige of the common law became even greater. It became 
connected in the minds of the English people with their nation's freedom from arbitrary 
government as well as from foreign interference and popery. 
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The national shift from ecclesiastic to secular authority can be mapped over the social 
space of the city of London where at the four Inns of Court much of this legalistic 
repositioning took place. From the period of the twelfth century the houses of the 
bishops and abbots had lain to the west of the City. West of the City, Fleet sfreet and 
the Sfrand began to emerge as 'arteries of conspicuous consumption'.'* Lying between 
Westminster, the Royal Court, and the nascent financial institutions of 'The City' this 
interlocutory space became the site of the national legal profession in the independent 
institutions of The Inns of Court. Their site at Chancery Lane developed as the national 
cenfre for legal fraining throughout the fourteenth and fifteenth century. During this 
period the sum of its body of knowledge constituted a great proportion of intellectual 
representation in Britain.'^ The sixteenth and seventeenth centuries saw the volume of 
legal business conducted in London increase exponentially. Between the years 1500 and 
1600 
the number of entrants to the Inns of court quadmpled, the vast majority of them coming 
from the ranks of the gentry, squirarchy, or peerage, who regarded the Irms as 'seminaries 
and nurseries where the gentrie of this kingdom are bred and trayned upp', and as 
'schools of civility and chivalry, as well as law.''* 
The upper circuit of mefropolitan cultural modalities circulated with these immigrants to 
and from the provincial estates to which nine tenths of these 'lawyers' retumed, while 
the city they migrated through was itself nothing other than a constant flux of 
/n/ranational migration. The speed of this flux was exponential, for over the years 1550 
to 1700 London's population increased sevenfold while the national population only 
doubled. If by the year 1700 London had become the largest European capital, over the 
early modem period the demographic pull of the West End effected in large part through 
the propiquinity of the landed elites settlement around Westminster, and the occupation of 
the legal fratemity as London's oldest, most enduring, and most distinctive professional 
quartier, saw the clearly emerging articulation of London's social capital. Thus, the 
xenophobic shift evident in the newly dominant discourse of common law also depended 
upon the 'national' cenfralisation and early modemity of the city of London because of its 
emergent cenfrifugality. 
In addition to the geographic factor of being an island the centrifugal development of 
London in relation to the 'nation' differentiated England for comparable European 
developments. London became, in part, the fulcmm for Europe/England for its exfra-
national geographical affinities. From the time of the early modem period the Thames 
estuary opposing Antwerp's river Scheldt gave the city a significant comparative 
advantage over the northem cenfres of power such as York in its access to the major 
frading cities of medieval Europe. As I began to suggest in giving some postcolonial 
sense to Sassen's description of the global city, London's economic pre-eminence should 
be viewed as having grown initially through its infra and intemational role as a fulcmm 
for frade, and then again, exponentially, on the basis of very large commercial 
fransactions and the development of banking and credit mechanisms. 
With the national-mefropolitan development came the growth of the City of London that 
I have begun to describe in its role as a intemational financial and commercial cenfre.'^ 
'The City' (the Corporation of the City of London) came to signify 'the square mile' of 
financial institutions upon which the state began to become dependent from the time of 
the mid twelfth century. Loan arrangements typically made between individual merchants 
developed into the 'complex credit arrangements allowing the state to operate on what 
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was to become a permanent state of national debt.' °^ In its pre-eminence as a cenfre of 
intemational finance the City emerged as a 'quasi independent self-motivated sector of the 
economy.'^' By the eighteenth centiory these casual arrangements had coalesced into a 
permanent reliance on the new fransnational corporate entities such as the Bank of 
England, the East India Company, and the South Sea Company. In retum for extending 
their credit facilities on a scale large enough to support the nation's military in the Seven 
Years War (1756-1763) and the Napoleonic Wars (1815), these corporate entities were 
granted economic jurisdiction over large parts of the new world and the colonies. The 
English Empire was dependent upon the emergent sfrength of these mefropolitan and 
fransnational credit facilities. 
In the period following the Industrial Revolution, London was one of the cities 'most 
intensely exposed to the experience of modemity'. This claim is made by John Marriot 
on the basis of the general acceptance of the pre-eminence of productive industrial cities, 
and their subsequent decline in political, economic and cultural significance. But these 
productive cities of the north don't share all of the elements of the dialectic pattem of 
colonial-modemity that I am beginning to map. London was a cenfre of adminisfration, 
consumption and finance from (at least) the early modem period. It was not developed 
as the extension of an organic or religious community, but developed as a constellation 
of 'the shifting aggregations called into being by the national and intemational forces 
outside' itself, 'subject to the discontinuities and fragmentations of modemity'. ^^  
Marriot's sense of 'modemity' is that of the term defining a contentious and complex 
constellation of contingent developments coalescing around the development of the 
capitalist global market. The intention through this chapter has been to tease suggest the 
interaction occurring between this sense of modemity, the mefropolitan and the global, in 
relation to colonisation. When measured over the long term - over 500 years rather than 
within the nation-statist discourse of the industrialising century and a half, modemity can 
be thought of as being, in part, structured through this dialectic process of becoming-
mefropolitan. London functions as the early global city giving centripetal form to 'British' 
nationalism, while white settler nations such as Ausfralia take form as a particular 
development of becoming-mefropolitan: the mefropolitan imaginary operating in the 
Antipodean colonies coalesced over 200 years to the point at which more than nine 
tenths of Ausfralia's national population inhabits some part of the major mefropolitan 
cenfres. 
The precolonial history of the City of London as a global city is cmcial to a 
conception of the development of Anglo-Ausfralian settlement outside of the framing 
given in Dixson's historical integration, where the settler nation-state sanctions a 
masculinist bourgeois narrating of ethnie-liherality, in which modemity is claimed to find 
its best representation. The history of this global city can be framed as having operated 
through a dialectics in which, in the first place, we could mark the development of the 
City proper and the development of the court and parliament at Westminster. Citizenship 
of the city depended on one's recognition as such at the corporation's guildhall in the 
city, while the national seat of governmental power emerged with the Tudor reforms 
placing the royal court and the Inns of Covirt at Westminster. Simultaneously the national 
success of London worked through the dynamic interaction of mefropolis and suburb, and 
the frafficking between the court and parliament - (the West End) - and the port - (the 
East End). The circulation of capital, labour, goods and information between the points of 
this dialectic circulated through infranational (provincial) and fransnational 
(colonial/European) milieu. 
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Some of the 'glocal' dynamics of this dialectic can be seen in Shepphard's description of 
medieval London: Westminster, lying outside the city's jurisdiction was always a 'unique 
urban entity.'^" Its raison d'efre beuig abbey. Royal Court, the courts of Chancery, and 
then parliament, Westminster provided both a settled and yet volatile space of 
conspicuous consumption, and the cenfral sites of national power. Southwark being the 
city's oldest suburb provides the earliest example of the relationship that was to develop 
between city and suburb. During the middle ages the city's jurisdiction did not extend 
over the realm of this borough which, being 'Outside the city yet very close to it, ... 
was therefore a natural refuge for the outcast and the rejected'.^^ Sheppard cites the 
examples of craftsmen not free of their guilds, alien immigrants, prostitutes and 'dovm-
and-outs of all kinds'. Southwark 'was both notorious for its general lawlessness' and, as 
its raison d'pfre was the bridgehead connecting it to the city, it was a 'natural point of 
departure for pilgrims and fravellers.'^* The suburbs, moreover, 'with cheap 
accommodation and a repository of immigrant labour, occupied a cmcial place in the 
imagination and consfruction of early modem mefropolitan London'.^^ From the time of 
the early-modem period they were 'much larger than the body of the city'.^* 
In this chapter it has been argued that London took the form of being an early global 
city from the time of the Tudor reformation when the metropolitan converged with the 
(xenophobic) national. Sheppard, in the above passage describes the mefropolis in its early 
modem period: 'Mefropolis' and 'suburb' defined the mefropolitan boundaries between the 
'cittizen' and the lawless non-citizen. In this becoming - global these mefropolitan material 
and cultural identities came to work in terms of a national imaginary whose canonical 
narrative was the development of the English common law. The fransnational form of this 
infranational boundary was the criminalisation and fransportation of the 'alien', the 
'prostitute', and the 'down and out'. The material and cultural development of 
'citizenship' was structured through this dependence on excorporation from the English 
social body, and the history of this colonial dynamic was mefropolitan: As noted in 
chapter two, the very first large-scale fransportation of convicts was from the Corporation 
of the City of London's Bridewell in 1618-21. 
We can map this cultural-material dynamic in the mefropolitan and pre-colonial framing 
of languages operating between class, race and gender before and during the period of 
fransportation to the Antipodean colonies. This paper's description of the precolonial 
moment is apparent where the historian Phil Cohen describes the constmction of another 
'East', or 'intemal orient' in the city of London, where the mefropolis is imagined as 'a 
citadel of culture and modemity . . threatened with invasion from a dangerous and 
degenerate East'.^^ The differentiation between the city's labouring East End and the 
national West End matches the difference that Sassen notes in the contemporary global 
city between the upper and lower circuits of capital. Colonial endeavours financed in the 
West End by fransnational corporations like the East India Company had the infranational 
sections of the lower circuits of capital in the East End's river frade. This mefropolitan 
territorialization coalesced around the English colonial discursive field of 'Race' and 
'Empire'. Cohen writes that during this colonial period 
the Victorian urban explorers frequently used this racial imagery to define the 'natives' of 
the East End as primitives, or barbarians; with the settlement of colonies of Chinese, 
Malays, and Africans in Docklands areas, and then the advent of Jewish immigrants from 
Eastern Europe, the non-Christian, non-Occidental character of the area became a topic of 
increasing public concem. Just as the West End was sharpening its image as the glittering 
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cosmopolitan hub of the world-wide Empfre, so it was felt to be increasuigly menaced by 
the East End as a kmd of Intemal Orient . . . °^ 
Cohen's periodization works from the early Victorian period when the option of 
fransportation of 'criminals' from the English social body was coming to an official end 
(although other forms of indentured servitude continued after 1861). This chapter has 
described how the mefropolitan colonisation that Cohen describes had a history beginning 
in the stmctural relations of city and nation dating from the early modem mefropolitan 
which worked as a precolonial template for the act of settlement-through-fransportation. A 
proof of this mefropolitan modality can be seen in the inversion of colonisation that 
Cohen describes in as much as the 'orient' is intemalised immediately after the cessation 
of fransportation. Robert Dixson follows Gail Ching-Liang Low in elaborating the 
connection between mefropolitan and colonial social space and the modem citizen-subject: 
accounts of the London poor, and even physical excursions into the slums, were 
constmcted as expeditions to a foreign country. The 'other' city - whether the slums of 
London or Port Said - is produced by the language of disciplinary or regulatory discourses. 
It threatens disintegration of the self by the deregulation of discursive space in the form 
of crime or disease. '^ 
The self threatened with disintegration is the modem mefropolitan subject/citizen for 
whom suburb and colony represent his fragmented self. This global dialectic should be 
privileged over that of historical integration for addressing the major difficulty to be had 
with its narration of modemity. Dixson's modemity should be considered in the light of 
the historian John Marriot's comments: 
Perhaps because modemity as part of the Enlightenment project was driven and shaped by 
the bourgeoisie, it has come to be associated almost exclusively with them; certainly 
moments thought best to characterise modemism have been those of an elite. The result is 
that bourgeois experience has come to represent that of an era in which the working class 
played no part. It is as if The Communist Manifesto stands as a celebration of fbe 
brilliant historical progress formed by the bourgeoisie. But it is more than that because it 
encompasses the impact of capitalism on the industrial proletariat. Mutatis Mutandis 
theories of modemity remain incomplete urdess they also take due account of working-
class experience.^ ^ 
In the following section this paper will analyse the pre-colonial development of 
mefropolitan citizenship in terms of English colonial-modemity. In doing so it will review 
Peter Carey's fictional elaboration of this colonial-modemity with the mefropolitan 
histories of Peter Linebaugh and John Twyning. Each of these authors works will be read 
as giving as histories re-narrating modemity 'from below'. This form of cultural 
historicizing will be used to critique the compact constmcted in the project of historical 
integration between the ethnie-liheral core culture, representative democracy, and a practice 
of history conceived of as the expression of a national collective memory. The closure of 
this positive system will be represented as dependent on a communitarian conception of 
subjectivity that is bound to relate violentiy to its global (infra-, frans-, and intemational) 
others. A discussion of the implications of considering historical integration as the 
description of this 'really existing' compact will conclude this paper by placing Dixson's 
project within the global context. 
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Chapter Five. 'Fugitive Cant': Colonial-Modernity's Criminal 
Origins 
I was struck by the fact that the Tall Ships represented the First Fleet. Everybody was 
looking at the soldiers and the sails and weren't thinking that what tbey were really 
seeing was like die trains coming into Austwitz. There were people in chaias, dying in 
swill. It was a horrible thing, and no one wanted to think about that. Those convicts 
were victims of a system. They might have been criminals as well but they were also 
still victims and then they also became complicitous in this (Aboriginal) genocide - so it's 
very complicated.' 
Peter Carey's accoxmt of the Bicentennial Tall Ships Regatta. 
Settlement-through-fransportation should be read against the context of the early global 
city where a dialectic can be considered as operative in terms of the dynamic relationship 
between London's mling West End and the labouring East End, relayed through 
infranational ex-rural migration and the fransnational colonial territories. This dialectic of 
the early global city contextualizes the narration of modemity from beneath, working in 
the pre-colonial space established in John Twyning's work. The London Dispossesed: 
Literature and Social Space in the Early Modern City, and Peter Linebaugh's elaboration 
of the mefropolis as a colonial space in The London Hanged. 
This thematizing of this (post)colonial reconciliation of the dialectic as a national 
settlement works to further this paper's analysis of the dynamics of fransportation from 
the early global city. Jack Maggs will be read as the ffrst part of a critique of colonial 
criminalisation continued in Carey's most recent novel. The True History of The Kelly 
Family. Where Jack Maggs rewrites the 'history' of Dicken's character the convict 
"Magwitch," the latter novel is written around the Jerilderie Letter that the bushranger 
Ned Kelly sent to the Melbourne Argus newspaper shortly before his capture and 
subsequent hanging in 1880. In this letter Edward Kelly narrated his family's persecution 
at the hands of a cormpt colonial police force. As the letter shows this was a Protestant 
English colonial elite's persecution of the Irish Catholic clannish poor. The novel's title 
suggests that both that the 'true' history of the criminalised Kelly family is yet to have 
been recognised, and, implicitly, that a fictional or narrational form might be the proper 
bearer of tmth given the forms of (post)colonial history that have been practised in the 
Anglo-Ausfralian context. 
Carey has argued that the Jerilderie Letter should carry the same weight of historical 
importance in Ausfralia as Thomas Jefferson's Gettysburg Address does for North 
Americans. Thus the 'tme history' of this fictionalised account recontextualizes this 
document as representative for Ausfralian national identity. Both Jack Maggs and The 
True History of The Kelly Family are historical fictions that work, like Robert Hughes's 
The Fatal Shore, as a form of meditation on national identity through its origins in 
criminalisation. Where The Fatal Shore works in the pre-colonial space of this 
constmction of national identity - locating its account of the fransported convicts in the 
Georgian mefropolis as well as it does on the shores of Botany Bay, the fictional 
meditations work across the same mefropolitan and colonial terrain of criminalisation (and 
therefore within the dialectic outlined above). 
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The extent of the mefropolitan - colonial link is apparent if we consider that the 
Ausfralian press took up the popular 'cupboard love' of Ned Kelly as tiie colony's 'Jack 
Sheppard' in describing the bushranger's exploits. Jack Sheppard is the figure that the 
historian Peter Linebaugh uses in The London Hanged to exphcate his narration of 
criminal-modemity in colonial London. Sheppard was a thief who became 'the single 
most well-know name from eighteenth century England' through the popular culture's 
celebration of his numerous and dramatic prison escapes. In Carey and Linebaugh's texts 
'Maggs', 'Kelly', and 'Sheppard' are all figures that provide a lineage giving a history to 
excarceratory popular discourse. The first step in this chapter's fracing of this genealogy is 
to map the criminalising of language operating in the early global city. 
Peter Linebaugh notes that Samuel Johnson described the diction of the labouring class 
as casual and mutable and that he called it 'fugitive cant'.^ Indirecfly, his naming 
reflected the precariousness of the suburban migrant conditions of labour which were also 
rarely more than casual or mutable. Johnson's coinage of a 'fugitive cant' described the 
mefropohtan English 18th century's upper and middle class's idea of the 'vulgar tongue' 
of a 'criminal' class: That the populous mefropolitan poor spoke a form of 'cant' rather 
than any 'respectable' use of English put their language, in terms of this making of an 
English dictionary, beyond the realms of worth or record. Thus few, if any, of the terms 
that found their way into the popular canting dictionaries were recorded m Johnson's 
endeavour. As fugitive such language was un-graspable in its impermanence: A language 
so mutable would have not have rewarded the frouble of its being pinned down. In 
refusing any static or 'fixed' status, 'cant' refused the very categorical taxonomizing that 
formed the backbone of the project of writing a 'proper' dictionary. Moreover, having 
been coined in part as an abbreviation from the confessional's 'recantation' rather than 
from the chorister's cantare, or, more precisely, from the latter term as cormpted by the 
former, the form of speech known as 'cant' was effectively designated a dissembling -
and therefore inadmissible - form of non-speech. This was a form of speech that marked 
its giver as unspeaking her or himself. 
The functioning of the global dialectic working through the mefropolis is evident in 
texts that perform an othering of the mefropolitan suburban migrants. Samuel Johnson's 
Dictionary is useful in this sense. While Johnson's Dictionary came to be read as a 
promotion of the values pertaining to 'Englishness' as much as a record of language, its 
coinage of a 'fugitive cant' functioned to criminalize the London poor's predominantly 
oral culture. As such it was coterminous with the other disciplinary and regulatory 
discourses — the legal, cultural and scientific fields that developed in tandem with 
colonisation to place the interests and customs of the labouring poor beyond the realms 
of English citizenship. 'Cant' was the language of the mob, the abbreviation taken from 
the cognate mobile vulgate, which signified the abjection felt at the sight of the masses' 
new mobility. The term fugitive represented then - in addition to the obvious element of 
criminality - both the linguistic fluidity and slipperiness of a language made on-the-mn, 
and the sense of contagion with which the mob's fluidity threatened, physically in their 
lack of hygiene, politically in their volatility, and morally in their fluid promiscuity. The 
ex-mral migrants of the mefropolis were dis-articulated from both the 'docile agricultural 
peasantiy' and the 'orderly' industrial operatives of the north. They were, in this middle 
and upper class discourse, what Matthew Amold termed 'a vast residuum . . . marching 
where it likes, meeting where it likes, bawling what it likes, (and) breaking what it 
likes.' The terms fugitive and cant were popularised at the same moment of metropolitan 
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history as that which Habermas and Sennett identify as marking the creation of public 
opinion.^ The mob evolved at the same time as the terms 'Tory' and 'Whig' were 
coined, and 'cant' and the public's 'opinion' evolved as antithetical representations of the 
boundaries of non-speech and speech. In this sense the fugitive and the citizen 
represented the absence and presence, respectively, of a speaking-subject's identity within 
the newly modem mefropolis. 
The criminalising of this primarily oral culture is readable in its mediation through the 
new public sphere of the mefropolitan 'middling sorts'. While canting dictionaries had 
been popular from the early sixteenth century, the new thing about Johnson's coinage in 
the eighteenth century was his addition of the appellation 'fugitive'. It was from the 
social-space of this emergent public opinion that cant should be considered as havhig 
been fUgitive. 'Fugitive cant' did not signify, merely, the uneducated language of a 
deserving labouring poor, but the 'perks', the linguistic 'mis-appropriations' of a 
'criminal' class. This 'criminal' class was the suburban immigrant population of the 
mefropolitan labouring poor. 'Cant', when read from the perspective of this constellation 
of casual labourers, was the form of the language-in-flux that represents the dynamic 
customs held in common by this constellation of immigrants. The criminalising of their 
language was intrinsic to the criminalising of their bodies and customs: Those acts and 
representations Foucault described as the tolerated illegalities of the ancient regime are 
also the customary law goveming the working class.'' 
Linebaugh places the history of the linkage between 'the fransformation of punishments 
and the imposition of the wage' at this juncture where the mefropolitan spectacle of 
corporeal disintegration was replaced by new regimes of punishment.^ At the level of elite 
national discourse the liberal humanitarianism of this shift from the use of spectacular 
hanging matches the shift that Angela Y. Davis described in the American emancipation 
of black slaves. Here the events of the emancipation fed into a discourse of liberal 
equality and freedom sanctioning a liberal national identity. In the English context this 
shift fed into the discourse of the 'rights of the free-bom Briton'. The relays between 
these two shifts are complicated by the fact that the right of being freebom only 
signified in confradistinction to the rightftilness of the slave's 'unfreedom'. In both cases 
the liberalising shift disguises the event of a criminalising of a population. Emancipation 
in America inaugurated the criminalisation of former slaves while in England the defeat 
of capital punishment was only achieved through the criminalisation of the migrant -
labourer's paideic nomos, (the world of his laws, customs, and narratives). Criminalisation 
worked in terms of labour relations with the misdemeanour of the 'indolent' or 
'impudent' slave being alike the 'idleness' of the (ex)apprentice. While the appropriation 
of perquisites was a customary law belonging to the mefropolitan paideia, actual theft 
and the performance of 'idleness' were reflexively stmctured acts of resistance to the new 
govemance that Foucault's epistimic shift identifies. 
Amongst the mefropolitan criminalisation accompanying the growth of Anglo slavery in 
Africa and America and the fransportation of indentured and convicted English labour 
Linebaugh identifies five pieces of criminal - code legislation. These were the Riot Act 
(1715), the Transportation Act (1719), the Combination Act (1721), the Workhouse Act 
(1723) and the Black Act (1723).* Each of these acts worked to regulate and hmit the 
resistance of the migrant labouring workers. Of these incarceratory developments the 
Workhouse Act comes closest to Foucault's description of the modem development of the 
institutional disciplining of subjects.^ This act was both a criminal policy and a form of 
labour regulation which 'generalised the principle of incarceration'.'° The workhouses 
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permit was to pervade the labour market and the mefropolitan sfreet culture with 
performance of punishment. The earliest of these acts was also a form of social confrol 
which enabled the foreclosure of the development of an altemative public sphere by 
criminalising the public gathering of the 'idle mob' as riotous. It can be considered to 
have had its logical extension in the Combination act which effectively criminalised the 
nascent frade union movement. Both of these acts worked to secure the regularisation of 
infranational labour production. Although the Transportation Act regularised the 
relationship between penal policy and the use of 'unfree' labour thus ensuring a constant 
supply of labour, the dynamics of this relationship had stayed constant from the time of 
the Virginia fransportees in 1618-21. 
One effect of the Transportation Act was to provide a greater flexibilty to regimes of 
punishment which threatened to become counterproductive as a means of social confrol. 
The sfreet culture which provided the site for the procession and hanging of felons came 
to provide the opportunity for exactiy the sort of 'riotous' behaviour that the act of 1719 
had been designed to prevent. Thus the shift to fransportation sentencing indirectly 
enabled a productive alleviation of the social pressure that constantly threatened to 
overflow the incarceratory institutions. However the effect of the latter Black Act quickly 
ameliorated the effect that the Transportation Act might have had, as it reinfroduced a 
vast array of property offences for which capital punishment was to be imposed. The 
colonial demand for unfree labour precipitated the former act while the domestic 
discourse of punitive criminalisation demanded the latter and, in the end, the effect on 
the high mefropolitan rate of capital punishment was negligible. This negligibility 
disappears when the Black and Transportation Acts are considered to have been 
spectacular means of social confrol, for while the Black Act didn't actually increase the 
performance of the capital sentence, the vast increase in capitalizable offences made the 
resistance provided in property crime more untenable and symbolically increased any 
alleged felon's risk. This symbolic effect was only increased by the threat of 
fransportational banishment, which promised the social death of the loss of the regulative 
ideal of citizenship. Transportees became non-citizens whose ideological interpolation 
included these new incarceratory disciplines. Their interpolation demanded the pursuit of 
the legislative status of the citizen-subject even as the criminalisation of poverty had 
made this achievement impossible. This paradox is that which has been elaborated as that 
of the condition of the liberal subject produces the dialectics of ressentiment stmcturing 
Anglo-Liberal societies. 
The mefropolitan migrant population of non-citizens represented themselves and were 
represented through a double language, which, while allowing the investigative form 
belonging to the discourse of mefropolitan citizen-subjects, also gave voice to its 
opposition, in the camivelesque free-play of a secret language. Here, in this emergent 
class conflict lies the word-play which the Elizabethan mefropolitan culture is famed for. 
The amphibological sense of a fugitive cant emerges where the term is considered as 
marking a subjective boundary-line between incarceratory and excarceratory discourses. At 
the time of the writing of Johnson's dictionary, this moebis-style linguistic and social 
contention was already a well established battle within the space of the mefropolis. 
What it was that 'cant' was already fugitive from can be gamered from John Twyning's 
reading of the 16th century plays of John Dekker. In The London Dispossessed Twyning 
makes his analysis of the constmction of the early-modem city's subject-citizen's identity 
boundaries. Twyning's analysis shows how canting dictionaries were written with the 
audience of such "cittizens" m mind. Plays such as Dekker's Lanthorne and Candle-Light 
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provided this audience with 'long sections of decoding canting language, knowledge 
which was deemed necessary otherwise 'sfrange people' might freely utter their minds to 
one another.'" As much as entertainment these linguistic guides offered the city's citizens 
a deeper sense of observation and mastery than they had yet been able to gain over the 
people they imagined as a tide of immigrants besieging the city. The object of such texts 
was 'not novelty but scmtiny and taxonomy, and for inducing a feeling that the reader or 
spectator knew everything about and within the city'. 
In the performance or reading of such texts 'even the unfraceable mind was not to 
remain an undiscovered realm; it too needed to be mapped, investigated, and 
disseminated, in order to be fully comprehended'.'^ In Lacan's sense of the unconscious 
stmctured through the social language system, what was a stake here was not just the 
material conditions of the suburban migrant class, but their unconscious-stmctured 
identities. The excarceratory discourse field provided in the fugitive's cant was held to 
be, in the representations of this period's popular and predominantly oral culture, a 
'discourse of the whole nation'.'" A century before Johnson's criminalisation it was 
apparent that the scale of this escape was infra, inter, and fransnational. That the sfrength 
of this resistance was a mefropolitan phenomenon can be seen in the example of the 
factory, which, being the iconic disciplinary space of England's industrial revolution, was 
inaugurated in Derby rather than London for fear of the scale of resistance it might have 
provoked in the mefropolis.'^ 
For the labouring classes their 'cant' was a language of performative resistance. It was 
an excarceratory discourse that allowed a 'playful' measure of escape from surveillance 
and confrol. It was the power to the name the world and to give oneself legislation and 
narration. The above instance of 'perks' refers to the excess or waste of production that 
the labouring class felt was their right by custom recognised as carrying the status of 
law.'* This conception of rights connoted both a confractual assumption of the employer's 
responsibility for the livelihood of the employee, as well as the right of the employee to 
have his or her speaking position recognised. Herein lies the gap this paper discussed in 
the infroduction, between 'public opinion' and the exponentially larger popular culture. 
Cant provoked the dominant classes in its assumption of a universal citizenship. 
Renaming a customary perquisite as the common law offence of theft rendered the 
labouring nomos as the criminal realm of the non-citizen. Justice, in this act of renaming, 
moves the realm of this action from the public to the private so that the act of 'theft' 
demonsfrates a criminal and pathological subjectivity. This dynamic provoked the 
mefropolitan labouring class to the point at which canting began in eamest, for 
misappropriation - including that of the property, language, and identity of the dominant 
classes - was the form in which this mobile vulgate resistance was performed. 
As the penal colony was being established at Botany Bay the mefropolitan class war 
coalesced around the (mis)appropriations of the material circuits of production. Following 
Peter Linebaugh's analysis, we can observe that the complex constellation of labour class 
relations that had been held together through the customary appropriation and exchange of 
perks gave way to the money exchange of the wage eamer. The development of the new 
criminal acts along with the development of the marine police placed the labouring class 
under intensifying pressure during a period in which wages were insufficient for 
subsistence. Each of these material developments should also be considered as rhetorically 
effective speech acts as they shifted the discursive field within which the protagonists 
operated. This point was to be seen in the rhetorical sfrategy of the marine police's 
architect, Patrick Colquhoun. Colquhoun described the labouring class as being 'disciplined 
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m acts of Criminal Warfare'.'^ Following the logic of Adam Smith whose Wealth of 
Nations had previously been tifled 'Lectures on Police', Colquhoun separated the poverty 
thought to be necessary for wealth from the 'idleness' which produced 'a disposition to 
moral and criminal offences'. 
The subjective interpolation of this paradigm split the labouring class over tiie homs of 
the dilemma imposed through the wage form's defeat of their customary nomos. The 
working class was tumed on itself through the tandem discourses of 'respectability' 
(pertainmg to the wage-earner) and 'idleness' (pertaining to the 'criminal'). The 
mefropolitan habitas became an arena of 'civil' warfare in which fridividuals were 
compelled to police, discipline and punish one another. Homicide, infanticide, rape, 
domestic violence and widespread participation in colonial warfare were the everyday 
features of this global city. That these mefropolitan dynamics were also global tensions is 
evident if we consider that in the context of the mutual dis-articulation through 
criminalisation of, on the one hand, slavery and liberalism and, on the other, poverty and 
liberalism, it was the mefropolitan poor who fought the slave population in the 
decimating (from the English point of view) Haitian Revolution. The primarily oral 
cultiire of the sfreet, tavem, and theafre expressed the tensions of this dilemma, and 
Linebaugh cites the Punch and Judy sfreet theafre as epitimal. The puppet-figure Punch 
should be considered as a type of mefropohtan Everyman whose representational mandate 
can be gleaned from the show's great and long-lasting popularity. This show's episodes 
consist of Punch's murdering of family, police, courtiers, physicians, householders, 
Haitians, beggars, soldiers and hangmen.'^ In enacting his universal rage Punch's weapons 
of choice were his physic, which could be a stick, or his wit (his wordplay). Both 
weapons were employed as 'casual and mutable', in that Punch's stick could become 
whatever he named it, while each persecutory state of affafrs given to Punch to confront 
was to be mutable in his renaming. Thus the 'cant' of the Punch and Judy show enacted 
the fantasy of the non-citizen's power of naming, 'legislating', and narrating. 
The 'Punchmen' were the puppeteers who carried the fit-up on their backs from showing 
to showing. In the sense that they carry the canting performance of these class tensions 
the representative figures of Jack Sheppard (1702 - 1727) and Ned Kelly (1855 -1880) 
were also 'Punchmen'. Sheppard and Kelly were historical figures whose popularity 
defines a political community amongst the labouring poor. Their popularity derived in 
part from their having shared the experiences of the Everyman of their period. Sheppard's 
upbringing in London's Spitalfields placed him in the city's industrial heart while his 
experience of the workhouse placed his upbringing within 'the fastest growing institutional 
innovation of social confrol.'^° His experience was also common in that he broke the 
indenture that bound him to his apprenticeship at a time when the promise of mastery no 
longer provided the guarantee of a living or the security of citizenship. Sheppard's 
volition in becoming an 'idle apprentice' marked him as making the positive choice of 
resistance given to those already marked as the criminal non-citizen. 
Jack Sheppard became famous for the flaunting of his criminal acts and self, and the 
provocations provided in his gaol escapes, and for the romance of his 'criminal' liaison 
with 'Edgeware Bess'. Typically, on escape from gaol Sheppard would don the apparel of 
a gentleman and, in the guise of the mefropolitan citizen, parade himself before the 
recognition of the labouring poor. The performance of this imposture allowed Sheppard to 
hide in full public view, and challenged the authority of identity belonging to the citizen-
subject. His life is significant because the mefropolitan poor took him as their hero, 
creating out of his escapades a discourse of excarceration. 
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The form of the popularity of excarceratory discourse is evident in several domains, 
including the theafre, the tavem and dram shop, and the forecourt. The foremost of these 
domains was that of the mefropolitan sfreet. The Tyburn sfreet was the scene of 
Sheppard's hanging where the crowd was the largest public gathering that London had 
yet seen. Here the parade of the convict towards the hangman's scaffold allowed the 
crowd and the victim the mutual recognition of their social confract.^' At a time when 
the theafre was a dominant form of popular cultural representation the crowd assessed the 
condemned's final performance. This mis-appropriation of the spectacular performance of 
the law retumed to this event the demand for justice which commonly stmctured the 
condemned felon's "confession". Rendering identity as a performance inverted the social 
performance of the dominant citizen - subject. The spectacle of hanging became an iconic 
public accusation of injustice and Sheppard's excarceratory performance gave the mob its 
epitimal expression. 
Sheppard's escapades were kept alive in popular culture through storytelling, songs, 
dramatic entertainments and numerous histories, while his name became a colloquial 
synecdoche in popular discourse. Invoking Sheppard's name signified a belonging to the 
political resistance of a criminalised class. It was in this form of popular culture and 
politics that the bushranger Ned Kelly (who was also hanged as a criminal at the age of 
25) was popularised in the Antipodean colonies as the new Jack Sheppard. Here, Peter 
Carey's novel The True History of the Kelly Gang can be considered to have brought 
alive the performative politics of Kelly's Sheppard-like escapades, and thus sheds light on 
the reason for the extent of popularisation this figure came to enjoy in Ausfralian culture. 
Kelly's clan collective rural habitas is shown in this novel to be co-extensive with the 
terrain constructed in the mefropolitan showings of the Punchmen, for the dynamics that 
tumed the mefropolitan migrants upon one another stmctured the ex-penal society with an 
even greater degree of intensity. The 'criminal' exploits of the 'Kelly Gang' are shown 
in this text to have been an attempt to mobilise the public discourse of excarceration 
against the institutional cormption operating through the compact between the dominant 
discursive fields of respectability and criminality, where the dominance of this discursive 
field tumed the rural poor against one another. Thus the Kelly narrative, including, 
cmcially, the Jerilderie Letter, comes in Carey's novel to figure as the performance of a 
critique of colonial society stmctured through the dialectics of ressentiment. In the 
unlikely event of the Jerilderie Letter having been published in the Melbourne Argus, or 
presented in parliament, then this dichotomy between respectability and criminality might 
have been loosened. 
The True History of the Kelly Family is a relaying of a suppressed history and an 
exhumation of a popular democratic politics whose tendency can be fraced backwards 
through the resistance of the criminalised non-citizens as an altemative account of 
modemity. Peter Carey's earlier novel Jack Maggs rewrote Charles Dicken's Great 
Expectations and in re-writing Dicken's fugitive 'Magwitch', this latter novel gives a 
subversive rendering of the fugitive's cant. Dicken's novels, it should be noted, represent 
the textual space of the social imaginary belonging to (post)colonial Ausfralian society. 
Dicken's Magwitch was the fransported convict who provided the engme for Pip's 
somewhat ironic bildungsroman. Pip's progression from immaturity to an eventual 
development of character is relayed through the colonial production of his mefropolitan 
identity as a citizen-subject, or 'gentleman'. This narrative of fulfilment is anchored by 
the protagonist's eventual separation of the universal qualities of humanity from the 
appearance of status stmctured through wealth and breeding. The success of this 
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realisation allows Pip to accept the loss of his object of desire Estella, who can never 
recognise in him the successful performance of the citizen-subject's legislative position. 
For Estella Pip is, in the lawyer Jagger's Darwinian terms, a 'cringer', and it is only in 
the desfre of Dmmmond the 'beater' that she finds her own commodification successfully 
purchased. Pip's loss then, stmctures his bildungsroman, allowing him to eventually take 
his 'respectable' position within the colonial economic system. 
Throughout Carey's novel the new Magwitch is a 'secretive cove' passionately engaged 
in the wnting of a confessional history for this new Pip. Like many of the Tynbum 
confessions which were recorded and distributed for sale, the ex-convict's confession is a 
repetition of plea for the justice of a case that the English common law failed to 
recognise. In this sense Carey's True History of the Kelly Family repeats the stinrcture of 
Jack Maggs by centring the narrative around Edward Kelly's confessional Jerilderie 
Letter. Both texts work as historical critiques of the English common law from the 
perspective of the suburban migrant rendered as non-citizen through criminahsation. In 
Jack Maggs the letter's addressee is the figure of Henry Phipps which works 
symbolically as Magg's nostalgic fantasy of a lost son, haunts him as the persecutory 
figure of the colonial phantom - soldier, and mocks him when revealed in the form of his 
sovereign. The intimate history that Maggs writes is literally reversible - fr's written in 
invisible ink, and appears to have been written back-to-front until read in a mfrror. It 
never is read by Phipps, (Dickens's Pip), its sole-intended audience, who neither 
recognises himself in Magg's mirror nor attempt to render his invisible history visible. 
Phipps's interpolation as citizen-subject means that he fails to identify himself in this 
history from below which has to be redeemed through the desire of the prostituted figure 
'Mercy Larkin'. The history that Maggs offers cannot be read through the interaction of 
the dominant discourse of criminality and respectability. When interpreted through the 
exegesis of the common law by the judiciary it leads to his fransportation on penalty of 
death. When read by the Dickensian 'Tobias Oates' it becomes the pathologizing narrative 
investigature that justifies the displacing of justice from the public to the private realm. 
'Maggs' letter works like 'Kelly's' Jerilderie Letter, and the popular accounts of Jack 
Sheppard's imposture of the mefropolitan 'freeman' in narrating an oppositional self and 
history. Significantly, in each of the accounts within which these figures are rendered 
(i.e., those of Linebaugh and Carey), the hysterical fantasy stmcturing gender relationships 
and the citizen-subject's identity is displaced. In Great Expectations 'Estella' functions as 
one form of the figure of the 'prostitute'; 'she' figures as a relay of commodified sexual 
relations as opposed to the submissive and dutiful figure 'Biddy'. "Estella' is bred by the 
fraumatised 'Miss Havisham' to perform as a broken relay in the masculine economy of 
desire. As the object of 'Pip's' fantasised desire, Estella is given as the point of 
propulsion for the protagonist's attempt to immerse himself in the dominant social-system. 
Pip then is also a 'Punchman' in that his befrayal of kin is precipitated by the gendered 
dynamics of class war. Moreover, in his idealised love of 'Estella' lies 'Pip's' hysterical 
relationship to her 'promiscuity' which seems to him to cause his desire to be a 
'gentleman'. Here the dynamics of the early global city in which the figure of the 
'prostitute,' and Trade, worked to cenfre mefropolitan identities still holds. Moreover, this 
dialectic form of holding, stmctured through race and class, pouits again to the violence 
inherent in the privileging of any core culture. 
In Jack Maggs the redemption of the protagonist's canting history is redeemed from 
'respectability' and pathological criminality through the resistance of the prostituted 
parlour maid 'Mercy Larkin'. 'Mercy' functions as a twice prostituted figure, having first 
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been prostituted through her mother's infroduction to the Trade, and then through Percy 
Buckle's 'protection'. In as much this figure is typically representative of the position of 
labouring mefropolitan women whose sources of potential income were necessarily derived 
from unregulated labour and frade. The parlour maid's indulgence of her master's fantasy 
of mefropolitan identification is positioned as intrinsic to the articulation of the discourse 
of respectability. In Carey's presentation it is this figure of the 'prostitute' that represents 
the valorised matemal, as well as the privileging of the desiring female subject. The 'sea 
of froubles' that Mercy's desire for the retumed convict provokes stmctures the comedic 
climax of the shooting in the penultimate chapter of Jack Maggs. Here the sacrificed 
finger lost in Mercy's desire to protect Maggs renders the novel's protagonists equal and 
symbolically wedded in the loss of their ring fingers. Theirs is a marriage whose status -
represented in the lost fingers - echoes that of the predominate form of popular union 
of the times, wherein marriage ceremonies were often celebrated in the bridewells that 
formed such an intrinsic part of popular social life. Theirs is a marriage other than that 
given in official discourse, belonging, as it does, to another history and a different 
modemity. 
This thesis has retumed to these fictional histories in order to examine the relationship 
between fantasy and materiality working through the project of historical integration. The 
global context links the thematizing of the criminalisation of the English labouring class 
with that of contemporary criminalisations of race in England, America and Ausfralia as 
part of a re-narration of the form of modemity privileged as a renewal. Where the 
periodization belonging to the dominant Westem account of modemity draws a line 
between the pre-modem and the modem, this thesis has sought to make a continuity 
through fracing a genealogy of the mobile fransportees, examined in the dialectics of the 
global city. That the use of history being pursued here is an attempt to make sense of 
this periodization can be seen in its questioning of the normatively described 'age of 
incarceration' from the context of globalization where imprisonment and criminalisation 
feature more pronouncedly than ever before. 
The city of London has been the cmcial historical site for this paper's relaying of 
postcolonial rewriting. Barry Richards' describes the link between modemity and the cities 
constituting the sites of early psychoanalytic practice as being those which 
were not the cities of the Industrial Revolution, which since the mid-nineteenth century had tended 
to decline relatively in political, cultural and economic significance, but centres of administration, 
fmance and consumption. They were not built upon organic industrial or religious communities, 
but were "shifting aggregations called into being by national and intemational forces outsides 
themselves" and subject to the discontinuities and fragmentations of modemity. As such they 
provided fertile ground for a discipline concemed to (re)compose meaning and a coherent sense of 
selfhood within individual psyches.^ ^ 
The early-global city of London was, in this sense , an exemplary modem city, where 
the discourse of criminality arose during the same historical moment as that of 
psychoanalysis. The link between criminality and the pathological social subject is mapped 
in the novels of Dickens and Carey, matching the shift that Foucault describes in the 
emergence of the (self)disciplined subject. The link that these texts provide between the 
pathologizing and criminalising of the mobile poor exceeds the contingent links that can 
be made between sjmchronous discourses, because, as Lacan shows, language and the 
psyche are infrinsically linked in the modem social subject. Such a subject's unconscious 
is, according to Lacan, not so much a matter of the chaotic primal force of a suppressed 
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id finding its way to conscious representation through dreamworks, perversions, and the 
evidence given in symptoms, but his or her interpolation within the social-semiotic 
system. Lacan calls this subject a speaking subject as its interpolation witiiin the social 
semiotic system at the level of the unconscious stinctirres it as spoken. This is a 
historical matter rather than the expression of a universal humanist tmth (although the 
latter works as evidence of the former). 
As Couze Venn has argued, subjectivity cannot be separated from colonisation in as 
much as the fact that modemity can be figured as an epitimal representation of the 
bounded subjectivity that Lacan describes hi the "era of the ego."^" The "era of the ego" 
can be mapped for the gendered discourses in which it finds representation: The 
mefropolitan form taken in the early modem period was that of the citizen-subject that 
this paper discussed in the infroduction. In this chapter, this mapping can be thought of 
by reinfroducing the figure of the prostitute that anchored the synchropated discourse of 
'respectability' that Miriam Dixson described as stmcturing modemity qua the Ausfralian 
nation. In this paper's first chapter the discourse of 'respectability' was found to have 
been made the object of a historical re-integration of colonial modemity. For the project 
of historical integration the figures of the 'criminal' and the 'prostitute' underpinning the 
discourse of 'respectability' are synchropated, so that they come to sanction the 
contemporary compact made between the core ethnie-liheral culture, democracy, and 
history as the holder of collective national memory. 
Historical integration's discourse of the ethnie -liberal gives a matemal-figured sanctuary 
to a frafriarchal dialectic of ressentiment that developed from the social space of the 
early global city. The masculine-hysterical form of this subjectivity was intrinsic to the 
citizenship and identity working in the social space of the early modem city of London. 
From this nascent form the citizen-subject there developed by the time of Dickens's 
writing a 'a psychologized, classed, developmental individual' stmctured in antithesis to 
its suburban migratory and colonial others (i.e., as given in the figuring of London's 
East End as a kind of infranational Orient.)^^ Carey's 'Jack Maggs' and 'Mercy Larkin' 
work as an post-colonial unbundling of the figures of criminal and the prostitute which 
suggests to this paper the possibility of constmcting a genealogy of subjectivity-through-
criminalisation. This genealogy would be used towards an untying of the ideological 
synthome of 'disappearing people' that takes its contemporary effect through the historical 
system of Anglo-Ausfralia's settlement-through-fransportation. Appropriating Cover's legal 
criticism in critiquing the compact enjoyed in the system of historical integration allows 
the possibility of imagining a historical and ethical relating of difference beyond the 
ontologizing of essentialist categories. Justice, in Derrida's account, is the aporia of 
deconstmction. This paper's application of this concept has proceeded via Levinas's sense 
of an ethical relationship to the other. Consequentially, the conclusion has to be made 
that an ethical historicising of modemity is a matter of some reversibility, and therefore 
exceeds the possibilities of any positive system of integration. 
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Chapter Six: The Ethnie-Glohah Integrating Historical 
"Risk" 
This paper has argued that the dominant Benthamite system prevalent from the time 
of the penal colony's fragmentation from England faces limits that are particular to 
the contemporary framing of the nation-state wdthin the discursive field of the global. 
Benthamite govemmentality cannot easily be separated from the compact made 
between 'ethnie-liheralism' and the form of collective memory called historical 
integration. One consequence of the operation of this compact is the impossibility of 
separating accounts of modemity from critiques of colonialism because the form of 
the latter is intrinsic to the former. The limits of this system are infra-national and 
intemational: In place of Dixson's divisions between the core ethnie and its 'tolerable' 
others, this thesis adopted an approach that emphasised the contingent development of 
different worldings that can be thought of in relation to the particular and the 
universal. Where the nation's Imperial nomos is internally challenged at the limits of 
its Benthamite framing, its mode of juridical recognition is incommensurable with the 
coexistence of the challenging Aboriginal and feminist paideic nomos. As well as 
being infranational these boundary disputes are simultaneously fransnational in 
appealing to the Imperial nomos in the form of 'intemational conventions that rest 
upon natural rights doctrines'.' Hugh Collins' analysis when glossed in these terms 
can be seen to reveal a fiirther Hartzian circularity between stasis and development in 
that the English labouring poor who comprised convict and (relatively) free labour in 
the establishment of the Antipodean penal colonies owned their own paideic 
relationship to the English Imperial nomos. The criminalised labouring class was largely 
comprised of mefropolitan immigrants. The world comprised through the narratives of 
law and history belonging to the labouring nomos, was (pre)colonised in the 
jurispathetic nomos of Imperial England. Thus English colonialism should also be 
regarded as havmg operated at the infranational level. In the reintegrated historical 
form to which this paper is responding, the colonised paideic nomos becomes effaced 
in its representation as the 'timeless premodem' - evident, as the previous chapters 
have argued, in the 'clan collectivity of the Irish', in the figure of the 'unrespectable 
poor', the excessively sexed 'prostitute', and the 'ahistorical' Aboriginal. 
In the previous chapters I argued that the precolonial dialectics of domination of the 
mefropolitan labouring poor are mirrored, as colonial modemity, in the 'settlement' of 
the terra nullius colonies. The mediation through English Benthamite ideology thus 
predicated the fragmentation of this (English) society, through fransportation, in the 
settlement of the penal colony. Thus this chapter will begin to consider this 
relationship as a global phenomenon that extemalizes the precolonial English 'internal 
orient'. The gendered account of modemity given in Dixson's dialectic account of 
Ausfralia qua modemity can be unearthed a little further in examining the subjective, 
spatial and textual forms that gender began to take in terms of the modem -
conservative reaction to globalization. 
This chapter fraces the present-tense of this thesis's genealogy of 'disappearing 
people', where, in an unearthing of 'fugitive cant', we have seen that the limits of 
ethnie-liheralism are to be found at the boundaries of subjective citizenship. This 
demarcation of boundaries can be seen in the consistency between the positive 
system's of law and historical integration discussed in the previous chapters, with a 
modem-conservative mobilisation of globalization used to re-cenfre its own 'tolerable' 
position. The limits of this dynamic is apparent in the cenfre's mobilisation of the far-
right position embodied in 'Hansonism'. 
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Nation, Race, and Globophobia. 
Modem conservative discourse and historical integration share the frontier of 
globalization. And yet, at the same time for each, the 'global' forms the real that 
grounds the cfrculations of signifiers in thefr representative systems. In contemporary 
neo-liberal discourse in Ausfralia this frontier is mobilised to sanction a socio-
economic discourse wherein egalitarian values delineate Benthamite govermentality, and 
the 'whitened' narratives of progress and race. Thus a cost-benefit analysis provided 
in the discourse of govermentality tends to merge its account of the economic and 
social costs that 'we' can, or cannot, afford, with its account of the social and 
economic difference that 'we' can, or cannot, tolerate. Benthamite liberalism inscribes 
- simultaneously - a rigid limfr in the tolerable and affordable boundary, and an 
infinite flexibility towards the socio-economic circulations of capfral and (capitalised) 
information flows. Limit and limiflessness are both sanctioned by the frontier of 
'catasfrophic risks' that globalization threatens. The boundaries of this globalization are 
infranational and fransnational. They take effect glocally? They are economic 
boundaries, and precisely to the extent that they are economic and not political they 
work as doxa, the uncontestable real on which pohtics is subsequently grounded. 
In this context I want to begin to extend the ttiangulation this paper poses in terms 
of the political discursive fields of the United States, England, and Ausfralia, where in 
each a liberal conservative position is mobilised as a form of historic retiieval. Thus, 
the American 'Compassionate Conservatism', the English 'Third Way', and the 
Ausfralian 'Modem Conservatism' each refrieves a fradition of liberal values as the 
contemporary heritage of modemity.^ In Ausfralia this act of refrieval gains iconic 
signification in the re-presentation of an 'Ausfralia Unlimited'. This was originally the 
tide of an article the conservative Prime Minister Sir Robert Menzies wrote for The 
Sydney Morning Herald in 1958." Forty years later The Australian newspaper 
inaugurated an annual series of Australia Unlimited Roundtables. In the first of these, 
the Liberal prime minister John Howard began by quoting from Sir Robert Menzies's 
article: 'If I were a young man, with all the world in front of me, I would want to 
be in Ausfralia at the beginning of what I believe to be a wonderful period of 
development.'^ Howard continued to state his belief that 'Sir Robert's words are even 
more appropriate today', because 'we stand on the verge of a new century and a new 
millennium with almost limifless possibilities'.^ Thus, the global possibilities of 
progress and development that were apparent to Menzies in 1958 fill the vision of the 
modem-conservative future of an unlimited nation-state. 
At the Australia Unlimited Roundtable the Liberal government was positioned as 
managing the risks posed to the nation in the form of 'change': 
change is, after all, the one constant that we can count on ui our lives. And the more 
that the likely outcomes can be seen as leading to a better future - the more we can 
see real progress in train - then the more positive and accepting we will all be of 
change, at both the personal and the national level.^  
Within this discursive field change signifies the effects of globalization, where 
globalization is conceived of as a necessary process or pseudo-natural force (of 
naturalised market forces) that affects the nation from without. The vicissitudes of 
globalization need to be managed on behalf of the nation by the governmental 
recognition of the need for real progress, positing 'the global' as a force exterior to 
the nation, and as primal and chaotic. Representations of 'nature' that shift from the 
'awesome' and 'terrible' in the (Romantic) colonial period to being a matter of 
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'chaotic risk' in contemporary terms, parallel the shift from modemity's rationality to 
the 'reflexivity' of the 'second Enhghtenment' given in Beck's Risk Society. 
Nonetheless, the discourse of modem-conservatism assumes the same sense of 
periodicity inherent in the modemist assumptions of historical integration, partly 
because they both operate within the xenophobia inherent to Anglo-derivative 
nationalism, and partly through their assumed de-politicisation of market forces. Still 
assumed in this modernist conception is the abject threat of the 'primitive', given 
occasion now by the dismptive effects of fransnational capital, but imagined, in a 
largely disavowed form, in the figure of the 'Asian'. 
Modem conservative and historical-integrationist discourse impose, in the name of the 
nation, limits between the primitive and the civilised, the premodem and the modem, 
the affordable and the non-affordable, and the tolerable and the intolerable. For 
historical integration, the inverse delimitation takes the form of the Utopian horizonal 
fusion, a vision of a higher universality present in the liberal ethnie. For modem-
conservatism, an Ausfralia that is 'unlimited' means primarily the idea of the 
Ausfralian nation 'as a global cenfre for financial services', where 'Sydney' will rival 
'Tokyo' as a stock exchange within the Asian region.^ The development of 'Ausfralia 
Unlimited' requires that 'the idea of Ausfralia as a global cenfre for financial services 
needs to be fransformed into a reality'.' In the development of this national heritage 
of becoming-mefropolitan, Sydney is to become a global city - an Australasian 
London. The access to be given to 'free-floating, locally unbound capital' is 
represented at the level of political discourse as the vision of a 'nation of stock 
holders'.'" Hence, in this liberal visualisation, the flows of capital are imagined as 
democratised. Future flows of capital will be, therefore, already for democracy. 
In The Real Matilda the argument is made that a new feminism attuned to global 
frontier concems address the movement marginalising the cause of women. The Real 
Matilda's historical account is one concemed to privilege the 'real' of women's role 
in the formation of a national identity. Both this text and The Imaginary Australian 
should be read as working within a dominant position held by contemporary 
Ausfralian feminist historians. This position echoes that of American historians whose 
works resist 'a cultural criticism solemnly said to entail the belief that 'there are no 
real women and no such thing as truth'." The 'real' inhabited in the world of 
historical integration is that of the challenge of the matemally conceived social body 
to 'the mle of the brothers', the fratriarchal frontier m The Real Matilda. By the time 
of the publishing of the fourth edition of this text along with The Imaginary 
Australian, the grounding reality of this frontier has become one of a fragmenting 
globalization. The Real Matilda describes a corporatisation of Ausfralian culture from 
1945. Here 
the economy became more capital intensive. Bureaucrats, managers, professionals and 
experts, assisted by an invasive mass media, functioned as the muscle of big 
government, big business and big unions. Together they formed the nerve centre of 
the corporate system and its agencies. 
This shift represents not so much a change from fratriarchy to a mediatised 
globalization, but a re-conceptualisation of the former as the latter. This globalization 
is a (Habermassian) public colonisation of the private sphere where the individual and 
the family are figured as providing sanctuary: Thus, although 'the family now labours 
under unparalleled sfress, . . . it continues to function as a partly separate, protective 
space' in which 'authentic human altematives to market relations and values (still 
hold').'^ The mediatised colonisation of this 'separate psychic space' is (in 1976) a 
'new form of male domination or code of authority.'' Globalization is gendered, but 
its onset is also given a specific date. '1945' signifies the effect, in its Ausfralian 
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context, of the waning British Imperial influence that was evident in the South-East 
Asian and Pacific theafres of the 'Second World War'. Here Dixson's narrative gives 
an oft-remarked Ausfralian shift away from the identification with 'Britishness'. 
Dixson's argument matches John Howard's re-appropriation of Robert Menzie's post-
war position. In this view the post war prime minister's view that 'the boundaries of 
Great Britain are not on the Kentish coast but at Cape York and Invercargill', was 
already anachronistic at the time of its statement.'^ In Dixson's analysis, the shift to 
identification with the newly mediatised United States from the 'holding' focus upon 
matters of British heritage marks the beginnings of a major component of an 
Ausfralian loss of identity. In one sense, the natiore of this loss is one of 
'Britishness'. Even though the large-scale Anglo-European immigration encouraged 
under a Labour govemment policy of 'populate or perish' was designed to inoculate 
Ausfralia against the threat of the 'yellow peril' - the imagined engulfhient of 
Ausfralia by the 'Asian hordes' of the north, these post-war shifts opened a fissure 
that would become the fracturing of cohesive national identity perceived by Dixson in 
globalization. Thus by 1972, a govemmental policy of racial cohesion had become an 
official discourse of multicultural toleration. In Dixson's The Real Matilda and The 
Imaginary Australian the cultural modality of this loss is also given as a feature of 
'frafriarchal' social organisation which is itself, in tum, a feature of the changes 
wrought under conditions of globalization. I want to extend backwards the implications 
of this argument, to claim that in the eighteenth century settlement of Ausfralia we 
have an example of the 'early global nation'. 
In this latter sense the project of historical integration should also be read against 
the divide that British imperialism mark^ within 'British' historiography and questions 
of British national identity, in the sense that Ausfralian national identity, in Dixson's 
usage, represents a culmination of the former. Post-colonial accounts of British identity 
make apparent the fact that 'the elusive, displaced notion of Englishness, apparenfly so 
insular and self-contained, cannot be grasped without seeing its intimate and complex 
connections to the wider Imperial world'.'* Moreover, 
The historic connection between England and its Colonial Empfre - and the separate but 
overlapping relations and thefr ethnic and racial Others - inevitably lies at the very 
heart of the matter even, or especially, when it remains unspoken.'^  
In Bill Shwarz's account, English colonial historiography has been divided between 
accounts of an insular England that celebrate this 'tme home of well regulated 
liberty', and expansionist celebrations of the British Empfre. The latter form of 
historicisfrig is given in the example of Sir John Seeley's The Expansion of England. 
In Seeley's view, the revolutionary events in the Americas meant England had lost its 
'first Empire' by the time of the 1770's. But, by 1883 he could identify England's 
possession of a second Empfre, comprisfrig the dominion of Canada, the West Indian 
Islands, the South African possessions, the Ausfralian colonies, and India. This 
Empirical shift approximately matches that between the major periods of English 
convict fransportation to the American colonies (1618 - 1776), and to the Antipodean 
penal colonies (1788 - 1861). As an account of Enghshness, Seeley's history 
dismantles the binary of intemal and extemal. Thus, for Seeley, 
the central issue of early Imperial Europe was die presence of the New World, which 
"does not lie outside Europe but exists inside of it as a principle of unlimited political 
change." Or, as he put it more pidiily: ui die eighteenth century "die history of 
England is not fri England but in America and Asia.'^  
The Expansion of England's narration of an English Empire is global and potentially 
borderiess: Australian colonies and West Indian Islands and English counties are 
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visualised as coming to possess a consistent degree of "Englishness," and the context 
of this political change, the peripheral context, is imagined as the cenfre, or "home" 
of British identity formation. Like Miriam Dixson's latter account, Seeley's expansion 
is also a 'natural' and racial imaginary: Peripheries do not become cenfral through the 
re-inflection of English culture through the effects of Inuit, Maori or Koori cultures. 
Rather, this dislocation of identity works in a more 'sfrategic' sense, through the 
demographic outweighing of the English in the colonies compared to the number of 
English remaining 'at home' At the same time 'Englishness' is reinforced through the 
very act of colonisation, in tandem with the frope of 'Family making' that Spivak 
describes in her reading of Jane Austen's text. Seeley's is a confidently masculinist 
accoimt of English colonisation - and here it is in both the sfrategic and gendered 
senses that The Expansion of England sets the limits of the imagined expansionary 
fransformation of 'England' - as a natural operation of race. 
Imperialist and overtly racist histories such as Seeley's posed a problem for the 
narration of an English identity in Victorian historiography. Such accounts blurred the 
lines between colony and England where the very definition of Englishness was being 
formed in negation, as the height of civilisation and not the primitive depths, and as 
English and not colonial. Thus the liberal, radical and socialist veins of historiography 
tumed inwards to find a popular democratic Englishness that was represented in terms 
of the discourse of freedom, epitomised in the 'rights of the freebom Englishman'. 
Shifts in both popular and elite opinion both mobilised this ethnie-liheral discursive 
field: As Catherine Hall has described it in her account of gendered elaborations of 
'whiteness' in relation to colonial West Indian others, elite and middle class English 
support for the emancipation of American slaves in the 1830's imagfried itself 
expressing the human right to freedom best recognised in Englishness, while popular 
support for the rights of British labourers came to draw upon the same narrative frope 
in denigrating this elite support. These were matters of gendered and 'British' national 
identity as Audrey Fisch shows in her analysis of representations of slavery in Britain 
at the time of the American emancipation. Here 
Although The Times strategy for dealing with this issue strives to secure the dis-
alliance of worker and slave, it also threatens the image of the English nation as a 
land of unsurpassed freedom by suggesting that English Labourers suffer deeply. To 
insure, in tum, the image of the English nation as a land of xmsurpassed freedoms, 
other reviewers employ a language of national competition. The North British Review's 
insistence that 'it is totally false that the condition of the slave is not infmitely worse 
than that of the poorest labourer in England'[255] is shown in bas-relief by the 
review's closing assurance that 'we are actuated by no hostile spirit of rivalry'. Dublin 
University Magazine is even more revealing in its resolution that 'the English 
workman . . . is better off. . . not only than the American slaves, but . . . his French, 
Belgian or German compeers'. " 
Both uses worked off the formation of identity through the periodic negation that 
chapter one infroduced. 'British labourers' were mobilised in a discourse of 
ressentiment, through the anxiety provoked by the imagined equivalence or inferiority 
to American slaves. British colonialism gives stmcture to this class anxiety and what 
becomes represented is the disavowal of the recognition of having already been 
colonised. As the implications of cross -ethnic and cross -gendered 'fratemity' become 
evident in for example the questions posed by the events of the Morant Bay rebellion 
(1865). English identity boundaries were reinscribed with greater definition: masculinity 
and whiteness became more bounded and differentiated in the same movement as the 
shift from 'fratemal' cultural racism, the pursuit of benevolence, to a biological racism 
and the revaluation of dominance and differentiation. English liberals promoting 
emancipation as well as conservatives valorising colonial bmtalities (such as Govemor 
Eyre's suppression of the Morant Bay rebellion) were anxious to maintain their 
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English humanist identity as the polar opposite of all that was 'primitive' or 
'barbaric'. Not to do so would have framed colonialism more fully within a context 
of violence, and colonial violence as something no longer incidental and peripheral, 
but as being inttinsic to the imagined definition of 'Englishness' and 'home'.^° 
Shwarz cites J. R. Green's Short History of the English People as a canonical text 
for the insular tum in English historiography. Green's is a populist account of the 
English 'people', who are 'freated as if they had no place in the sequence of 'English 
conquests', or as if they remained untouched by 'foreign wars and diplomacies'.'^' 
The Short History of the English People passes over 'the details of foreign wars and 
diplomacies' in order to 'dwell at length on the incidents of that constitijtional, 
intellectual and social advance m which we read the history of the nation itself. ^ 
English colonisation is removed from the progressive narrative of the democratic 
nation and English identity purged of the relays that mn through gendered, class, and 
raced relations. Hence, this very narrative of the development of 'the rights of the 
tme bom Englishmen' told as a tale of the people, of folkways held, and liberties 
fought for from the bottom up is unable to incorporate an account of the workings of 
colonisation as m/ranational. Moreover, colonies conceived of as extemal and 
narrationally peripheral loom large as an inscribed absence in such accounts: Here, it 
seems that the conclusion to be reached is that the greater the degree of this absence, 
then the greater the dependence on the negativity of the absent colonial object. In this 
instance we have an interdependent historical frope where Seeley's sort of exterior 
historiography works in tandem with the apparent opposition of Green's inferiority. 
Interior and exterior are thereby maintained in dichotomous relation. Both Woolf and 
Jones (after him) describe these nationalist historians as Hegelian in thefr ideology: 
each reproduces the Hegelian historic frope of destiny and inevitability in the concept 
of the nation-state as the embodiment of the spirit or life-force of a people. 
This aporia of historiography and identity formation haunts the project of historical 
integration. The reintegration that it seeks to perform is, in this sense, a reconciliation 
between the historiography of (inter)national accounts such as Seeley's and Green's. 
At the level of identity formation the 'tme-bom Briton' becomes figured in the 
Ausfralian 'core' culture. This synchronous extension 'disappears' the diachronic 
elements of the colonial endeavour in this settler society context. Transportation, 
operating as an exfreme extension of an 'ideology of disappearing people' from within 
the British social body, becomes an absent relay for this historical narrative. Thus a 
disjunctive form of history works as an extension of this ideology of disappearing 
people, as 'post' colonial in these sense that the signifying power of colonisation 
becomes 'over with', having been reintegrated within the joumey of the liberal 
English (wo)man. Historical reintegration reaches backwards, past the violence of 
colonisation, to nationalist narratives of national ethnie-Viberalism, and projects this 
visualisation forwards as the horizonal fusion of the future. This historical system's 
present is imagined in relation to the 'we' it seeks to represent. This present requires 
this unifying vision of the future past, as a necessity, given the fragmenting risks 
posed by globalization and its differentiating effects. Thus, a shift has occurred here, 
for without the new negativity of 'the global' replacing the old fictions of colonial 
others, Dixson's narrative would not be able to privilege its imagined paideia as a 
universal {Imperial) necessity. 
The risks of globalization that must be survived and managed sanction the 
production of sfrange affinities within and between the retums of historical integration 
and modem - conservatism in part through the anxieties produced in the Westem shift 
from patnarchy to frafriachy. This is a shift from an imagined and largely unreflexive 
subjective and nationally conceived dominance, to the diffuse anxieties of a de-cenfred 
dialectics of ressentiment. The production, through the recognitions of a historical 
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integration, of a Anglo-Celtic 'core culture' is nothing so much as that of a 
community of anxiety, imagined as bulwark and sanctuary from globalization. 
Toni Morrison describes this sort of constmction as emblematic of Westem 
Modemity: 
The overweening defining event of the modem world is the mass movement of raced 
populations, beginning with the largest forced transfer of people in die history of the 
world: slavery . . . The contemporary world's work has become the policing, halting, 
forming policy regarding, and trying to admiiuster the movement of people. 
Nationhood - the very definition of citizenship - is constantly being demarcated and 
remarcated in response to exiles, refiigees, Garstarbeister, immigrants, migrations, the 
displaced, the fleeing, and the besieged. The anxiety of belonging is entombed within 
the central metaphors in the discourse on globalization, transnationalism, nationahsm, 
the break-up of federations, the rescheduling of alliances, and the fictions of 
sovereignty. Yet these figurations of nationhood and identity are frequently as raced 
themselves as the originating racial house that defined them.^ ^ 
The argument this thesis addresses shares this relaying of race, nation, and 
modemity. Historical integration's paideic community is the liheral-ethnie which is 
both privileged as the pattem setting particularity bearing the universal values of its 
society, and given as the matemal sanctuary of the Habermassian lifeworld. Further, I 
want to argue that an actually existing globalized figure of the Dixsonian national-
matemal achieved iconic representation in popular political discourse in Ausfralia in 
the media figure of Pauline Hanson. Hanson - who ran for public office over the 
period 1996 to 1998 - achieved national prominence as a working class representative 
of fraditional Anglo- Ausfralia. This 'really existing' matemal figure, moreover, works 
as emblematic for the representative systems of both historical integration and modem 
conservatism. 
The Hanson media phenomenon occurred over the period of political fransition in 
Ausfralia in which a thirteen year old cenfre-left national govemment was superseded 
by the govemance of a cenfre-right 'modem conservative' Liberal Party (1983 -1996). 
This shift effected a change from an official policy of multiculturalism to one of 
national unification, while this shift matched that of political discourse that this paper 
has already described in this disavowal of 'progress' and the mobilisation of (global) 
'risk'. This shift, it should be emphasised, is more a matter of a neoliberal inversion 
than disjunction. The Ausfralian Labour Party possessed, during the period of the 
Hawke-Keating partnership, the mobilising tension of its mythology as 'the party of 
social progress, creative nationalism, and historic consciousness', and its neoliberal 
beliefs - 'shaped by the political losses of the 1970's, fore-grounded in the boom 
years of the 1980's and then shrouded in something like shame in the recession that 
followed.'^" Thus "multiculturalism" was stmctured by this tension, as Morris shows in 
her analysis of Ausfralian history through the media figure of Paul Keating. Keating 
was national freasurer from 1983 to 1991, and Prime Minister from 1991-1995. Over 
this period 'Keating' morphed from being the embodiment of economic rationalisation 
and globalization, to having become the bearer of revisionist colonial history, and a 
renewed sense of national identity. The Keating govemment 'attempted to fuse a 
cultural politics of national identity-promotion with an economic policy of 
intemationalism'.^^ Thus, even as under the Keating aegis revisionary accounts of 
colonial history admitted to the mainsfream during the Bicentenary became (briefly) 
institutionally dominant accounts, multiculturalism still operated through this rational 
economic and socially progressive tension. State support for an 'urbane, socially 
liberal, multiculturalist heaven' was in large part the support deemed necessary for an 
export image of the nation. 
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The exportability of this image depended - to a large degree - on the success of 
its mobilisation as a national import. The dominant discourse of multiculturalism 
promoted a 'visible fluency amongst feminist, indigenous' and other 'special interest 
groups' that 
began to foster resentment among rural and white working class people who feh 
excluded or attacked by the revisionary mood of all diis talk about the past, while 
coping with the economic reforms that seemed most obviously to benefit big business, 
on the one hand, and tertiary educated, media-smart, middle-class lobbyists for 
minority interests on the other. 
Once mobilised, these resentments became the support for the modem-conservative 
retijm to policies of national unity, while neoliberal policies - responding to the 
'global' - give stmcture to both majoritive reunification and minority diversities. In 
multiculturalism, the 
quantifiable economic benefits attached to cultural diversity have played a role in 
supplanting older policies designed to assimilate minorities into a homogenised nation 
state: in this sense they may be said to have allowed a space for the assertion of 
hitherto prohibited rights and identities in societies newly recognised as 
'multicultural'." 
These are, to a large extent, commodified rights and identities, pertaining to the 
tolerance of a monocultural universality that has been reimagined as one (or the) 
threatened minority amongst others. The fact that difference is here negotiated as a 
matter of tolerance demonsfrates the extent to which the monocultural majomess is a 
de facto assumption: a raced subjectivity is privileged as the position from which 
'minority' interests are to be tolerated. Moreover, to the extent that the multi-minoral 
rights and identities are tolerated to the extent to which they are reified. To the 
extent that they exceed reification, they become threatening and criminalised. 
A re-integrationist shift following the shift from a White Ausfralia policy to 
govemmental multiculturalism can be identified as having worked within the post-1996 
modem-conservative govemmentality. The new Coalition Prime Minister had long held 
the view that unification should be cenfral to national policy and had consistently 
opposed the "fracturing" of national unity in the development of minority interests. 
John Howard opposed indigenous land rights and increased rates of non-Anglo 
immigration over 25 years of political life. Despite the rhetorical disavowals of the 
"tolerable" form in 1992 he restated his belief that the govemmental reversal of a 
previous policy of assimilation had been a mistake. Moreover Howard consistently 
backs the conservative businessman Huw Morgan's position in regard to Aboriginal 
peoples. Morgan, the CEO of Westem Mining, has been in a position requiring 
negotiation with Aboriginal peoples over the use of land in Westem Ausfralia through 
his company's vast mining interests. It is his oft-repeated belief that Aboriginal culture 
is a dead culture and that Aboriginal land claims based on this culture (in the 
demonsfration of a historically consistent cultural relationship to land) is therefore null 
and void. While these examples are typical of modem-conservatism, three 
govemmental acts (of many that could be instanced) early on established the form of 
relationship between particular and universal that marks the modem-conservative 
ethnie-liheral reintegration. Firstiy, the Howard govemment moved to cancel 
(inter)national obligations under the United Nations Treaty on the protection of human 
rights in 1996. Secondly, it collapsed the department of multicultirral affairs, only to 
reinstate it in 1998 as the (diminished) Australian department of multiculturalism. 
Thirdly, it constincted and pursued the 10 Point Plan, renewing the common law's 
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exclusion of aboriginal land rights, fri reaction to the success of the Wik and Mabo 
claims. Difference was going to be tolerated under the fraditional monocultural aegis 
with the Liberal Govemment: policies and tendencies attempting a privilegfrig of 
difference outside of, or beyond this sense of the tolerable became 'un-Ausfralian', or 
'politically correct', and were represented to have been built upon the new (cenfre-
left) elite's proclivity for 'black armband' history. 
This context begins to make sense of the prime minister's predominantly silent 
reaction to the 'Hanson phenomenon'. Hanson campaigned on an 'egalitarian' platform 
of economic protectionism and the abolition of multiculturalism, native title rights and 
the Anti-discrimination Act. Her campaign appealed widely to the once-major 
resentments felt by Anglo white males and neglected rural interests. In the Queensland 
state election of 1998 Hanson's party gamered nearly one quarter of the vote, and at 
the subsequent national election it gained close to one million votes (or, 4%). 
Hanson's overt racism, evident in her maiden speech to the Queensland state 
legislature, saw the Liberal party withdraw its nomination of her candidature. Yet 
Howard had been saying for many years that it was not possible to have a 'realistic' 
public debate about immigration in Ausfralia because of "political correctness" on the 
subject of race. Previous attempts to broach this 'incorrect' debate had helped to 
effect Howard's loss of the stewardship of his own party. One public televised debate 
in which Howard specifically attacked the levels of 'Asian' immigration into Ausfralia 
arguably tipped the balance of power within the Liberal party and saw two subsequent 
leaderships before Howard was to be re-elected leader of his own party. Thus the 
manner in which the 'divorce' is recorded in the official biography John Howard: 
Prime Minister is revealing. The biography's author David Bamett records the salient 
points from Hanson's parliamentary debut: 'Everybody should be freated equally. If 
Aboriginals get paid to send their kids to school, or get this or that benefit, I should 
be able to get the same.'^^ Bamett's gloss on this speech was determined in relation 
to the imminent federal election. Hence he records the leader of the opposition's belief 
that 'Whatever the merits of her opinions, there was no room for confroversy about 
Aboriginals in the campaign. Hanson continued as an independent.'^^ Hence, after the 
appearance of an initial divorce the dynamics of the relationship between Hansonism 
and the cenfre-right was one of co-extension, operating eventually as a form of 
disavowal mirroring that of the disavowal of 'progress' that Morris describes, 
operating against the grounding frontier of globalization. 
Both the Liberal Party and Pauline Hanson's One Nation Party (Ltd) owed a large 
part of their success at this time to the public sense of a globalized cultural and 
material context. Each reinvested the fraditional major image of the (white) 'decent 
Aussie battler', once the communitarian icon of 1930's depression era urban and rural 
Ausfralia impoverished through the collapse of Westem intemational credit, now that 
of the rural and urban communities newly disenfranchised through the effects of 
globalization.^" The myth of the 'battler' fraces its roots back to the idea of the 
settler as embattled by the alien environment but, cmcially, the route of these 'roots' 
has taken the form of a historic rewriting, and particularly, an urban rewriting of the 
mral. Think, for example, of the rural poems of the urban Henry Lawson read in the 
context of their mobilisation in the urban-patriotic magazine The Bulletin. Later 
commentators like Russell Ward and Donald Home working prior to postcolonial and 
feminist critiques have famously elaborated the historic mobilisation of embattlement 
in which this paper argues that liberal, masculine and egalitarian ressentiment is 
fuelled.^' Thus in the 1996 federal election and the 1998 Queensland state election the 
Liberal and One Nation parties was able to appeal to a fradition of majoritive 
resentment in the form of imagined - communal anxiety. Suvendrini Perera writes that 
Hansonism's real success has been the 'ability to enlist a range of discourses and 
representations that resonate with Anglo-Ausfralia's historical as well as current 
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anxieties'." One Nation's positioning of itself as representative of the embattled 
worked to reintegrate the historic fantasy of white supremacy against the assumed real 
nsks of globalization. What were recently - before globalization - boundary lines 
between classes experienced in the urban/rural divide thus become racialised lines 
marked between the Ausfralian and the non - Ausfralian. The discursive field of risk 
being mobilised here belongs, then, to a racialised neo-liberalism, and the 'battler' is 
mobilised as the quintessential ethnie-liheral. Globalization in this sense becomes the 
period following post-war prosperity said to have finished in 1973. Morris describes 
the recessionary discursive field (given in 'intimidatory discourses of economic 
pathos') of this post-prosperity phase leading up to the Bicentennial (1988): 
During those sixteen years, it became a media commonplace that Ausfralia is not a 
securely affluent "European" society on the edge of "Asia," but an odd, vulnerable 
hybrid, a 'poor little rich country' (as the most dismal of economic pundits, 
Maximillian Walsh, entifled his 1979 book on 'the shock of the seventies'); something 
like a 'Third World economy' dependent on natural resources and tourism, deeply 
indebted and with a structurally underdeveloped manufacturing cenfre, yet sustaining a 
spendthrift society with First World expectations of living standards and an enfrenched 
First World self image. 
Here, the nation is privileged as embattled and notions of progress are displaced 
from the field of the social to that of the economic. This is the utilitarian account of 
costs and benefits written from the e//2«/e-liberal position. It sanctions the continued 
pursuit of progress and development in the name of "the battler" on whose behalf 
welfare is no longer affordable. Hansonism was able to build upon this pre-existing 
wound culture by mobilising a constellation of globalization, nationalism, and ethnicity. 
For both the cenfre and far-right, the other to be defended against is both infra- and 
frans-national. It's the frans-national multiculturalism of the Keating govemment with 
its 'tum to Asia', and the infra and fransnational privileging of Aboriginal 'minority 
interests' where the appeal to intemational freaties protecting the rights of indigenous 
populations. It's the unegalitarian special freatment involved in Aboriginal land claims 
where they are perceived to be being granted an advantage above and beyond that 
provided by the level playing field of common law property interests. 
That the sanctuary that the matemal media figure of Pauline Hanson provides is the 
'egalitarian' space of an imaginary social paranoia is not to say that the cultijral, 
material and gendered loss of the sense of majomess isn't 'real', that fraditional 
masculinities aren't fractirred under feminist and global pressures, nor that flexible 
(globalised) credit arrangements haven't decimated the material-culture of rural 
Ausfralia. The sanctirary provided is only capable of providing an aggressive and 
anxious sense of imagined community that is denigratory and debilitating for those 
within as it is for those without. This sanctuary works best for the neo-liberal 
doctrine of economic rationalism to which it is represented as oppositional. That is to 
say that it feeds into the discourse of survival and management that allows the 
separation of social from economic progress in modem conservative discourse. This 
separation is deemed necessary because of the binary separation of outside and inside, 
where the exterior is given as the chaotic space of catasfrophic risk. (Thus under the 
pressure of neo-liberal discursive work, the appeal to rights mobilised by Aboriginal 
communities thus appears as an extemal risk.) Thus Hansen's anti-global stance feeds 
back into the economic doctiine of a necessary globalization, reproducing, for 
example, the split between the mefropolitan and the peripheral mral that it seeks to 
address. Here we can take note of Morris's observation of the 1996 electoral defeat 
of the labour party at the hands of the Liberal-national coalition, given that it was 
this election that ushered in a new discursive space allowing the emergence of the 
far-right as a political force. Morris wrote that 
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change on this scale cannot be understood using the very categories of 'identity' 
politics ("whites" and "Anglo-Celtics" versus "others" for example) so resoundingly 
rejected by the electorate. More salient is the pattem of socio-economic division 
whereby labour held, just, the three major urban centtes of fmancial and cultural 
power (Sydney, Melboume, Canberra) and lost the rest of the country. "^ 
As I have been suggesting so far, the imaginary space of sanctuary is that of 
historical integration's ethnie-liheral lifeworld where the consistency of ideal 
communication is to be imagined through the fantasy of excorporating the Aboriginal 
and the "Asian" immigrant. This cultural and material modality has its roots in the 
excorporation of the mefropolitan migratory labouring class in their fransportation to 
the American and Ausfralian colonies. Thus, like other communitarian imaginaries, the 
subjectivity being built upon is one stripped of history even as the liberalism of this 
vision is only supportable in its class, race and gendered investments. Given the 
nation's begiimings in the cultural and material dynamics of fransportation, I want to 
argue that this is a particularly Ausfralian imaginary, an ahistorical vision which 
exemplifies the cultural modality of colonial-modemity. 
Historical integration operates a compact in its constmction of liberalism, an Anglo -
Celtic ethnicity figured as the "core" culture, and the place of history as the holder 
of national popular memory. Operating as a model of historic retrieval, it fails to take 
account of its own fantasised investments within a economy of desire.^^ This failure is 
in part one of a resistance towards recognising the form of any imaginary (Ausfralian) 
relation to the 'real'. Reconciliation, reintegration, or Gadamerian fusion of the 
Balance Sheet approach to Ausfralian history v^ dth its Black Armband opponent all 
work through a disavowal of difference. The positive systems of historical integration, 
of the common law given in Benthamite govemmentality, and of Habermassian 
communitarian ideality all share this historic disappearance. Where the privileging of 
the 'core' culture works as a really existing synthesis of all three systems it needs to 
be recognised as working through an 'egalitarian' ideology of disappearing peoples 
and differences.^^ 
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